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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION. 

1o the S enate and General Assembly: 

In pursuance of law, herewith is presented the thirty-seventh an
nual report of the State Normal School, with accompanying docu
ments. For detailed matter you are referred to the report of the 
Principal of the School. 

It will be deemed sufficient in this place to call attention to a few 
general fa cts. 

Since the last report the governing body of the School has been 
changed from a Board of Trustees especially chosen for the School to 
the State Board of Education. The latter Board is organized into 
three committees, viz.: A Committee on Education, one on Buildings 
and Grounds, and one on Finance and Auditing. Each of these 
committees is entrusted with a peculiar line of duties; under the con
sequent d efining of responsibility a very systematic mode of trans
acting business has been secured. The finances are classified, the 
avenues of receipt and expenditure exactly regulated, and the condi
tion of the financial account is constantly known and easy of access. 

The Treasurer's report shows an increase to the credit of the 
Board, over last year's account, in all departments. 

The Model School, after serving its purpose as a School of Obser
vation, is so well conducted that it is more than self-sustaining. 

The graduates of the various departments are, as a whole, doing 
^11 the work for which they were pronounced prepared. 

The attendance in the Normal School has increased over forty per 
eent. during the year, and that in the Model School over twenty-five 
Per cent. 

The buildings and grounds have received detailed attention in 
every particular, and have been put in thorough repair, both from 
the sanitary and preservation standpoints. 

The Boarding Halls proved inadequate to accommodate the num
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ber of students applying, and two houses have been rented, and are 
now occupied by the students. 

The new building for which the Legislature set aside an appropria
tion is complete in all of its parts, and meets in a satisfactory manner 
an important demand. 

The rapid development of the School during the past two years 
makes it difficult to prophesy what its future demands will be, but 
certainly the phenomena are such as to warrant careful attention and 
warm interest on the part of our Commonwealth. 

WILLIAM R. BARRICKLO, 
Chairman Committee on Finance and Auditing. 



TREASURER'S REPORT. 
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TREASURER'S REPORT. 
Shot/ring Receipts and Disbursements of the New Jersey State Normal 

School for Year ending August 31st, 1891. 

RECEIPTS. 
Balance from last report $7,271 ' 
State Treasurer's annual appropriation 20,OW 
From tuition in Model School 15,72? b o 

music 1-897 28 
" use of books 1-128 9 
" insurance policies canceled.. 190 

$46,421 96 

DISBURSEMENTS. ^ 
Salaries $29,490 
Teaching instrumental music 1-180 •* > 
Books and stationery 2,679 4- . 
Buildings and furniture 1-860 o 
Pianos.. . 
Express and postage... 181 lo 

Water ISS ^ 
Incidentals 636 4 0 
Rent of Taylor Opera House (two years).. 180 °0 
Insurance 810 0 0 
Apparatus 171 18 
Coal 951 54 
Advertising 339 o o 
Telegraph and telephone 109 10 

Balance 7,640 3 6 

$46,421 96 
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TREASURER'S REPORT. 
Showing Receipts and Disbursements of the Boarding Halls of the New 

Jersey Sta te Normal School for Year ending August 31st, 1891. 

RECEIPTS. 
Balance from old ac count 07 
Received from board 1572 14 

" " insurance policies canceled.. ' 
$51,307 13 

DISBURSEMENTS. ^ 
Repairs and i mprovements ^4 03° 89 

SENTAK ;;;;; ST" ZZZZ:.::::::::: Î >» 
Gas.. i'686 70 

O., . ... 8,412 24 
- RZZIZZZZ:::.: T»OO 

T .. 724 16 
^RANCE ... 132 96 
Water 13,752 94 lialance 

$51,307 13 

Respectfully submitted. . nn 
J. BINGHAM WOODWARD, 

Treasurer. 

Audited and approved. . „^T„7,r ̂  
WILLIAM R. BARRICKLO, 

Chairman Committee on Finance and Auditing. 
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PRINCIPAL'S REPORT. 

To the Honorable the Board of Education of the State of New Jersey : 

GENTLEMEN—I herewith submit the thirty-seventh annual report 
of the New Jersey State Normal School, with its auxiliaries, the 
Model and the Farnum Preparatory Schools, for the school year 
ending August 31st, 1891. 

JAMES M. GREEN, 
Principal. 

(13) 



PRINCIPAL'S REPORT. 

HISTORICAL. 

" There shall be a Normal School, or Semipary, for the training and 
education of teachers in the art of instructing and governing the com
mon schools of this State, the object of which School or Seminary 
shall be the training and education of its pupils in such branches of 
knowledge and such methods of teaching and governing as will qualify 
them for teachers of our common schools. 

" The Board of Trustees are authorized to maintain a Model School, 
under permanent teachers, in which the pupils of the Normal School 
shall have opportunity to observe and practice the modes of instruc
tion and discipline inculcated in the Normal School, and in which 
pupils may be prepared for the Normal School." 

The above paragraphs seem a proper heading with which to begin 
this annual report. An institution that has a definite purpose should 
keep that purpose plainly before it. 

It would be difficult to express the aim of our School more con
cisely than it is expressed in the law creating it. With this law as 
its compass the School has held more or less closely to its course 
during all the years of its history, but perhaps it was never closer to 
the true line than at present. It has been often and truly said that 
it is difficult to enforce legislation in advance of public sentiment; it 
is equally true that the spirit of the times affects our ideals. These 
two principles have operated to define the course of study in our 

^School fro m time to time. 
It is undoubtedly true that the framers of our law meant that the 

School should be a professional pedagogical school, but, under the 
operation of the two principles referred to above, it is not strange 
that the early work of the School was more academical than peda
gogical. It is not purely pedagogical yet, but I think it can be con
sidered as pedagogical as the conditions of the State will admit, and 
certainly to be doing no work that is not peculiar to a Normal School. 

(15) 
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The history of the School has been full of meaning to the State. 
During the thirty-six years of its existence it has graduated 1,310 
students. These graduates have nearly all become teachers in the 
State. The number of graduates, however, is by no means the full 
measure of the value of the School. The influence of its example, 
the number of under-graduates who come in contact with it, and the 
example of the Model School are all potent factors in our State 
System. 

The value of Normal Schools as factors in the educational systems 
of the various Commonwealths is no longer a question. The only 
question that arises is the extent to which these institutions should 
be fostered. That New Jersey holds her Normal School dear is 
demonstrated by the fact that she has denied the School no just re
quest. On the other hand, that the administration of the School has 
merited the confidence of the State is proven by the fact that while it 
has done what it could to improve its working conditions, and has 
increased its numbers more than four-fold since its beginning, it has 
received but the same annual appropriation from the State that it re
ceived during its earliest years. 

While New Jersey is firmly indorsing her Normal School, both 
financially and in sentiment, she has not been extravagant in her 
action. 

The following figures will be of interest, showing original cost, 
present valuations and a few comparative statistics: 

Original cost of Normal and Model School buildings 
with lot §72,000 

Estimated value of furniture, books, &c 8,000 
Value of Boarding Halls 65,000 
Value of Boarding Hall furniture 10,000 

§155,000 

The above original values have appreciated till the present table 
should be as follows: 

Former Normal and Model buildings " ggQ 000 
Former school furniture, apparatus, &c g 000 

L01 115,000 
Appropriation of 1890 for new building 40 000 
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Appropriation of 1891 for alterations, furniture, &c 
Boarding Halls 
Boarding Hall furniture 

$8,000 
65,000 
10,000 

$306,000 

The Normal School has increased its enrollment from 43 to 326 ; 
the Model from 125 to 541, while the annual appropriation of 
$15,000 remains the same, it being supplemented only by the $5,000 
provisional scholarship fund. The following brief table will give an 
idea of our population and annual expenditure compared with four 
of our sister States for the year 1891 : 
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New York 11 $223,000 00 $40,000 00 5,981,943 
Connecticut 2 40,000 00 745,861 
Pennsylvania 
Massachusetts 

13 73,431 50 193,000 00 5,248,574 Pennsylvania 
Massachusetts 4 97,520 00 43,530 00 2,233,407 
New Jersey 1 20,000 00 8,000 00 1,441,017 

The column for special appropriations is of accidental character, 
and only serves to show that in the one year chosen there was much 
variation in the appropriations, but that with but one exception each 

New York, with a little over four times our population, multiplies 
our number of schools and our annual appropriation by eleven. 
Connecticut, with one-half our population, doubles our number of 
schools and our appropriation. Pennsylvania, with three and one-
half times our population, multiplies our number of schools by 
thirteen, our a nnual appropriation by three and a half for State aid 
to students, and adds to this a large appropriation of $193,000 for 
payment of interest, repairs, &c. Pennsylvania's statistics are some
what diff icult to compare with those of the other States, from the 
fact that private aid is so large a factor in her system and the State 
aid but supplements the private aid. Massachusetts, with one and 
one-half times our population, has four times our number of schools 
and five times our annual appropriation. 

State had them. 

2 
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Each of the States referred to has local training schools in the 
large cities, hence presents no conditions not common excepting those 
of territory. Territorial distances undoubtedly should be a factor in 
determining the number of Normal Schools, but not the relation of 
their support and development to the population. In the latter 
respect our State occupies the lower place in the column, whether 
wisely or not. The rapid development of our School during the past 
two years will appear further on in this report. 

ATTENDANCE. 

Normal. 
Males. Females. Total. 

First quarter 20 272 292 
Second quarter 20 270 290 
Third quarter 17 268 285 
Fourth quarter 17 266 283 

Total number of different students enrolled during the year, 326— 
males, 21; females, 305. 

Model. 
Males. Females. Toial. 

First quarter 243 269 512 
Second quarter 234 257 491 
Third quarter 220 236 456 
Fourth quarter 204 224 428 

Total number of students enrolled during the year, 541—males, 
255; females, 286. The average attendance per quarter was 472 
males, 225; females, 247. 

Farnum. 
Males. Females. Total. 

First quarter 56 60 I1® 
Second quarter 55 62 H7 

Third quarter 54 60 114 
Fourth quarter 42 58 100 

Total enrollment for the year, 127—males, 60; females, 67. Aver
age number in attendance per quarter, 110—males, 52; females, 58. 
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The Normal enrollment exceeds that of last year by sixty, and the 
quarterly enro llment holds a close average, there being a decrease of 
but eleven, w hile last year there was a decrease of thirty-three. 

The number enrolled in the Model exceeds that of last year by 
fifty-two, and the average attendance per quarter by fifty-four. The 
difference between the first and third quarters in the Model Female 
Department is due largely to the students leaving that department to 
enter the Normal in February. 

The enrollment in the Farnum shows a slight decrease. 
The above figures for the Normal and Model are in most respects 

vel7 gratifying, and bear strong testimony to the increasing popularity 
°f these Sc hools. For further particulars concerning the Farnum, I 
refer you to the full report of the Resident Principal, appended. 

GRADUATES. 

The number of students graduated from the Normal during the 
year was e ighty-nine, of whom seven were males. 

Twenty-four of those graduated were from the Advanced Course, 
the remaining sixty-five from the Elementary Course. All of these 
graduates ar e now teaching excepting four, these four being disen
gaged not because positions have not offered, but because circum
stances peculiar to them have caused them temporarily not to take 
positions. 

The average monthly salaries received by the class, at the rate of 
a ten-months y ear, is $40.73. This average may be considered fair 
*hen the size of the class is remembered. Nearly all those who 
Manifested sp ecial strength in the training took prominent positions 
f°r beginners. The salaries range from $35 to $80 per month. The 
average monthly salary received by last year's class was $42.50, not 
$45, as was printed by mistake. This average has now been raised 
10 §43.80. 

The reception given to our graduates has been complimentary and 
in Most instances sympathetic. There are yet some School officers 
wbo hold that training in pedagogy is not essential to teaching. It 

to me that this holding is based upon a failure to comprehend 
what is meant by pedagogical training, for these very officers 
acknowledge training to be necessary in every other vocation and 
exPerience to be of value in teaching, hence it must soon be that they 
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will recognize the inconsistency of their position and yield the point. 
Training in pedagogy, no more than training in any other branch, 
means any particular training. It is simply bringing the student in 
possession of the best experience that can be procured on the subject. 
If there is anything in human contaet or laws that clearly proves 
that this experience is not as valuable in teaching as in any other 
branch of human industry, such thing should be made very clear 
before being accepted as a fundamental truth. 

It must be constantly kept in mind that no training can create; it 
can only develop. By reason of lack of natural force, it will always 
be true that some will go out from the Normal who are not especially 
strong, but. other things being equal, training will show itself in 
pedagogy as in all other directions. 

The following table will lie interesting as showing the number of 
graduates and under-graduates of our Normal School in the various 
counties, according to the State Superintendent's report for 1890-91, 
also the number of this year's graduates who received appointments 
in the various counties. It is not an absolutely correct table as to the 
number of our graduates in a county at this time, as it does not 
account for the number of previous graduates that changed counties 
this fall, but it gives a good idea: 

Under- Graduates-
Graduates, graduates. of '91. 

Atlantic g 3 1 

Bergen 34 10 14 
Burlington 23 16 • 8 
Camden 21 20 2 
Cape May 2 
Cumberland 10 7 I 
Essex 45 6 g 
Gloucester ] 25 g 2 
Hudson g 5 1 
Hunterdon 14 6 3 
Mfrcer 66 13 4 
Middlesex 28 27 2 
Monmouth .0 7 
Morris 10 10 3 
( Lean. 1 
1'assaic 38 7 9 
{Salem 22 g 2 
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Under- Graduates. 
Graduates, graduates. of '91. 

Somerset 10 18 6 
Sussex. . 5 6 4 
Union 16 9 2 
Warren.. . 8 6 

The demand on the School for teachers is still greater than the 
supply. There is a pleasing active co-operation on the part of our 
County Superintendents. Many of them, notably Superintendent 
Terhune, of Bergen (see table), seek our graduates for their counties, 
and are activ e in directing promising students to our School. 

This is as it should be. If we are ever to develop a distinctly 
strong State system it must be done by the firm co-operation of the 
officers of our State. If our State system is what it should be, it is 
entitled to our most zealous support; if it is not what it should be, it 
should be corrected, but no system of any kind was ever developed 
simply b y faith in other systems. 

The Model School graduated seventeen students, five males and 
twelve females. This was one of the largest graduating classes in 
the history of the School. All these graduates either entered success
fully on h igher courses of study or upon business pursuits. 

COURSE OF STUDY. 

The course of study announced in our last report has been changed 
in but two particulars. The department of Physical Culture has 
been made very much more complete in its work by reason of hav
ing at its service an elegantly equipped gymnasium, in which are 
appliances for exercising all the muscles necessary to a t oroug 1 y 
healthy system, and the department of Manual Training in wood
work has b een added. These departments have proven very popular. 
Physical instruction is given to the entire school. Manual training 
is required i n the Normal and voluntary in the Mode . The popu
larity of this branch is proven by the fact that all in the Model who 
can ta ke it have volunteered to do so. The department of rac ice 
Teaching seems each year to grow stronger as the work becomes more 
individual. All of the classes were up to grade. The department 
of Instrumental Music gave a concert in the Auditorium of the 
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Model School on Thursday evening, May 14th. The entertainment 
was attended by many friends of music, and the performance was of 
a high order. Following is the program : 

PART I. 
L'lngenue Gavotte - Ardih. 
Invitation au Galop. (Arr. by Jackson) Bendrl-

MISSES ADA M. MOORE and KATE T. NEVIUS. 
Preambule, Air, Passepied No. 2 and Gigue.. ®ac^' 

Miss LI/.ZIE MCNAMARA. 
And So Would You Tour». 

MISS FANNIE LUCAS. „ ,, 
Sakontala Valse Brillante Benufl-

MISSES ANNA E. ALLER and NELLIE HEDDEN. 
Gavotte in G. (Sixth Sonata for Violoncello).. ,Bach-
Presto. ("Concerto" in D minor) ..Bach. 
Allegro, Sarabande, Gigue and Passacaille. Suite VII. D minor Handel-

MISS ROSA VV. HI CKS. 
Sonate in D No. 3 iloiart. 

MISSES JOSEPHINE SCHOCK and EMMA L. GIFEORD. 
Swinging... Hartog• 

MISS NELLIE E. HOLLINGSWORTH. 
Andante and Finale. Concert Op. 27. Two pianos F«cA*. 

MISSES BRIDGET C. WILSON and ROSA W . HICKS. 

PART II. 

Sonate in C Sharp minor, Op. 27. No. 2 Beethoven-
MISS MARY E. REILLY. 

Thema and Variationen, Op. 15. Two pianos Hollaender-
MISSES ROSA \\. HICKS and CARRIE R. COOPER. 

Grand Polonaise, Eb Op. 21 3/ fa Weber-
Miss BRIDGET C. WILSON. . 

Whateer Betide ...Millard-
Miss CLARA WITTEN. 

An den Lenz, Op. 41. No. 6 ...Grtig-
Grande Etude, Op. 10. No. 3 in E Chop">• 

Grande Etude, Op. 10. No. 4 in C Sharp minor Chopi*-
MRS. KENDRICK C. HILL 

La Gitana ....Irdf' 
MISS ADA BONNEY. 

Grande Valse Brillante in Ab Mo^zkorc^-
MISSES J. ESTEI.LE MOORE, LIZZIE MCNAMARA, SUE S. CASE a nd 

EDITH V. THORN. 
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TEACHERS. 

The following changes have taken place in our corps of teachers : 
Miss Ray E. Meyer, instructor in Literature and History in the 

Model School, resigned to return to her home in New York. Her 
work here had been very acceptable. 

The following new appointments have been made : 
Miss May Robbins, a graduate of our Advanced Course and for 

three years a teacher in Bridgeton, assistant in the Primary; Miss 
Emma K. Hunt, a graduate of Vassar, of two years' experience in 
teaching, t he last at Short Hills, assistant in the Grammar Depart
ment; Miss Alice L. Brewster, a graduate of Wellesley, and of two 
years' experience in the High School of Westbury, Mass., instructor in 
Literature and History in the Model; Edward M. Healy, formerly of 
the Ho bo ken Manual Training School, instructor in Manual Train-
mg; H. B. Boise, M.D., a graduate of Middlebury College, Ver
mont, of the University Medical School, N. Y., of experience under 
Dr. Sergent and others in Physical Training, instructor in Physiology 
and director in the Gymnasium. These are all teachers of such a 
character as should add strength to our corps, and with one exception 
were made n ecessary by the growth and development of our School. 

The teachers, as a whole, labored earnestly in the accomplishment 
of the work of the year. There was considerable sickness among 
them, which fact prevented as much visitation to other schools as was 
desirable. No corps of teachers will do its best work until it has the 
confidence of knowing how its work compares with that of other 
leading schools. 

A number of the teachers were called upon to work before teach
ers' institutes, and in this capacity labored successfully. 

RELATION OF THE NORMAL TO THE SCHOOL SYSTEM 
OF THE STATE. 

The commissioning system inaugurated two years ago continues to 
grow in product and interest. 

The following High Schools are now on the "Approved List:" 
Long Branch, New Brunswick, Newark, Jersey City, Caldwell, 
Orange, P assaic, Asbury Park, Plainfield, Trenton and the Wash
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ington Public School of Hackensack. Other applications have beeu 
filed and are under consideration. 

This system thus far works well in every way. It brings to us 
students well qualified, as a rule, to enter upon our work. What the 
system needs is a more complete realization of its possibilities. There 
are many students in the High Schools looking forward to a cour se 
in the Normal, yet that their work is as direct for that end as it 
might be is oftentimes a hypothesis. There is yet much to be don e 
in bringing the Normal and the Commissioned Schools nearer to each 
other, so they may feel their relationship as parts of the same system. 

The accepting of County Diplomas and Certificates in lieu of an 
examination for entrance to the School is still continuing to do a good 
work. During the year eighty students were admitted on Diplomas 
and Teachers' Certificates. A record of the schools from which these 
students come is kept, and there is a growing solicitude on the part o t 
these schools that their work prove reliable as well as creditable from 
a comparative standpoint. 

MODE OF COMMISSIONING. 

The following resolutions, passed by the Board of Trustees, Febru
ary 6th, 1889, and the appended blank forms, explain the mode of 
commissioning. Parties desiring to commission should send to the 
Principal of the Normal School for blank forms: 

Resolved, That after the date of the passage of this resolution, graduates 
of High Schools in this State may be admitted to the professional work of 
the Normal School without examination, under the following conditions: 

I. Upon the application of any Principal, local Superintendent and Presi
dent of the Board of Trustees of any High School in this State, the Com
mittee on Course of Study, &e., shall make an examination of the school 
on behalf of which such application is made, and if, in their judgment,the 
course of study and discipline of the High School in question shall warrant 
it, said High School shall be placed upon the "Approved List," and a notice 
to that effect sent to the Principal of the school. The fact shall also be 
reported to the Board of Trustees of the Normal School at their next 
meeting. 

II. Properly-certified graduates of any High School on the "Approved 
List" shall be admitted, by the Principal of the Normal School, to the 
professional course of the Normal School, without examination, and shall 
be regular members of that course. 

in. On the report of the Principal of the Normal School that the 
students of any High School in the "Approved List," who may have 
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entered without examination, are, after due trial, found not to be properly 
qualified to go on with the work of the professional course, the Committee 
on Course of S tudy, <fec., m ay strike the name of the High School which 
certified said students from the "Approved List." Notice of such action 
shall be se nt to the Principal of the High School in question, and it shall 
also be rep orted to the Board of Trustees of the Normal School. 

HIGH SCHOOL APPLICATION. 

To the Board of Trustees of the New Jersey Slate Normal School : 
GENTLEMEN—We, the undersigned, do hereby make application to have 

the High School placed on the "Approved 
List" of New Jersey. We do hereby certify that graduation at the above 
school requires that the person to be graduated shall have pursued the 
following branches, viz.: Orthography, Penmanship, Elocution, English 
Grammar, Geography, United States History, General History, Book-
Keeping, Practical Arithmetic, Albebra, Geometry (five books), Elementary 
Physics, Chemistry, Physiology, Botany, Industrial Drawing, Latin or 
German. Herewith find course of study. 

Signed, 

Principal. Superintendent. 
I Pres't of B oard. 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY. 

HIGH SCHOOL COMMISSION. 

This certifies that the High School is placed on the 
"Approved List" of the Board of Trustees of the State Normal School, and 
that the Principal of said High School is hereby authorized to certify its 
graduates for admission to the work of the second year, or strictly profes
sional course, of the State Normal School, subject to the conditions upon 
which this commission is granted. 

Board of Normal School Trustees, 
Trenton, New Jersey 18 

President. 

Secretary. 

Committee. 
[SEAL.] 
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During the year the School has felt very much strengthened by the 
co-operation of the County Superintendents and many of the Princi
pals, both in securing appointments for our graduates and directing 
worthy students to the School. If our School is ever to prosper as a 
New Jersey institution it must look largely for its success in these 
two directions. There is a fitness to teach possessed by some, not 
possessed by others. Those possessed of this fitness can be discovered 
by the local authorities and advised of the Normal. More powerful 
than all other influences are the appointments received by our 
graduates. 

This feature needs more than ever to be guarded now that our State 
indorses the diplomas and certificates of other States. On one side of 
us is New York with eleven Normal Schools, on the other is Pennsyl
vania with thirteen. Neither of these States practically requires any 
service from its graduates in their own States. The average salary 
paid to women in New York and Pennsylvania is about $30 per 
month; in New Jersey about §42 per month. Wherever, therefore, 
the salary in New Jersey is above $30, competition will be received 
from the residents of these adjoining States. 

The teachers' agencies are very active. Many of the graduates of 
the adjoining States at once register with these agencies and are 
informed of all vacancies. "Wherever they fail to receive a desirable 
appointment in their own State or learn of a more desirable one in 
our State, they at once become applicants in our State. This is 
all right, provided that, other things being equal, our own graduates 
are fiist cared for, but that the latter be the case is necessary to the 
development of our own system. 

That interest in our School is everywhere increasing, is proved by 
the large amount of visitation to the School, the increasing number 
ot students, the call upon our teachers to mingle in the associations of 
other teachers and the increasing demand for our graduates. 

BUILDINGS. 

It was our pleasure in our last report to record the prospective new 
building. It is now our pleasure to record the real new building-
The prospectus of last year was very closely followed in the comple
tion of the structure. 

October 28th, 1890, attended by appropriate exercises, the School 
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assembled on the campus and little Miss Genevieve Shepherd and 
Master Bayard Monroe Green, two of the youngest pupils of the 
School, representing the generation for whom the School meant most, 
broke ground for the new building. From that time the structure was 
pushed rapidly forward to completion. It is now complete in all its 
parts, lacking only the furniture for the Library and Museum. 

The new building is so located as to connect the old buildings, and 
thus enable the passing from one part to another of the entire institu
tion without going out of doors. 

It contains on the first floor a Chemical Laboratory 28 x 36 feet, 
with store-room 11 x 15 and dark-room 11 x 12. A room for Physics 
28x38, with a work-room 10x28. A Manual Training room 
28 x 55, with tool-room attached. A Library-room 28 x 55. 

On the second floor is a Gymnasium 40 x 122, with two dressing-
rooms, the one 28 x 52, the other 28 x 40, each provided with suitable 
baths. 

The Gymnasium is fitted up at a cost of over $1,200 with appai 
atus for the treating of every set of muscles that should receive 
attention. ' 

The entire third floor is occupied as an Auditorium, seated with 
opera chairs s et in circular form, and accommodates the entire Sc 100 

It is no longer Normal and Model, but " Our School. 
The rear and ends of the new building are finished with roughcast 

to correspond with the old buildings, while the front is of orna
mental brick and stone. The windows of the Model building were 
doubled to increase the light, and the third floor, formerly the Model 
Auditorium, divided into a Writing-room and a Music-room, each 
28x32 feet, and a Drawing-room 28x55 feet. The latter is fur
nished wit h individual adjustable tables, and fully equippec. 

The rooms formerly occupied by the department of Science were 

fitted up as regular class-rooms. 
The entire structure is now a credit to the State, and one of the 

finest in th e country. , . , , 
The entire plumbing of the old buildings has been overhauled and 

putin first-class sanitary condition. 
It should be added that the Legislature of lastwinter gave, without 

an opposing vote, an additional appropriation of $8,000 for he iir-
nishing of the new building and completing the alterations in the old. 

The following is the present Building Committee: Chairman, His 
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Excellency Leon Abbett; Secretary, Wm. R. Barricklo; Wm. C. 
Heppenheimer, James L. Hays, John H. Scudder. 

BOARDING HALLS. 

The Boarding Halls have received the usual annual renovation, anil 
are in first-class condition. 

HEALTH. 

The general health of the students has been good with the excep
tions of the epidemic roseola and measles, which, however, caused b ut 
little interruption to the work and were cared for with no fatal 
results. These diseases werq brought to us by students returning 
from the winter vacation. 

LECTURES. 

Addresses were delivered to the School by Superintendent Clarence 

E. Meleney, of Somerville, Massachusetts; Vice Principal W illiaui 
N. Giffin, of Cook County Normal School, Illinois; Principal Janies 
H. Hoose, of the Cortland Normal School, New York; Superin
tendent Wm. N. Barringer, of Newark; Nicholas Murray Butler, 
Ph.D., of the State Board of Education, and Principal C. ^ • 
Childs, of the San Jos§ Normal School, California. It is needless to 
say these addresses were all of a practical character. 

LITERARY SOCIETIES. 

There are three literary societies in the School, as follows: The 
Normal Debating Society, composed of young men of the Normal 

School; the f hencanic Society, composed of young men of the Model 
School, and the Society of Literary Workers, composed of y°nng 
ladies from both Schools. These societies have the usual purposes 
common to literary associations. They are in a prosperous condition, 
the attendance aud interest being up to the usual standard. 

The Thencanic Society gave a public entertainment April 10th, 
and the Society of Literary Workers gave one January 23d. Both 
of these entertainments drew crowded halls, and passed off very 
successfully. 

Following are the programs : 
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SOCIETY OF LITERARY WORKERS. 

PART I. 
PIANO DUET—Pas de Charge Maitai. 

CARRIE COOPER, MAY LANGAN. 
TABLEAU The Gypsy Encampment. 

JEAN VAN KIRK, BESSIE G. BREMNER, MAY LANGAN, SAI.LIE 
FREEMAN, NELLIE MASON, CORA PATTERSON. 

RECITATION—The Monks'. Magnificat E. Nesbit. 
HELEN SPEER. 

FARCE; PEAK SISTERS. 

ESSAY ALICE WHYTE. 

TABLEAU Plantation Scene. 

PART II. 
TABLEAU The Seasons. 

MARY CHADWICK, HELEN SPEER, JEAN VAN KIRK, BESSIE BREMNER. 

TABLEAU "Simply to Thy Cross I Cling." 
ALICE ANDERSON. 

PIANO SOLO—The Dying Poet 
MAY LANGAN. 

PLACE AUX DAMES. 
PORTIA HENRIETTA WAIT*. 
I -A- U TT CORA PATTERSON. Lady Mac beth I , 
OPHELIA JOSEPHINE SCHOCK. 
JULIET HELEN LYLHURN. 

THE THENCANIC SOCIETY. 

PART I. 

SONG-Softlv Fa ll the Shades of Evening Hatton. 
STATE SCHOOLS QUARTETTE. 

DECLAMATION—Death of Marmion Walter Scott. 
G. ABEEL HALL. 

SONG—Awake the Starrv Midnight Hour Mendelssohn. 
"STATE SCHOOLS QUARTETTE. 

POPPING THE QUESTION FROM 0LIVER ^-DICKENS. 
U „ ,, G. ABEEL HALL. 

r. Bumble Louis HOWELL. 
Mrs. Coumey A j HUNT. 
Servant 

TABLEAU THE 01D 0AKEN BUCKET" 
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PART II. 

PIANO S01.0—Oberon J- ^ack-
Miss ANNA ALLER. 

A COLLOQUY, 

THE TEACHERS' CONVENTION. 

Arranged by the Then canic Society. 

President—Dr. Kbenezer Stuffenberry Swinghammer J. C. SMITH. 

Secretary—Mr. Hezekiah Inkslinger S. L. BAILY, JK. 
Fizikal Highgeeology—Mr. Endocardium Bonewliacker J. B. VOORHKW 

Mud Pie Methods in Geography—Miss Alexandrina Sizzle H. STUDDIFORU. 

The Boss System of Figgers—Squire Boss of Bostown A. U. HOLCOMBH. 

The Tonic Dough-Dough System—Count High Cee Screechum W. O. HERMANCK. 

Select Reading—Madame Snickerdoodle A. I. HUNT. 

Manual Methods in Primary Training—Mr. Albert Nyanza John-
sing, of Timbuctoo H.G. BARBOUR. 

De English Languish—Miss Fraulein Gretchen Schoonbacher, of 
Limburger, Deutchland A. E. SPRIGMAN 

Sykology—Mr. Sully Himself. W. C. TITUS. 

Commissioner of Education from Cantown, China—The Great Wha 
Who, son of the Whack-a- Whack A. C. GREGORY. 

Squire Jeboom R. S. WILLIAMSON. 

SONG—Tyrotfan Ducks STATE SCHOOLS QUAKTKTTB. 

STATE SCHOOLS QUARTETTE. 

A. C. GREGORY, 1st Tenor. W. O. HERMANCE, 1st Bass. 
W. F. MOKENZIE, 2d Tenor. H. G. BARBOUR, 2d Bass. 

Miss ANNA AI.LER, Accompanist. 

"THE SIGNAL." 

The above is the title ot our School magazine, a periodical p11^" 
lished quarterly. This magazine is of a very creditable character 
It is rapidly attaining a wide circulation, and is attracting attentior 
to the School, as well as furnishing a medium for the publication 01 
such matter as is of interest to the friends of the School. 

The editors are chosen from the School, and very much of the com 
position is by the students. It is published at a cost of sixty cent 
per year. It has recently incorporated an Alumni Department, whici 
it is hoped will serve as au avenue of information concerning th< 
alumni, their whereabouts, successes, &c. 
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ALUMNI ASSOCIATION. 

The Alumni Association organized two years ago held its third 
annual m eeting June 25th. 

The meeting was called to order at 3:15 P. M. b y I resident J. M. 
Green. After his introductory remarks, in which attention was called 
to the growing interest in our institution and the principles it repre
sents, Mr s. Kendrick C. Hill rendered a beautiful piano solo, one of 
Gordon's mazourkas. The orator of the day, Mr. Oscar Fay Adams, 
of Boston, was then introduced, and delivered a scholarly address on 
" Indifference." The address was listened to throughout with great 
interest. Miss Ada Bonney sang "A Love Letter," and was followed 
by the " G Clef Quartette," consisting of Misses Florence, Anna and^ 
Harriette Dickinson, of Trenton, and Miss Mabel Studdiford, of 
Newark. 

A banquet was then served by Gilbert, in the Model Auditorium. 
The speakers at the dinner were Hon. Garret Berry, of Rah way, 
John Queen, Ph.D., of Princeton; Rev. Robert F. Y. Pierce, of 
Mount Holly; Robert Hoagland, Esq., of New Brunswick; Mr. 
Francis B. Lee, of Trenton, and Mr. Harry R. Richards, of New 

York. 
The addresses were full of wit, interest and enthusiasm for "Alma 

Mater." 
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: 

President—Hon. ROBERT 8. WOODRUFF, Trenton. 
Normal Vice President-Miss MARY SUYDAM, New Brunswick 
Model Vice President—Mr. GEORGE E. BRIGGS Peekskill, N . • 
Normal Secretary—Miss LILLIE A. WILLIAMS, Lambertville. 
Model Secretary-Mr. NATHAN 0. HORTON, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Treasurer-Mr. ROBERT V. WHITEHEAD, Trenton. 
Recording Secretary—Mr. FRANCIS B. LEE, Irenton. 

The next annual meeting will be held the last Thursday in June, 
which is the Normal Commencement day. _ 

The rule of membership is that any person having graduated from 
either of the Schools, or having reached within one year of graduation, 

^Association desires to unite as many as possible of thedumni 
and hopes that any one entitled to membership will send in his or 
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her name and address, as it is very hard for the Secretaries to find 
the addresses of all. 

Our Alma Mater has done her best for her offspring while they 
were with her; it is to be hoped that they will now return their 
tribute of loyalty to her interests, return on her festal day and keep 
up the warm feeling of School companionship. 

COMMENCEMENT. 

The exercises of Commencement week drew more than the usual 
amount of interest and attention. The classes were larger than usua l 
and it was the aim of each Commencement to indicate the peculiar 
character of the branch of the School it represented. 

I he Baccalaureate sermon was preached in the State Street M. E. 
Church on Sunday evening, June 21st, by Rev. A. Rittenhouse, D.D., 
of I hiladelphia. lhe discourse was very learned and impressive, 
ani' was listened to with deep interest by the large audience. 

1 he programs of the Normal and Model Commencements, with the 
names of the graduates, follow : 
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COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 

OF THE 

NEW JERSEY STATE NORMAL SCHOOL, 
$ 

TAYLOR OPERA HOUSE, 

Thursday, June 25th, 1891, 8 o'clock P. M. 

PROGRAM. 

1. TWO-PART CHORUS—"The Swallows" Arickner. 
2. PRAYER. 
3. ESSAY—The Imagination of Children Miss EMMA C. FAUSSETT. 

4. ESSAY—The Pleasures of Reading 
Miss REBECCA J. HOWLAND. (First Honor, February Elementary.) 

5. PIANO DUET—"Radiense Valse" Gottschalk. 
MISSES MAUD ALLEN and LIDIE C. DABBS. 

6. RECITATION—"A Royal Princess" Christina Rosetti. 
Miss ALICE G. ANDERSON. 

7. ADDRESS—How to Teach Citizenship ANDREW SCARLETT. 

8. VOCAL T RIO—"ROW US Swiftly" Campana. 
MISSES CLARA E . ROMER, MARGARET R. CASE and EMMA S. BEAVERS. 

9- ESSAY—The N ew Profession Miss CORA R EEDE PATTERSON. 

10. ESSAY—Art Education in the Common Schools 
Miss EMMA S. BEAVERS. (First Honor, June Elementary.) 

11. VOCAL SOLO—" Marinella " Raudegger. 
Miss ADA BONNEY. 

12. RECITATION-"The First Fan" Oliver Wende ll Holmes. 
Miss MARY D. TITUS. 

13. ESSAY—The Value of Personality 
MISS EUNICE E. LIPPINCOTT. (First Honor, February Advanced.) 

Excused. 

14. VALEDICTORY EssAY-The Need of Training for the Primary Teacher, 
MISS MAY BOBBINS. (First Honor, June Advanced.) 

15. "The Spinning Chorus," from " Flying Dutchman " Wagner. 

PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES AND AWARDING OF DIPLOMAS. 

CLASS SONG WORDS BY MISS JENNIE L JOY~ 
3 
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GRADUATES. 

NAME. 
Lippincott, Eunice E., 
Rosewall, M. Louise, 

FEBRUARY ADVANCED. 
RESIDENCE. 

Long Branch, Monmouth. 
McAfee, Sussex. 

Applegate, Lucy E., 
Berkmire, Elizabeth M., 
Cramer, Mary, 
Doyle, Robert S., 
Dobbins, Mary E., 
Faussett, Emma C., 
Horn, Alice, 
Joy, Jennie I., 
Lippincott, Adele R., 
Lippincott, Martie W., 
Loper, Carrie G., 
Miller, Elizabeth S., 
Patterson, Cora Reede, 
Pearce, Lena C., 
Robbins, May, 
Rolfe, Estella, 
Shearn, Nellie, 
Scarlett, Andrew, 
Titus, Mary D., 
Titsworth, Savilla, 
Vanneman, Emma H., 
Vautier, Lilian P., 

JUNE ADVANCED. 

'No Footsteps Backward." 

Trenton, 
Beverly, 
New Brunswick, 
Somerville, 
Verona, 
Trenton, 
Belvidere, 
Trenton, 
New Hope, 
Swedesboro, 
Bridgeton, 
Aldine, 
Red Bank, 
Manasquan, 
Bridgeton, 
New Brunswick, 
Raritan, 
Newark, 
Trenton, 
Deckertown, 
Swedesboro, 
Trenton, 

Mercer. 
Burlington. 
Middlesex. 
Somerset. 
Essex. 
Mercer. 
Warren. 
Mercer. 
Pennsylvania. 
Gloucester. 
Cumberland. 
Salem. 
Monmouth. 
Monmouth. 
Cumberland. 
Middlesex. 
Somerset. 
Essex. 
Mercer. 
Sussex. 
Gloucester. 
Mercer. 

FEBRUARY ELEMENTARY. 

Anderson, James I., High Bridge, Hunterdon. 
Bougher, Edith, Beverly, Burlington. 
Bremner, Elizabeth G., Passaic, Passaic. 
Curtis, Lena, Manasquan, Monmouth. 
Donahay, Etta, Howell, Monmouth. 
Ely, Marie Virginia. Palmyra, Burlington. 
Emmel, Alice R., Glassboro, Gloucester. 
Gordon, Eleanor, Wickatunk, Monmouth. 
Howland, Rebecca J., Asburv Park, Monmouth. 
Kugler, Abbie M., Frenchtown, Hunterdon. 
Langan, Mary M., Perth Amboy, Middlesex. 
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NAME. 

Leming, Edith M„ 
Lylburn, Helen I., 
Parminter, Edna A., 
Eemine, Kate A., 
Scully, Bertha, 
Shaw, Mary W., 
Speer, Helen L., 
Tansey, Delia T., 
Van Kirk, Thomas G., 

Anderson, Alice G., 
Beavers, Emma, 
Bennett, Elizabeth A., 
Bodine, M. Eva 
Bougher, Grace, 
Brevoort, Alice E., 
Carll, Helen B., 
Clark, Lulu E., 
Compton, Emily, 
Conklin, Elizabeth C., 
Dobbins, Ella May, 
Dabbs, Elise C., 
Ernst, Christine, 
Garretson, Henrietta B., 
Godshalk, Cornelia W., 
Hartman, Lillian A., 
Horner, Christopher G., 
Howell, Marcella Y., 
Hutchinson, Anna, 
Jewett, piive Dodge, 
Lane, Jennie, 
Lambert, Cecelia, 
Leonard, Lizzie R„ 
Harsh, Clara S., 
McFall, Kate M., 
Hurphy, Margaret C., 
Manning, John D., 
h'eale, Hannah, 
Behling, Christine M., 
Sanford, Daniel E., 
Spangenberg, Emma, 
Stevenson, Anna P., 
Stickney, Jennie, 

RESIDENCE. 

Trenton, Mercer. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvani 
Holly Beach, Cape May. 
Wrightstown, Burlington. 
Neshanic, Somerset. 
Long Branch, Monmouth. 
Tottenville, New York. 
Keyport, Monmouth. 
Freehold, Monmouth. 

ELEMENTARY. 

'We Serve." 

Somerville, Somerset. 
Califon, Hunterdon. 
Junction, Hunterdon. 
Dunellen, Middlesex. 
Beverly, Burlington. 
Garfield, Bergen. 
Hamersville, Salem. 
Matawan, Monmouth. 
Metuchen, Middlesex. 
Liberty Corner, Somerset. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Perth Amboy, Middlesex. 
Bound Brook, Somerset. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Neshanic, Somerset. 
Vienna, Warren. 
New Sharon, Monmouth. 
Passaic, Passaic. 
New Germantown, Hunterdon. 
Lambertville, Hunterdon. 
Leonardville, Monmouth. 
Orange, Essex. 
Dover, Morris. 
Flemington, Hunterdon. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Orange, Essex. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Hazen, Warren. 
Wenonah, Gloucester. 
Deckertown, Sussex. 
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NAME. 

Schumaker, Emilie, 
Tait, Jessie C., 
Toland, Grace, 
Thompson, Bertha L., 
Templeton, Annie E., 
Van Doren, Charlotte E., 
Webb, Jennie B., 
Wood, Edith M., 
Wyker, Maggie M., 
Winget, Emma G., 
Wright, Lizzie W., 
Whyte, Alice T., 

RESIDENCE. 

Millington, Morris. 
Orange, Essex. 
Glenwood, Sussex. 
Succasunna, Morris. 
Bridgeboro, Burlington. 
Somerville, Somerset. 
Magnolia Villa, Camden. 
Passaic, Passaic. 
Branchville, Sussex. 
Peapack, Somerset. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Jersey City, Hudson. 
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COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 

OF THE 

NEW JERSEY STATE MODEL SCHOOL, 

TAYLOR OPERA HOUSE, 

Wednesday, June 24th, 1891, 8 o'clock P. M. 

PROGRAM. 

1- CHORUS—Let All with Merry Voices Sing J. L. Halton. 
2. PRAYER. 

3. ORATION—A Foreign Market for Home Industries...ALONZO ISAAC HUNT. 

4. ESSAY—Dorothea L. Dix MAGGIE MAY SCHULTZ. 

5. PIANO DUET—Walzer in A, Op. 16 Moszkowski. 
CARRIE K. COOPER, ADA M. MOORE. 

6. ORATION—School Lives of Great Men WILLIAM OAKLEY HERMANCE. 

7. RECI TATION—Renyi Helen Booth. 
ANNA ELIZABETH ALLER. 

8. ORATION—Sir Isaac Newton ALEXANDER HENRY HOLCOMBE. 

9. TWO-PART CH ORUS—A Wish for the Mountains Franz AM. 
10. ESSAY (FIRS T HONOR)—American Antiquities ADA MAY MOORE. 

11. ORATION (F IRST HONOR)—The Great Need of the Times 
JOHN CLARENCE SMITH. 

12. RECITA TION—Echo and the Ferry Jean Ingeloiv. 
HANNAH HAINES EASTBURN. 

13- VOCAL SOLO—Tell Me, Beautiful Maiden Gounod. 
FANNIE LUCAS. 

14. ESSAY—Concord of Sweet Sounds NELLIE EARLE HOLLINSWORTH. 

15. RECITATION—Scene from Catiline Croly. 
GUSTAVUS ABEEL HALL. 

PRESENTATION OF GRADUATES AND AWARDING OF DIPLOMAS. 

16. L- °- Emerson. 
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CLASS OF '91. 

" Palma non sine pulvere." 

Anna Elizabeth Aller, Josephine Elizabeth Street, 
Bessie Munson Bailey, Jean Conover Van Kirk, 

Hanna Haines Eastburn, Alice Torrey Whyte, 
Grace Augusta Grumau, Gustavus Abeel Hall, 

Nellie Earle Hollinsworth, William Oakley Hermance, 
Emma Hillman Linburg, Alonzo Isaac Hunt, 

Elizabeth Lawshe, Alexander Henry Holcombe, 

Ada May Moore, John Clarence Smith, 

Maggie May Schultz. 



NORMAL SCHOOL REGISTRY. 

The following is the enrollment of the students of the Normal 
School, with their classification at the close of the year : 

SENIOR, SECOND TERM—FEBRUARY DIVISION. 

RESIDENCE. NAME. 

Lippincott, Eunice E., Long Branch, Monmouth. 
Kosewall, M. Louise, McAfee, Sussex. 

SENIOR, SECOND 

Applegate, Lucy E., 
Berkmire, Elizabeth M., 
Cramer, Mary, 
Dobbins, Mary E., 
Doyle, Robert S., 
Faussett, Emma, 
Horn, Alice, 
Joy, Jennie I., 
Lippincott, Martie W., 
Lippincott, Adele R., 
Loper, Carrie G., 
Miller, Elizabeth S., 
Patterson, Cora R., 
Pearce, Lena C., 
Reed, Calleen T ., 
Robbins, May, 
Rolfe, Estella, 
Shearn, Nellie, 
Scarlett, Andrew, 
Titsworth, Savilla, 
Titus, Mary D., 
^anneman, Emma H., 
Vautier, Lillian P., 

IM—JUNE DIVISION. 

Trenton, Mercer. 
Beverly, Burlington. 
New Brunswick, Middlesex. 
Verona, Essex. 
Somerville, Somerset. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Belvidere, Warren. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Swedesboro, Gloucester. 
New Hope, Pennsylvania. 
Bridgeton, Cumberland. 
Aldine, Salem. 
Red Bank, • Monmouth. 
Manasquan, Monmouth. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Bridgeton, Cumberland. 
New Brunswick, Middlesex. 
Raritan, Somerset. 
Newark, Essex. 
Deckertown, Sussex. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Swedesboro, Gloucester. 
Trenton, Mercer. 

(39) 
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SENIOR, FIRST TERM. 
NAME. 

SENIOR, FIRST TERM. 
RESIDENCE. 

Bougher, Edith, Beverly, Burlington. 
Boyer, Arthur T., Camden, Camden. 
Compton, Emily, Metuchen, Middlesex. 
Dabbs, Elise C., Trenton, Mercer. 
Davis, Sarah E., Trenton, Mercer. 
Godshalk, Cornelia W., Trenton, Mercer. 
Hutchinson, Anna, New Sharon, Monmouth. 
Mason, Eleanor, Natchez, Mississippi. 
Manning, John, Trenton, Mercer. 
Neale, Hannah, Trenton, Mercer. 
Smith, Anna, Trenton, Mercer. 

A, SECOND TERM—FEBRUARY DIVISION. 

Anderson, James I., 
Bremner, Elizabeth G., 
Curtis, Lena, 
Donahay, Etta, 
Delany, G. Edmund, 
Emmel, Alice R., 
Gordon, Eleanor, 
Howland, Rebecca J., 
Kugler, Abbie M., 
Langan, Mary M., 
Leming, Edith M., 
Lylburn, Helen I., 
Parminter, Edna A., 
Remine, Kate A., 
Scully, Bertha, 
Shaw, Mary W., 
Speer, Helen L., 
Tansey, Delia, 
Van Note, Anna, 
Van Kirk, Thomas G., 

High Bridge, Hunterdon. 
Passaic, Passaic. 
Manasquan, Monmouth. 
Howell, Monmouth. 
Sparta, Sussex. 
Glass boro, Gloucester. 
Wickatunk, Monmouth. 
Asbury Park, Monmouth. 
Frenchtown, Hunterdon. 
Perth Amboy, Middlesex. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
Holly Beach, Cape May. 
Wrightstown, Burlington. 
Neshanic, Somerset. 
Long Branch, Monmouth. 
Tottenville, New York. 
Keyport, Monmouth. 
Malaga, Gloucester. 
Freehold, Monmouth. 

A, SECOND TERM— JUNE DIVISION. 

Anderson, Alice G., 
Beavers, Emma, 
Bennett, Elizabeth A., 
Brevoort, Alice E., 
Broadhurst, Jennie A., 
Bougher, Grace, 

Somerville, 
Califon, 
Junction, 
Garfield, 
Bordentown, 
Beverly, 

Somerset. 
Hunterdon. 
Hunterdon. 
Bergen. 
Burlington. 
Burlington. 
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NAME. 

Bodine, M. Eva, 
Booz, Nellie, 
Burr, Minerva S., 
Case, Margaret R., 
Carll, Helen B., 
Clark, Lulu E., 
Conklin, Elizabeth C., 
Conover, Lizzie R., 
Cubberly, Joanna, 
Chance, Nathaniel L., 
De Witt, Edwin D., 
Dobbins, Ella May, 
Downs, Kathleen M., 
Ernst, Christine, 
Fleming, Ida H., 
Freeman, Sallie B., 
Garretson, Henrietta B., 
Gallagher, Maude, 
Gifford, Emma L., 
Gould, Flora, 
Gibbs, David, 
Haggerty, Austin L., 
Hoffman, Edgar H., 
Horner, Christopher G., 
Hartman, Lillian A., 
Haines, Alice B., 
Hedden Nellie M., 
Howell, Marcella V., 
Howell, Elsie F., 
Hunt, Anna M., 
Jewitt, Olive Dodge, 
Hurts, Lucinda, 
Lambert, Cecilia, 
Lane, Jennie, 
Leonard, Lizzie R., 
Ludlow, A. Laura, 
Ludlow, Eva J., 
Matthews, Cora S., 
Manning, Ella , 
Mason, Lillie M., 
Markey, Elizabeth A., 
Marsh, Clara S., 
McFall, Kate M„ 
McLaughlin, Mary, 
Mowbray, Corinne E., 
Murphy, Margaret, 

RESIDENCE. 

Dunellen, Middlesex. 
Bristol, Pennsylvania. 
Bordentown, Burlington. 
Plainfield, Union. 
Harmersville, Salem. 
Matawan, Monmouth. 
Liberty Corner, Somerset. 
Dayton, Middlesex. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Dividing Creek, Cumberland. 
Deckerttown, Sussex. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Perth Amboy, Middlesex. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Metuchen, Middlesex. 
Bound Brook, Somerset. 
Lambertville, Hunterdon. 
Passaic, Passaic. 
Caldwell, Essex. 
Barbertown, Hunterdon. 
Succasunna, Morris. 
Cold Spring, Cape May. 
Neshanic, Somerset. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Newark, Essex. 
Verona, Essex. 
Vienna, Warren. 
Andover, Sussex. 
Princeton, Mercer. 
Passaic, Passaic. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Lambertville, Hunterdon. 
New Germantown, Hunterdon. 
Leonardville, Monmouth. 
Bridgeboro, Burlington. 
Colestown, Camden. 
Asbury Park, Monmouth. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Lambertville, Hunterdon. 
Orange, Essex. 
Dover, Morris. 
Newark, Essex. 
Federalsburg, Marjdand. 
Flemington, Hunterdon. 
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NAME. RESIDENCE. 

Myers, Sadie W., Wyckoff, Bergen. 
O'Brien, Anna M., Trenton, Mercer. 
Plum, Flora V., Railway, Union. 
Price, Anna L., Mansfield, Ohio. 
Provost, Miriam A., Sing Sing, New York. 
Pulis, Florence, Ramsey's Bergen. 
Rees, Ella M., Trenton, Mercer. 
Rehling, Christine H., Orange, Essex. 
Romer, Clara E., Newark, Essex. 
Sanford, Mary E., Ocean Grove, Monmouth. 
Schumacher, Emilie, ' Millington, Morris. 
Sickler, Helen R. Chew's Landing, . Camden. 
Spangenburg, Emma, Hazen, Warren. 
Stantial, Eugenie M., Trenton, Mercer. 
Stevenson, Anna P., Wenonah, Gloucester. 
Stickney, Jennie, Deckertown, Sussex. 
Schumacher, Matilda, R., Millington, Morris. 
Sanford, Daniel E., Trenton, Mercer. 
Tait, Jessie C., Orange, Essex. 
Templeton, Anna E., Bridgeboro, Burlington. 
Thompson, Bertha L„ Succasunna, Morris. 
Tillman, Lestie L., Wallpack Center, Sussex. 
Toland, Grace, Glenwood, Sussex. 
Van Doren, Charlotte E., Somerville, Somerset. 
Wingett, Emma, Peapack, Somerset. 
Whyte, Alice T., Jersey City, Hudson. 
Wood, Edith M., Passaic, Passaic. 
Wyker, Maggie, Branchville, Sussex. 
Webb, Jennie B., Magnolia Villa, Camden. 
Wright, Lizzie, Trenton, Mercer. 
Yonker, Olive M., Bristol, Pennsylvania. 
Zentner, Anna A., Mahanoy City, Pennsylvania. 

A, 

Apgar, Mahala S., 
Berry, Clara, 
Fetter, Anna, 
Fisher, Caroline, 
Fisher, Mary E., 
Fields, Mary, 
Foran, Katherine, 
Glover, Helen A., 
Griffin, Tamar, 
Graham, Margaret R., 

FIRST TERM. 

Dunellen, Middlesex. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Hopewell, Mercer. 
Dunellen, Middlesex. 
New Brunswick, Middlesex. 
Federalsburg, Maryland. 
Lambertville, Hunterdon. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Kenton, Delaware. 
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Herman, Barbara, 
Higgins, Bessie T., 
Hoffman, Etta, 
Hoch, Dora, 
Hoffman, Cora B., 
H'ins, Caroline D., 
Kingsland, Helen V. V., 
Large, Lurilla, 
MacLauchlan, Kate, 
Maris, Dela H., 
Miller, Mary M., 
Moore, Grace L., 
°J>erg, Hulda, 
0 Hara, Minnie, 
I'ember, Florence J., 
Bideock, Clara M ., 
Reeves, Mary J., 
Rice, C. Mabel, 
Roberts, Clara P ., 
Rice, Brown ie, 
Schomp, Ella T. E., 
Schenck, Margaret C., 
Seabury, Olive H., 
Smith, Mabel p., 
^ortor, Cornelia, 
Strasser, Harriet E., 
Maugbt, Grace Edna, 

hite, Jennie, 
Mood, Miriam E ., 

RESIDENCE. 

Carteret, Middlesex. 
Three Bridges, Hunterdon. 
New Germantown, Hunterdon. 
Lambertville, Hunterdon. 
Wertsville, Hunterdon. 
Red Bank, Monmouth. 
Kingsland, Bergen. 
Ringoes, Hunterdon. 
Metuchen, Middlesex. 
Yardley, Pennsylvania. 
Brooklyn, New York. 
Hackensack, Bergen. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Long Hill, Morris. 
Somerset, Mercer. 
Ellisdale, Monmouth. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Jersey City, Hudson. 
Passaic, Passaic. 
Ocean Grove, Monmouth. 
Marlboro, Monmouth. 
Mount Ephraim, Camden. 
Woodbourne, Pennsylvania. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Trenton, Mercer. 
Hammonton, Atlantic. 

AHen, J. Crittendon, 
Achenbach, Bertha, 
APgar, Edna, 
Batlen, Viola E„ 
Be". Frances, 
Hinder, Ida E., 
Binney, Henrietta D., 
Brown, Henrietta R„ 

owlby, Elizabeth, 
%d, Cora N., 
®°wne, Minnie, 
Bllrsb, Elmer F., 
Butler, Annie, 
Buckman Carrie, 

B, SECOND TERM. 

Blairstown, 
Hackensack, 
Woodglen, 
Laurel Mills, 
Trenton, 
Trenton, 
Dover, 
Old Bridge, 
Newark, 
Washington, 
Mount Holly, 
Belfast, 
Lambertville, 
Hanover Neck, 

Warren. 
Bergen. 
Hunterdon. 
Camden. 
Mercer. 
Mercer. 
Morris. 
Middlesex. 
Essex. 
Warren. 
Burlington. 
Pennsylvania. 
Hunterdon. 
Morris. 
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NAME. 

Brown, Laura M., 
Carson, Mary C., 
Carkhuff, Belle, 
Camp, Laura, 
Carey, Lida L., 
Child, Clara B., 
Conners, Mary. 
Comly, Elizabeth, 
Creveling, Susie L., 
Crowell, Ella F., 
Culver, Hattie, 
Cullen, Margaret, 
Clark, Robert M., 
Davis, Bertha I., 
Darnell, Alice, 
Darnell, Violeta M., 
Davis, Fannie, 
De Motte, Bessie L., 
Dennis, Flora L., 
Dixon, H. May, 
Dobson, Maggie, 
Durfee, Nora, 
Ely, Laura B., 
Ellis, Mary, 
Estelle, Sarah, 
Fleming, Mary L., 
Fox, Carrie L., 
Foulks, Lucia Vail, 
Fritts, Kate R., 
Gilfoil, Eleanor C., 
Gill, Stella M., 
Godfrey, M. Cornelia, 
Green, Mary S., 
Griffin, Mary, 
Gunderman, Flora M., 
Gregory, Edith, 
Haering, Martina E., 
Harris, Ethel, 
Herbert, Marietta, 
Hill, Blanche, 
Hudson, Lillie M., 
Hughes, Sadie, 
Ivins, Harriet, 
Jones, Florence, 
Jones, Grace E., 
Kerr, Sue C., 

Princeton, 
Bordentown, 
Lambertville, 
Hightstown, 
Clayton, 
Red Bank, 
New Hope, 
Trenton, 
Lay ton, 
Rahway, 
Helmetta, 
Port Richmond, 
Stillwater, 
Princeton, 
Rancocas, 
Medford, 
Port Morris, 
Linden, 
Stillwater, 
Shiloh, 
Old Bridge, 
Millville, 
Imlaystown, 
Whippany, 
Lakewood, 
Trenton, 
Perth Am boy, 
Stevens, 
New Hampton, 
Port Richmond, 
Morrisville, 
Stewartsville, 
Trenton, 
Trenton, 
Newton, 
Yardville, 
Vineland, 
Allendale, 
Herberts ville, 
Andover, 
Newark, 
Pequannock, 
Red Bank, 
Peru, 
Newark, 
Trenton, 

Mercer. 
Burlington. 
Hunterdon. 
Mercer. 
Gloucester. 
Monmouth. 
Pennsylvania. 

Mercer. 
Sussex. 
Union. 
Middlesex. 
New York. 
Sussex. 
Mercer. 
Burlington. 
Burlington. 
Morris. 
Union. 
Sussex. 
Cumberland. 
Middlesex. 
Cumberland. 
Monmouth. 
Morris. 
Ocean. 
Mercer. 
Middlesex. 
Burlington. 
Hunterdon. 
New York. 
Pennsylvania 

Warren. 
Mercer. 
Mercer. 
Sussex. 
Mercer. 
Cumberland 
Bergen. 
Ocean. 
Sussex. 
Essex. 
Morris. 
Monmouth. 

Indiana. 
Essex. 
Mercer. 
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SAME. 

Kille, Ida B., 
Kyte, Flora, 
Kurtz, Elizabeth H., 
Lamson, Edith, 
Livermore, Adelaide L., 
Mathews, Tillie, 
MacRae, Georgie N., 
MacCarson, Abiah, 
McCulley, Charlotte J., 
Miller, Lillie, 
Moore, Mary C. , 
Murray, Daisy R., 
McKenzie, William, 
MacLean, Allen F., 
Neer, Mary Louisa, 
Nicholas, Emily, 
O'Connor, Margaret, 
Park, Emma A., 
Porch, Hannah R., 
Prall, Arabella H., 
Pugh, Mary L., 
Padgett, Julia, 
Reily, Caroline, 
Richards, Bertha, 
Rosenkrans, Minnie, 
Rogers, A. Edith, 
Runyon, Eva G., 
Rundle, Carrie L., 
Ryan, Mary L ., 
Seabrook, Eveline T., 
Shropshire, Viola, 
Silver, Nellie F., 
Simmons. Effie, 
Smith, Sadie M., 

. Smith, Elizabeth, H., 
Smith, Lillian Ethel, 
Stover, Helen B., 
Stryker, Sarah, 
Sage, Walter M., 
Temby, Lottie G., 
Thurlow, Katie R., 
Torbert, Hattie R., 
Vincent, Grace, 
I an Dyke, Bella L., 
Van Nostrand, M. Louise, 

an Gilder, Sarah S., 

Bridgeport, 
Hainesville, 
Millville, 
Baltimore, 
Woodbury, 
Trenton, 
Nyack, 
Alloway, 
Berlin, 
Trenton, 
Ocean City, 
Trenton, 
Coleville, 
Palmyra, 
Park Ridge, 
Franklin, 
Bayonne City, 
Bartley, 
Clayton, 
Rahway, 
Bound Brook, 
Bridgeton, 
Pemberton, 
Morrisville, 
Hainesville, 
Camden, 
Washington, 
Walpack, 
Jamesburg, 
Stockton, 
Haleyville, 
Bridgeton, 
Marksboro, 
Finderne, 
Lambertville, 
Walnut Valley, 
Carversville, 
Somerville, 
Plainfield, 
Sparta, 
Wenonah, 
Bridgeport, 
Somerville, 
Stockton, 
Passaic, 
Petersburg, 

Gloucester. 
Sussex. 
Cumberland. 
Maryland. 
Gloucester. 
Mercer. 
New York. 
Salem. 
Camden. 
Mercer. 
Cape May. 
Mercer. 
Sussex. 
Burlington. 
Bergen. 
Sussex. 
Hudson. 
Morris. 
Gloucester. 
Union. 
Somerset. 
Cumberland. 
Burlington. 
Pennsylvania. 
Sussex. 
Camden. 
Warren. 
Sussex. 
Middlesex. 
Hunterdon. 
Cumberland. 
Cumberland. 
Warren. 
Somerset. 
Hunterdon. 
Warren. 
Pennsylvania. 
Somerset. 
Somerset. 
Sussex. 
Gloucester. 
Gloucester. 
Somerset. 
Hunterdon. 
Passaic. 
Cape May. 
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NAME. 

Voorhees, Emma B., 
Wall, Catharine, 
Witten, Clara S., 
Willis, Grace A., 
Whittaker, Elizabeth, 
Wilson, John, 

Trenton, Mercer. 
Bayonne City. Hudson. 
Verona, Essex. 
Newark, Essex. 
Hamilton Square, Mercer. 
Paterson, Passaic. 

B, EIKST TERM. 

Ayers, Anna Belle, Shiloh, Cumberland. 
Anderson, Mary M., Medford, Hunterdon. 
Barber, Mary, Stewartville, Warren. 
Barrett, Teresa G., Bristol, Pennsylvania. 
Brown, Martha, Port Richmond, New York. 
Burgstresser, Edith, Trenton, Mercer. 
Chambers, Lizzie, Trenton, Mercer. 
Chamberlin, Sarah G., Cream Ridge, Monmouth. 
Carr, Sarah E., Hightstown, Mercer. 
Cochran, Maud, New York, New York. 
Carey, Mary L., Trenton, Mercer. 
Dayton, Martha A., Bridgeville, Delaware. 
De Hart, Bertha, New Brunswick, Middlesex. 
Drudy, Katie M., Lambertville, Hunterdon. 
French, Bachel E., Mullica Hill, Gloucester. 
Galindo, Helen T., Newark, Essex. 
Hutchinson, Josephine, Trenton, Mercer. 
Jaggard, Cora J., Kirkwood, Camden. 
Kelly, Mary E., Woodbridge, Middlesex. 
Manners, Grace E., Wertsville, Hunterdon. 
Morris, Lu Ada, Glendola, Monmouth. 
Nixon, Eliza W., Pemberton, Burlington. 
Owen, May, Owen, Sussex. 
Reed, Jennie A., Trenton, Mercer. 
Schaefer, Martha, New York, New York. 
Shafer, Ida M., Milford, Hunterdon. 
Whitenack, Harriet H., Bedminster, Somerset. 
Wright, Gertrude, Centreton, Burlington. 



MODEL SCHOOL REGISTRY. 

HIGH SCHOOL, DEPARTMENT. 

MALES. 

SENIOR CLASS 
NAME. 

Hall, Gustavus Abeel 
Hermance, William Oakley 
Holcombe, Alexander Henry 
Hunt, Alonzo Isaac 
Smith, John Clarence 

A CLASS 
Baily, Samuel L., 
Barbour, Henry 
Bebout, Edw in 
Hale, James 
Dixon, Hus ton 
Gregory, Alfred C 
Hilliard, Joshua 
Hollingsworth, Sam  
Bidgway, George — 
Voorhees, John 
Williamson, Robert 

New York, N. Y. 
Trenton Junction. 
Lambertville. 
Clinton. 
Trenton. 
Stockton. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Riegelsville. 
Trenton. 
.Scullville. 

(47) 

RESIDENCE. 

.Trenton. 
• Hightstown. 
Lambertville. 
.Hamilton Square. 
.Asbury. 

.Philadelphia, Pa. 

.Trenton. 

.Long Hill. 
•Trenton. 
.Trenton. 
.Trenton. 
.Manahawkin. 
•Scotch Plains. 
.Trenton. 
.Blawenburg. 
.Trenton. 

B CLASS. 
Bussing, David 
He Cou, Joseph 
Ely, Alfred 
Freeman, Mortimer 
Howell, Louis D 
Hunt, John 
Hasher, Claude 
Biegel, Howard 
Busling, James 
Scull, James ' 
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...... RESIDENCE. 
NAME. 

Smith, Lloyd Asbury. 
Sprigman, Arthur E Taylorsville, Pa. 
Studdiford, Hervey Trenton. 
Titus, Walter Trenton. 
Watson, James M Philadelphia, Pa. 
Whitehead, Lyman T Erie- Pa. 

GRAMMAR SCHOOL DEPARTMENT. 

A CLASS. 
Agnew, Raymond H Titusville. 
Anderson, Davis C Newport, R. I. 
Anderson, Duncan M Newport, R. I. 
Armstrong, Joseph H Columbus. 
Briggs, Franklin Trenton. 
Buckman, George Penn \ alley, Pa. 
Carpenter, Harry E Asbury. 
Dale, Robert G Trenton. 
Dickinson, Walter M Trenton. 
Dilts, Jacob H Ringoes. 
Dunn, Raymond A Trenton. 
Farley, Richard B Trenton. 
Fetter, George E Hopewell. 
Hilson, Cleaveland, Jr Trenton. 
Hutchinson, Alfred D Trenton. 
Konover, Harold D Trenton. 
Lewis, George S. G Trenton. 
Mason, Charles M Newark. 
Melick, Peter W., Jr New Germantown 
Ott, Harry W Trenton. 
Rickey, Carlton H Trenton. 
Ryerson, Floyd T New Milford, N. 1 
Thomas, Howard J Trenton. 
Wallace, Ralph P Chesterfield. 
Warbass, Dayton N Huntsburg. 
Whyte, William A Jersey City. 
Wood, Samuel H Trenton. 
Worthington, Clifford A Trenton. 

B CLASS. 
Blackwell, Elwyn W Titusville. 
Carr, Fred. J Trenton. 
Carter, Charles P... Valley, Pa. 
Cavaleer, Walter K Lower Bank. 
Clark, Warren T Trenton. 
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NAME. RESIDENCE. 

Cornell, Hartwell V. A Trenton. 
Decker, Fred. D Pine Bush, N. Y. 
Delaney, Philip D. J Trenton. 
Dickinson, Philemon Trenton. 
Ellis, Evan T., Jr Philadelphia, Pa. 
Furman, Randolph - Trenton. 
Gruman, Benjamin L - Westwood. 
Hurd, William Dover. 
Jay, Malcolm Trenton. 
Kemp, Oliver K Trenton. 
Mount, Walter E Hamilton Square. 
Naar, Henry K Trenton. 
Redshaw, William T. Spottswood. 
Skillman, Thomas J Trenton. 
Struble, H arry Trenton. 
Taylor, Horace G Trenton. 
Titus, William Trenton. 
Welling, Jared W Trenton. 
West, Merton S Trenton. 
Whitall, Clement Woodbury. 
Whitehead, Howard Trenton. 
Wilson, Harry Trenton. 
Wise, Jacob A., Jr Califon. 

C CLASS. 
Anderson, William Trenton. 
Armstrong, Henry Trenton. 
Bamford, William Trenton. 
Bell, William B Trenton. 
Bellis, Horace Trenton. 
Brace, Frederick R • Trenton. 
Breese, Edward •' Trenton. 
Cauldwell, Howard Trenton 
Cline, John New VlllaSe-
Cook, Raymond Trenton. 
Cornell, Alvah Boyd Trenton. 
Craig, William Florence. 
Ehret, Anthony Trenton 
Ellis, William Philadelphia, Pa. 
Evans, Owen Bristol, Pa. 
Evans, Samuel Trenton. 
Harris, Arthur Trenton. 
Hutchinson, Lewis E„ Jr Lawrence Station. 
Katzenbach, Edward Trenton. 

Kennedy, William J MeTcerville 
Loud, John 

4 
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NAMK. RESIDKNCB. 

McGuire, George W., Jr Trenton. 
Malone, Martin, Jr Trenton. 
Miller, Paul W Trenton. 
Nelson, Henry Oakford, Pa. 
Pidcock, Raymond T Wilburtha. 
Rhone, Byron L Trenton. 
Roebling, Ferdinand W., Jr Trenton. 
Schoonover, Frank E Trenton. 
Shreeve, Hudson J Trenton. 
Tantum, William H Trenton. 
Terry, Arthur E Hoboken. 
Wilkes, Paul E ,... Trenton. 
Williamson, Walter W Trenton. 
Wright, Albert S Trenton. 
Yates, Earnest Toms River. 

D CLASS. 
Agnew. Robert P Titusville. 
Backus, Richard A Trenton. 
Beck, Maximilian W .....Trenton. 
Bissell, John W Pennington. 
Breese, James B Trenton. 
Clark, Howard B Trenton. 
Coates, Charles Trenton. 
Crook, Arthur E Trenton. 
Demarest, Mott H Trenton. 
Dickinson, Lynford M Trenton. 
English, Walter B Trenton. 
Fell, John H Trenton. 
Fine, William M Trenton. 
Grover, Charles P., Jr Trenton. 
Hackenberger, John L Trenton. 
Hall, Henry M Trenton. 
Hardin, Louis M Deckertown. 
Hart, Abraham L Hoboken. 
Hilson. Hugh Trenton. 
Howell, Cadwallader Trenton. 
Hutchinson, Harvey S Trenton. 
Jay, Douglas Trenton. 
Kaczorowski, William J Trenton. 
Koenig, George, Jr Trenton. 
Lain, James W Trenton. 
Lanning, Leonard Trenton. 
Margerum, John F Trenton. 
Niedermeier, Joseph J Trent™ 
Sands, William M "^Trenton. 
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NAME. RESIDENCE. 

Schultz, Frederick Manchester. 
Schuyler, Harry K Arlington. 
Scott, Charles J Trenton. 
Smith, James Atlantic City. 
Sterling, Joseph Trenton. 
Stewart, Bayard Mc Trenton. 
Stewart, Malcolm Trenton. 
Stockton, Robert F„ Jr Trenton. 
Tye, Amos H„ Jr Trenton. 
Wagner, Franz A Trenton. 
Webster, Samuel Trenton. 
Wilson, Frederick Trenton. 

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT. 

A CLASS. 

Anderson, R. Ea rle Trenton. 
Bellis, Alfred Trenton. 
Brokaw, C larence Trenton. 
Dobbins, Gary Trenton. 
Dye, Samuel Trenton. 
Fay, Edward Trenton. 
Fell, Fra nk Trenton. 
Fell, Howard Trenton. 
Dandy, Ferdinand T/611,0" 
Hanson, Howard Trenton. 
Hewitt, Charles £ren °n. 
Howell, Frederick P"®" 
Hughes, Albert 
Jenkins, Weston, Jr ~ Trenton 
jowenstein, Solomon A Trinidad, West Indiee. 
Lynch, Walter ™ , 
u,„ . Trenton. McGowan, Morris „ . „ x, T „ Trenton. 
May, Lawrence ....Trenton. 
Muschert, William ..Trenton. 
Pernne, Barclay '.....Trenton. 
Pope, John A Trenlon. 
Prall, George Egg Harbor City. 
RenaultFlorian Trfnton. 
Kider, Charles J Wilburtl.a. 
Sogers, Leslie Trenton. 
Schultz John Trenton. 
Sharp, Thomas W Trenton. 
Smith, Richard, Jr Trenton. 
Surtees, Samuel 
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Tibbals, Austin Trenton. 
Wispert, William Trenton. 

B CLASS. 
Baumgartner, Charles G Trenton. 
Bellerjeau, William Y Trenton. 
Craft, Edmund W Trenton. 
Crossley, George C Trenton. 
English, Claude Trenton. 
Fine, Joseph Trenton. 
Hackenberger, Frank Trenton. 
Jackson, Kussel W Trenton. 
Katzenbacli, Hall Trenton. 
Lloyd, Roland , Trenton. 
Mendham, Richard, Jr Trenton. 
Moore, Marcus, Jr Trenton. 
Morse, Raymond Trenton. 
Nicholson, Edward.... Trenton. 
Packer, Donald Trenton. 
Pope, Bentley H Trenton. 
Ronan, Howard H Trenton. 
Webster, George A Trenton. 
West, Harold Trenton. 
Wilson, Harry Trenton. 
Woodruff, William D Trenton. 

C CLASS. 
Anderson, Richard Trenton. 
Britton, John Trenton. 
Cloke, Paul Trenton. 
Cooper, Isaac Trenton. 
Farley, Marcus M Trenton. 
Jenkins, Donald Trenton. 
Katzenbach, Welling. Trenton. 
Kennedy, Edward Trenton. 
Magowan, Donald Trenton. 
Martindale, William Trenton. 
Martinette, Henry Trenton. 
Martinette, Peter Trenton. 
Pitman, Earle Trenton. 
Potts, Peaslee Trenton. 
Spillsbury, Percy Trenton. 
Stokes, Robert Trenton. 
Thomas, Albert Trenton. 
Whitehead, Russell Trenton. 
Witte, Fred Trenton. 
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D CLASS. 
NAME. RESIDENCE. 

Baumgartner, Howard Trenton. 
Burton, Richard Trenton. 
Dale, Ernest E Trenton. 
Donnelly, Dick, Jr Trenton. 
Donnelly, Richard, Jr Trenton. 
Downs, Roster Trenton. 
Downs, Francis Trenton. 
Green, Bayard M Trenton. 
Hillman, Leroy Trenton. 
Kennedy, Charles Trenton. 
Loveless, Le roy... Trenton. 
McGuire, Fred . Trenton. 
Miller, C harles Trenton. 
Niedt, George Trenton. 
Phillips, Raymond Trenton. 
Roche, John Trenton. 
Solliday, R aymond Trenton. 
Swetman, George Trenton. 
Weller, Hiram Trenton. 

SUMMARY. 

Total reg istration for the year 255 
" " first quarter 243 
" " second quarter 234 
" " third quarter 220 
" " fourth quarter 204 

Average quarterly registration for the year 225 
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HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT. 

FEMALES. 

SENIOR CLASS. 
NAMK. RK8IDBH0R. 

Aller, Anna E Trenton. 
Bailey, Bessie M Glenwood. 
Eastburn, Hannah H Trenton. 
Gruman, Grace A Westwood. 
Hollingsworth, Nellie E Scotch Plains. 
Lawshe, Elizabeth Trenton. 
Linburg, Emma H Trenton. 
Moore, Ada M Trenton. 
Schultz, Maggie M Trenton. 
Street, Josephine E '. Beverly. 
Van Kirk, Jennie C Princeton. 
Whyte, Alice T Jersey City. 

A CLASS. 
Deutz, Laura A Trenton. 
Ely, Mariana E Lambertville. 
Gwinner, Leila G Taylorsville, Pa. 
Hageman, May Skillman. 
Hart, Lillian Hoboken. 
Katzenbach, Susan Trenton. 
Langlotz, Virginia I Trenton. 
Leeds, Eleanor L •. Trenton. 
Moore, Helen B Trenton. 
Nevius, Kate T. Red Bank. 
Schock, Josephine Merchantville. 
Smith, Dora W Trenton. 
Snider, Bessie C Trenton. 
Stradling, Eloise Edgewater Park. 
Sutterley, Mary C Trenton. 
Waite. Henrietta T Metuchen. 
Whitehead, Anna Marion Trenton 
Wildman, Emma C.... Yardley, Pa. 
Woodruff, May I Newark. 

B CLASS. 

Abbott, Julia Bristol, Pa. 
Burton, Ella. Tullytown, Pa. 
Chadwick, Man- Bank 

Clayton, Jess.e Trenton. 
00011' Kate B Edge wood, Pa. 
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RESIDENCE 
NAME. 

Cooper, Carr ie Red Bank' 
Cornel], Jennie Trenton. 
Crouch, Mabel S Trenton. 
DeCou, LilyS Trenton. 
Ely, Mary Leans. 
Goddard, Ada E Taylorsville, Pa. 
Griffith, Anna E Trenton 
Hawke, Em ma 1 opewe 
Holl, Grace Trenton. 
Hutchinson, Mary I 
T , m Atlantic Highlands. Leonard, Cl ara „ ,, ,, . ' ,. . _ Stelton. 
Manning, Olivia Yardlev Pa. 
Nickleson, Em ma * ' p, . Trenton. Pratt, Mary A « 
T, , ,r ' Yardley, Pa. 

e ' May Trenton Reed, Carrie lrenton. 
,,, ... „ . Tr Trenton. Weihng, busie _ , , 
nm n. m Trenton. Wilson, Florence . . 
v ' Stockton. 
Yauger, E lizabeth 

GRAMMAR SCHOOL DEPARTMENT. 

A CLASS. 
Cleveland, O. 

Adams, Maud Trenton. 
Bloom, Helen G Trenton. 
Brace, May Germantown. 
Craig, Julia W Hamilton Square. 
Clarke, Eli zabeth Belvidere. 
Davison, Mary Hopewell. 
®e'Ida ...Trenton. 

Giles, Elizabeth J Trenton. 
Hendrickson, Helen Hopewell. 
Holcombe, Mary Morrisville, Pa. 
Howell, Mabel "!'.!'"'.'.'.'.!".'.!'.Trenton. 
Jenkins, Ruth L. Tuckerton. 
Lane, Abbie Stockton. 
Lawshe, Mary Belle Atlantic Highlands. 
Leonard, Ed ith Atlantic Highlands. 
Leonard, M abel Morrisville, Pa. 
Margerum, Sarah Princeton. 
Marsh, Ruth Trenton. 
Meserol), Martha Trenton. 
Pinckney, Florence Trenton. 
Silvernail, May *' Philadelphia, Pa. 
Snyder, Agnes 
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NAME. RESIDENCE. 

Thomas, Meta H Trenton. 
Tibballs, Kate W Trenton. 
Tuers, Nettie F Paterson. 
West, Meta B Trenton. 
Williams, Mary J Trenton. 

B CLASS. 

Anderson, Mary H Milford. 
Brokaw, Ida Dutch Neck. 
Brown, Martha Z Port Richmond. N. Y . 
Buckman, Ida Penn Valley, Pa. 
Burgstresser, Edith Trenton. 
Carey, Mary Trenton. 
Carnahan, May Penn's Manor, Pa. 
Carr, Sarah E Hightstown. 
Chamberlin, Sarah G Cream Ridge. 
Cochran, Maud New York City, N Y. 
Creveling, Sallie Trenton. 
Dale, Margaret Trenton. 
De Witt, Eleanor Lawrenceville. 
Fabian, Margaret W Tullytown, Pa. 
Fitz Patrick, Ella H Trenton. 
Glover, Annie A Ewing. 
Hall, Annie A Trenton. 
Hancock, Clara S Trenton. 
Heyer, Carrie E Colt's Neck. 
Hooper, Lillie M Trenton. 
Howell, Ella L Trenton. 
Jacobus, Marion L Caldwell. 
Johnson, Ellie R Buckmanville, Pa. 
Johnson, Lowella... Trenton. 
Mountfort, Alice Trenton. 
Mountfort, Margaret Trenton. 
Mountfort, Florence Trenton. 
Magowan, Emily Trenton. 
Marshall, Helen S Trenton. 
Morris, Lu Ada Glendola. 
Nixon, Eliza W Pemberton. 
Owen, Lulu May Owen. 
Padgett, Julia H ".ZiiijBridgeton. 
Pedrick, Anna D Trpntnn 
Pullen, Isabel V .ZZESl 
Reed, Alice M Trenton. 
Robeson, May Trenton. 
Rowley, Bessie York cityj M. Y. 
Scudder, Lillian C Trenton. 
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RESIDENCE. NAME. 

Shafer, Martha New York Cit>'> N" 
Slack, Bessie Yardley, Pa. 
Smith, Mary J. E Asylum. 
Titus, Helen Trenton. 
Van Cleef, Len a Somerville. 
Vanderwater, Bessie Trenton. 
Voorhees, Minnie B Millstone. 
Warren, Rose Princeton. 
Woodruff, Ida W Trenton. 
Wright, Gertrude Centreton. 

C CLASS. 
Adams, Ethel Montelair. 
Barwis, Mary Ada Trenton. 
Brook, Liz zie Trenton. 
Brophy, El la Skillman. 
Brown, Elsie H.. Hilton. 
Butcher, Alvira Trenton. 
Chambers, Grace Trenton. 
Clark, Florence Trenton. 
Coleman, Mary A Trenton. 
Cox, Nellie A Trenton. 
Crisp, Catherine Tienton. 
Crisp, Hattie Trent°n. 
Cummings, Anna ren on. 
Darling, Margaret 
De Camp, Bertha 
Dixon, Ma rion ^renton. 
Douglass, Addie ?rent0n" illp 
Dye, Hat tie 
English, Mary ^ren on. 
Fay, Florence Trenton. 
Gallagher, Teresa A T.16",0" 
Golding, Edith ^ie" °n' 
Groff, Minnie Trenton. 
Hendrickson, Etta 
Dendrickson, Rebecca a-rel1,01 
t' 11 T „ ' Trenton. Eelly Luella T , 
Kester, Ida Jacobstown. 
Klockner, Achsa Jren 

Wy, Sadie C. 

„ Trenton. Leeds, Cora 
McClanan, Belle 
Meseroll, El izabeth 
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Miller, Gertrude E Trenton. 
Moyer, Emily A Trenton. 
Myers, Florence E Trenton. 
Packer, Edith C Trenton. 
Potts, Mabel Trenton. 
Reilly, Rose M Trenton. 
Richardson, Elizabeth B Trenton. 
Shreve, Alice Washington's Cross 
Sterling, S. Elizabeth Trenton. 
Summers, Lucy Trenton. 
Taylor, Ida May Trenton. 
Taylor, Stella Morrisville, Pn. 
Terry, Rose J Hoboken. 
Thomas, Mary L Trenton. 
Watson, Flora W Trenton. 
Whittaker, Emily Trenton. 
Wilson, Mary E Milford. 
Valentine, Grace E Trenton. 

D CLASS. 
Berry, Mary E Trenton. 
Brannan, Ethel E Baltimore, Md. 
Brokaw, Charlotte Trenton. 
Brook, Ida K Trenton. 
Brown, Mary C Trenton. 
Buckman, Sarah A Penn Valley, Pa. 
Carnall, May Trenton. 
Cook, Orab M Trenton. 
Crossley, Alicia B Trenton. 
Gushing, Edna L Trenton. 
Dalton, Adele S Trenton 
Dobbin., Mary I JZIZZSZ. 
Dunn, Eva Burlington. 
Fly, Hannah Trenton. 
Fritz, Stella M Trenton. 
Fisher, Maud V Stockton. 
Garwood, Mabel M Trenton. 
Green, Lucie Trenton. 
Hatfield. Dora E Trenton. 
Howell, Mary k Trenton. 
Johnson, Besste Trenton. 
La Rue, Elizabeth E Trenton 
Haddock, Belle A [^Trenton! 
MacCrellish, Bessie Trenton 
McChesney, Agnes H .'.'.'.'.'.Trentom 
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NAME. RESIDENCE 

McGovern, Catherine Trenton. 
Miller, Helen Trenton. 
Miller, Lynda Trenton. 
Nevius, Kate S ". Somerville. 
Nichols, May Trenton. 
Owens, Harriet Trenton. 
Shreve, Janet Trenton. 
Slack, Lonetta Trenton. 
Trier, Mary... Trenton. 
Van Doren, Mabel Trenton. 
Van Fleet, Mary Trenton. 
Weatherby, Olivia Trenton. 
Wood, Mary Trenton. 

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT. 

A Cl>AS8. RESIDENCE. NAME. 
Allen, Bertha Trenton. 
Bailey, Annie Trenton. 
Binder, Florence E Trenton. 
Carsner, Maud Trenton. 
Cole, Helen Trenton. 
Coleman, Helen Trenton. 
D'Arcus, Jennie Trenton. 
Glover, Sophie 
Harris, Helen J Trenton. 
Hartshorn, Lavinia Trenton. 
Hayes, F.Evelyn ^ren on. 
Howell, Agnes Trenton. 
Kerr, Hattie Trenton. 
Knowles, Edna ^ren °n. 
i, ' Trenton. Margerum, Fannie m 

Martinette, Louisa J r,/6"0" 
Packer, Martha M lren °n' 
Street, Caroline 
Hmpleby, Mary J J6" ' 
Vanderwater, Elsie Triton 
Welling, Margaret Trenton 
Walla, Freda L Trenton. 

B CLASS. 
D Trenton. 
Berry Magdalen ...Trenton. 
Brook, Clara Trenton. 
Demmert, Viola 
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NAME. RESIDENCE. 

Hartshorne, Anna N Trenton. 
Hosfelt, Bessie Trsnton. 
La Rue, Alice Trenton. 
Lowenstein, Hortense A Trenton. 
MacCrellish, Belle Trenton. 
McCullough, Florence Trenton. 
Shepherd, Genevieve Trenton. 
Weatherby, Alethea Trenton. 
Welling, Frances S Trenton. 
Wayman, Ella L Trenton. 
Whitehead, Bertha H Trenton. 
Williams, Helen F Trenton. 
Witte, Mabel Trenton 
Young, Mela ZZZZSX 

C CLASS. 

Backus, Maud Trenton. 
Berrian, Ada M Trenton. 
Burd, Lucy H Trenton. 
English, Annie M Trenton. 
Glover, Mattie M Trenton 
Hall, Catherine J ^"Trentom 
Hayes, Bess.e P Trenton. 
Hayes, Mary C Trenton. 
Hickman, Julia E Trenton. 
Magowan, Elizabeth L Trenton 
May, Cassanda Z'.'.Z^^Trentom 
Meseroll, Sarah II ™ 
Skirm, Elizabeth P Tre" °"' 
Stowe, Willie M lre" °n-
rp , ,r . • .,f Trenton. 
lavlor, Virginia \v ™ 

walker, MetaL ?enon-
Weller, Augusta M Trenton 

D CLASS. 
Carr, Julia B „ „ .. u, • .u, Trenton. Donnelly, Susie C 
TT . T Trenton. Hancock, Inez _ 
McPherson, Helen K renton. 
Millington, Maud Irenton. 
Robbins, Susan J Trenton. 
Stout, Edith R ^rento"-
Scott, Anna T Trenton. 
Welling, Charlotte P renton. 

Irenton. 
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SUMMARY. 

Whole number enrolled during the year 286 
Number enrolled for first quarter 269 

" " second quarter 257 
" " third quarter 236 
" " fourth quarter 224 

Average number enrolled per quarter 247 



FACULTY-NORMAL. 

JAMES M. GREEN PH.D., PRINCIPAL, 

Instructor in History and Philosophy of Education. 

AUSTIN C. APGAR, VICE PRINCIPAL, 

Instructor in Natural Sciences. 

LILIAN S. APGAR, 

Assistant Instructor in Natural Sciences. 

MRS. PHEBE E. DINSMORE, PRECEPTRESS, GIRLS' HALL. 

HARRIETTE MATTHEWS, 

Instructor in English. 

DICKERSON H. FARLEY, 

Instructor in Penmanship and Book-keeping. 

ELI AS F. CARR, M.A., 

Instructor in Mathematics. 

MARY C. FIELD, 

Instructor in Drawing. 

M. VIRGINIA FOGLE, 

Training Teacher and Instructor in Theory and Practice. 
5 (65) 
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LILLIE A. WILLIAMS, 
Instructor in History and Psychology. 

CAROLINE McGUIRE, 
Instructor in Reading. 

JOSEPHINE CARLL, 
Assistant Instructor in Arithmetic. 

SUSAN A. REILLY, 
Instructor in Geography. 

LAURA C. JOHNSON, 
Instructor in Vocal Music. 

ALFRED S. BRACE, 
Instructor in Piano and Vocal Solo Mus ic. 

H. B. BOICE, M.D., 
Instructor in Physiology and Director in the Gymnasium. 

Preceptor in Boys' Hall. 

EDWARD M. HEALY, 
Instructor in Manual Training. 



FACULTY-MODEL. 

•OLIVER P. STEVES, A.M., PH.D., SUPERVISOR IN HIGH AND GRAMMAR, 

Instructor in Latin and Greek. 

SARAH Y. ELY, SUPERVISOR IN HIGH AND GRAMMAR, 

Instructor in Mathematics. 

REN A T. MERWIN, SUPERVISOR IN PRIMARY, 

Instructor in D Grade. 

FRANK H. SCOBEY, 

Instructor in Mathematics. 

ELIZABETH B. JOHNSON, 
Instructor in English Grammar. 

I 
WILLIAM R. WRIGHT, 

Instructor in English Grammar, Civics and Beginning Latin. 

MELINA A. BOSWORTH, 

Instructor in History and Rhetoric. 

ALICE L. BREWSTER, B.A., 

Instructor in Literature, History and German. 

DICKERSON H. FARLEY, 

Instructor in Penmanship and Book-keeping. 

MARY C. FIELD, 

Instructor in Drawing. 

SUSAN A. REILLY, 

Instructor in Geography. 
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JOSEPHINE CARLL, 
Instructor in Geography and Arithmetic. 

LAURA C. JOHNSON, 
Instructor in Vocal Music. 

CAROLINE McGUIRE, 
Instructor in Reading. 

KATE D. STOUT, 
Instructor in Arithmetic and Elocution. 

EMMA K. HUNT, B.A., 
Instructor in Grammar D. 

MERCY A. PEARSON, 
Instructor in A Primary. 

MARY B. EASTBURN, 
Instructor in B Primary. 

MAY ROBBINS, 
Instructor in C Primary. 

FREDERICK J. GERMAIN, 
Instructor in French. 

ALFRED S. BRACE, 
Instructor in Piano and Vocal Solo Music. 

H. B. BOICE, M.D., 
Instructor in Physiology and Director in Gymnasium. 

EDWARD M. HEALY, 
Instructor in Manual Draining. 



THE N ORMAL S CHOOL. 

REGULATIONS. 

Conditions of Admission. 

1. Applicants must be at least sixteen years of age, and of unquestionable 
moral character. 

2. Th ey must be in good bodily health, and able to sustain a good exami
nation in Spelling, Reading, Arithmetic, Geography and Grammar. 

3. T hey must, unless they wish to pay tuition, declare their intention to 
teach in the public schools of this State for at least two years, by signing 
the following declaration and agreement: "The undersigned, having been 
admitted as pupils in the New Jersey State Normal School, hereby declare 
that it is their intention to engage in the employment of teachers in the 
public schools of this State for at least two years, and that their object in 
resorting to this School is the better to qualify themselves for that responsi
ble duty. The undersigned also hereby agree to report themselves semi
annually, in writing, for the aforesaid period of two years, to the Principal 
of th e State Normal School, in case they enjoy its privileges for one term 
or more." Graduates of approved Grammar Schools, persons who have 
completed the course of study prescribed by the County Superintendents 
and persons holding teachers' licenses, are admitted to the Normal school 
on the ir certificates. Graduates of High Schools, on the "Approved List, 
are admitted to the second year of the course on their diplomas. All other 
applicants must be examined. 

Examinations for Admission. 

New classes start in September and February. 
Examinations for admission are held on the first two days of each term, 

[t is especially desirable that candidates be admitted at these times. 
The examinations are conducted by the faculty, and are in writing. A 

general average of seventy per cent, is required for admission. Applicants 
for the B grade are examined in Orthography, Reading, Practical Arith
metic, G eography and English Grammar. Applicants for any advance 
point in the course must, in the work preceding that point, pass such an 
examination as will warrant the faculty in certifying that they are prepared 
to teach u p to that point. (69) 
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Method. 

The method of teaching in the Normal is pedigogical so far as the cir
cumstances will permit. The students are to be instructed not only in the-
theory of teaching, but also in the application of the theory to the common 
school branches. This instruction involves a thorough knowledge of the 
common school branches, a knowledge of the characteristics of mind, and 
a knowledge of how to so present subject-matter as to conform to those 
characteristics at the various stages of mental development. 

To promote this three-fold information the academic phase of the work 
is planned, so far as practicable, as it should be in a regular academic 
school, the reason for this particular plan given this reason-involving 
method based on psychology. 

In English Grammar the instruction aims not only to teach correct lan
guage, but to encourage its practice by a liberal use of extracts from the 
best authors for analysis. The system includes a course of lessons arranged 
according to the logical dependence of the truths taught, connected work 
in composition and recitation and three species of analysis. 

The first analysis has the sentence as a unit, and is an analysis which 
shows the office of the words in the expression of thought; the second, 
having the same unit, is an analysis which shows the grammatical con
struction of the sentence, the classification and relation of the words; the 
third, having the theme as the unit, is an analysis which shows the relation, 
force and worth of the succeeding sentences and paragraphs of the finished 
production. Each succeeding lesson is based upon preceding work, and the 
composition ot sentences in all varieties and of longer exercises is required. 

In Psychology, by the use of Sully's Outlines of Psychology, combined 
with full and varied oral teaching, the instruction seeks to promote the 
highest mental development of the students, and to give a clear and accurate 
knowledge of the general laws and functions of the human mind. Special 
attention is given to the order and relation of mental development, and to 
the application of psychological laws to the mastery and presentation of 
knowledge. The aim is to guide the best use of the student's own powers, 
to inculcate the intellectual sympathy indispensable to successful instruc
tion, and to show the relation and adaptation of knowledge to the various 
stages of the mind's development. 

In History the Seminary Method " is used, so far as appliances are at 
hand. The student is introduced, so far as possible, to the original in art, 
government, literature, &c.; by a series of questions the picture of the 
original is developed in the mind, and the comparison made between that 
and the present. 

The philosophy of Arithmetic is made prominent in its analytical, syn-
theticalland comparative functions. 

The method looks to the development of rules by close reasoning upon 
the given data. The why, rather than the how, is made of paramount 
significance. Special attention is given to primary work in numbers. 

In Algebra, stress is laid upon the logical arrangement of subject-matter, 
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proposition, corollary, scholium, &c., being clearly discriminated in the text. 
The aim is to train the mind to methods of reasoning rather than in mere 
methods of operating. 

In Geometry the student is placed within the field of discovery, and, with 
a reasonable degree of suggestion, is asked to find out for himself the steps 
on the road to his conclusion. The plan is designed to give strength by 
doing. 

In Geography the aim is by apperception to form in the mind of the 
student a good picture of the relief of a country, and make that picture the 
basis of h is geographical conclusions. 

In the Natural Sciences the students are called upon to perform the 
experiments themselves, rather than merely witness them performed by 
the instructor. 

The work in drawing is related not only to the essential in Art, but also 
in Industries. 

In Elocution, attention is given not simply to correct articulation and 
interpretation, but also to correct bearing. 

In Penmanship, movement precedes form. 
In Theory and Practice, and in the History and Philosophy of Education, 

great care is given in the comparison of methods, not only in teaching, but 
in school organization. 

In Physical Culture the basis is special work and instruction in hygiene 
for the individual, depending on the student's physical history and on such 
a physical examination as is necessary to prescription. In general the 
work is h ygienic, educative and pedagogical. 

The purpose is three-fold, the first division merging into the second. 
The primary object is, by regular general exercises, to promote as far as 
may be the students' own health, that the mental power may be at the 
maximum. These exercises are, secondly, of a nature to improve the 
carriage and physique and to make the body the ready servant of the will. 
The agents relied upon are military marching, free-hand exercises, exer
cises with light dumb bells, wands, Indian clubs and "chest weights. 
Finally, the intention is to give the student a certain amount of drill in 
exercises which can be used in schools where appliances are not at hand, 
the b earing of these exercises upon the health, physique and bodily con
trol being brought out during the course in Physiology. 

In manual training, the aim is to develop the inventive, constructive and 
executive powers of the mind, and train the eye and hand. The student 
is taught the use of tools and their care, the nature of woods, their strength 
and treatment, the elementary principles of joining, construction, finis -
ing, Ac. One feature of the application of these principles is made in 
constructing apparatus in the department of natuial sciences. 

Course of Study. 

The Course of Study for the Normal School extends ti-oughthreeyears, 
of two terms each. The work of the first year is formative in chaiacter, 
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designed for such students as have been over it, but not in the thorough 
and disciplinary manner necessary to those who are to be teachers. While 
the work of this year cannot be said to be strictly professional, it is made 
necessary by the conditions of our State, and, being taught by the regular 
Normal teachers, it becomes in a peculiar way, preparatory to the strictly 
professional work of the years to follow. 

The work of the second and third years is strictly professional. While 
Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography, United States History, &c., are again 
taken up in these years, they are considered fundamentally, in the light of 
method, or how to teach. 

While in presenting the method in some of the higher branches, more 
connected and extended attention is given to the text-matter than is given 
in some of the lower branches, owing to the former's having been less 
taught elsewhere, yet the " how to teach " is kept constantly present to 
the mind. 

The professional subjects—Psychology, Theory and Practice, the History 
and Philosophy of Education—are pursued, accompanied by Practice 
Teaching, extending over two years. 

The Practice leaching is so arranged that experience in teaching is given 
to each student in each of the common branches. This experience con
sists in observing the regular teacher, preparing plans for,teaching, subject 
to the approval of the critic teacher, and actually teaching, both in the 
presence and absence of the regular teacher. 

The following are the studies of the respective years. In each branch 
there are live forty-minute recitations per week, or the equivalent: 

B. 
Geography, Physical and Political. 
Grammar, with Composition. 
Practical Arithmetic. 
United States History, with Constitution. 
Penmanship and Book-Keeping. 
Industrial Drawing and \ ocal Music, each the equivalent of one term. 
Elocution, with Orthography and Declamation. 

A. 
Psychology. Theory and Practice, one term. 
Methods in the Elementary Branches. 
Practice, one term. 
Zoology and Physiology, one term. 
Botany, one term. 
Algebra. Drawing. Rhetoric, one term. 

SENIOR. 
Elementary Physics. 
Elementary Chemistry, with Mineralogy 
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Geometry, first five books. 
Shakespeare, one term. 
Outline History, one tern). 
History and Philosophy of Education. 
Practice Teaching, two periods a day. 
Manual Training. 
Physical Training, throughout the course. 

The diploma of the institution and a second-grade State certificate for 
teaching are, upon graduation, awarded to all pupils who have given satis
factory evidence in the Practice Teaching, of their ability, both in teaching 
and disciplining. 

The second-grade State certificate is a license good to teach in any of the 
schools of the State for ten years, and is renewable, without examination, for 
life, after five years. 

The Model Course of Study ranges from the primary work to preparation 
for college, business or the drawing-room. Students can, by the passing of 
a satisfactory examination on the preceding work, enter any grade, and at 
any time of the year, though it is desirable that they enter at the beginning. 
The Course is divided into three departments; the Primary extending 
over four years; the Grammar, extending over four years, and the Hig 1 

Diploma. 

Model Course of Study. 

«P to the formal study of the Natural Sciences. 

«anemus, Pesta ozzi ana rroeoei, ^ F" fi.nrea 
«ve of the idea, things before words. Numbers!are taught figures, 
which are otherwise meaningless characters. le i ea characters 
word o r letter, the latter being otherwise mere sounds and characters 
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PRIMARY—FIRST YEAR. 

Reading'. 
Maxim—Ideas before words. 

I. Conversational Lessons. Objects and pictures. In connection with 
Conversational Lessons. 

II. Form Lessons (preparatory to distinguishing words and letters). 
Finding like forms (not named). 
Association of form with picture of form. 
Finding of like form pictures (not named). 
For greater variety of drill, introduce word forms, forms of single 

letters, forms of figures, &c. (not named). 
III. Teach script vocabulary, using words found in chart and first few 

pages of First Reader. 
Make all work objective. Present first the object or idea, and then 

the word or representative of idea. 
IV. Combining of known words into sentences. 
• V. Change from script to print. 
VI. Finish Appleton's Chart with parallel supplementary work. 

Spelling. 

Throughout the four years, words from reading lessons carefully selected, 
copied from blackboard. Sentences copied and written from dictation, 
containing selected words. 

Elliptical sentences used—children supplying omitted words. Words 
spelled orally. Words spelled phonetically. 

Arithmetic. 
Numbers from 1 to 10. 
Teach objectively. In the teaching of every number observe the follow* 

ing order: 
1. The perception of the number as a whole. 2. Analysis of the number. 

3. Drill upon the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division facts of 
the number. 4. Comparison of the number with smaller numbers. Relate 
the subject to every other subject: (a) To plants (Botany)—5 leaves and 1 
leaf are 6 leaves. (6) To minerals (Mineralogy)—4 pieces of iron less S 
pieces of iron are 1 piece of iron, (c) To color—1 red square and / red 
squares are 8 red squares, (d) To form—In 8 cubes there are 4 twos. C; 

To qualities—9 smooth balls less 6 smooth balls are 3 smooth balls. (/) T° 
penmanship—Write 3 lines of u's; write 4 lines of i's. (g) To reading-
Copy the word " man " four times. 

Work parallel to Wentworth's and Reed's Primary Arithmetic, Teachers 
Edition, to page 212. 
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Geography. 
1. Patterning by imitation. 

Limit material to simple forms and primary colors. 
a. Simple patterns, using but one form and one color; as, five red 

, O O O QQ 
circles, o o o o non o o o u u u 

b. Patterns using two forms and two colors. 
c. Patterns using all forms and all colors. 

2. P atterning from memory. 
Follow the same steps as in imitation work. 

3. Le ssons in position, introducing words indicating place, direction, 
distance. 

objects. 
across, 
near, 
close to, 
to, 
beside, by the side of, 
among, 
between, 
behind, 
forward, 
backward, 
sidewise, 
middle, 
center, 
top, 
bottom, 
through, 

incidentally the names of 

about, off, 
around, lower, 
next to, higher, 
against, , upper, 
inside, long, 
outside, short. 
without, wide, 
within, narrow, 
over, deep, 
into, shallow, 
upon, low, 
out of, high, 
opposite, tall, 
yonder, inch, 
away from, foot, 
beyond, yard, &c. 

under, 
above, 
below, 
beneath, 
front, in front of, 
back, back of, 
far, 
up, 
down, 
from, 
apart, 
touching, 
together, 
by, 

4- Right and left. 
a. Eight and left hands. 
b. Eight and left sides of person. , 

5- Rig ht and left as relative terms depending on the position of the pe.son. 
Right and left sides of table, desks, room, platform, &c. 

Develop necessity for fixed terms. 
L Cardinal points—Lessons on the compass. , , ! 

Terms north, east, south and west applied to the room and to fixed 

objects in the room. 
This side of the room is toward the south, &c. 

8- Sides a nd corners of table, desk, book, slate, paper, &c 
Right, left, front, back, sides. Front right, front left, back right, 

back left, corners. 
This side of the table is toward the north. 
Drill also on center and middle. tv.p vear 

Patterning and building with blocks should be used throughout yea 
0 firmly clinch all terms taught. 
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Language. 

Aims. To broaden pupils' range of thought. To lead pupils to think in 
a connected, definite way. To develop the power of talking freely and 
correctly by gaining a ready command of idioms and a liberal vocabulary. 

Preparatory Work. Get acquainted with the children. Gain their confi
dence. Get their range of ideas. Learn their mental power. 

Do this by—(o) Giving children something to do. (6) Showing great 
interest in their work, (c) Talking with them informally about things (1) 
they have at home, (2) they have seen on the street, (3) that can fly, (4) that 
have wheels, (5) by little talks on pictures, &c. Avoid too frequent cor
rection of mistakes. All corrections made by the teacher, who repeats, in 
correct form, children's incorrect expressions. Exercises to be short, bright 
and animated as possible. Occasion thought and expression of thought by 
constant use of objects. 

1. Let children name objects, using idiomatic expression and performing 
corresponding actions. 

1. I see . 2. She has . 3. This is . 
4. That^s . 5. Here is . 6. There is . 
7. These are . 8. Those are . 9. See the -, Ac. 

2. Thinking Games. Name, after a moment's thought, all things of a red 
color of the color of the sky. Those things that are the shape of a sphere 

the shape ot a cube. Those things that have wings, horns, feathers, two 
legs, four legs. Those things that can swim, can fly, can jump, can run, 
can walk. Those things that live in water, on the land. Let children tell 
what they would do if they had all the money they wanted. What they 
saw on the way to school, Ac. 

3. Guessing Game, (a) Teacher describes an animal, a plant, or other 
object. Children guess its name. .Child describes object. Teacher and 
children guess the name, (b) Teacher describes hidden object. Children 
guess name and find, (c) Teacher or child describes animal. Children 
perform actions to designate animal they guess, (d) Teacher or child 
describes objects. Chifdren select names from among other words. («) 
Teacher selects object. Children question until from teacher's replies they 
can guess name, Ac. 

4. Action Lesson, ( a )  Children tell what they can do, and illustrate. 
(6) Children tell what animals and birds can do, and illustrate, (c) Teacher 
performs single action. Children tell what she did (d) Teacher performs 
actions. Children imitate. Tell what they did. (e) Children perform acts 
indicated by teacher. Tell what they did. I threw the ball. John satin 
the chair. Occasion use of verbs irregularly formed in past tense-see. 
saw; blow, blew; throw, threw; sit, sat; eat, ate; give gave- take, took; 
shake, shook, sing, sang; ring, rang; run, ran; write wrote Ac (/(Per
form action. Tell how the action was performed. I ran quickly. She sang 
softly. 

5. Imitation Exercises. Phonics, Salutations, Recitations of Selections. 
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6. Sto ries. Told by teacher, illustrated by building-blocks, sketches, 
pictures. Stories oftentime mention children's faults or good points. 
Children tell one thing they remember, two things they remember, all they 
remember. Children listening, supply anything omitted. Sometimes ask 
children to tell a little story. Ask a few questions. 

7. P icture lessons. Mount large pictures on heavy paper. Reading chart 
pictures may be used if good. Use, at first, colored pictures large enough 
to be seen by the entire class. Subject should be interesting to children, 
not too complex. In work on large pictures, children observe and name 
(a) things in picture, (6) tell ivhere things are, (c) tell what things are doing, 
[d] tell anything they like about the picture (teacher questions so as to 
cause children to tell a simple story). In working with small pictures-
look steadily at file picture, lay it face down, tell what was seen ; look again, 
tell where things are, &c. 

8. P lants, Animals, &c. Plants--Lessons on plants and animals alternate 
with action lessons, thinking games, picture lessons, &c. Plants are taken 
in the springtime. Let children plant seeds. Watch growth. Teacher 
draws on blackboard or chart, picture to show stages of development. 
Children name parts of different plants. Do not attempt classification. 
Animals-Select familiar animals to talk about. Tell what these animals 
do, what they eat, habits, &c. Touch and name the parts of the animal. 
Talk about each part. In work, use real animals, stuffed animals, pictures 
of anim als. 

9. H uman Body. Children touch and name parts. Use of parts (ear, 
nose). Care of parts (teeth, finger-nails). 

10. Tea ch qualities and words that express them : smooth-rough, hard 
soft, lone—short, red—yellow, &c. . 
H. Comparison of objects regarding qualities. The red ball is large 

than the blue ball. The large ball is rough. The small ball is «niooth &c. 
12. Dis cover qualities of an object. Then have children ted seve 

things about the object studied. The cup is red. It is small. It is made 
°f tin . It has a handle. It is used in drinking. , . . . 

13. Il lustrate relation words by use of objects. John s top is m his 
Albert's slate is on the table, &c. , . mm.P 

H. Make statements about one object. Make s tat em en ts about more 
'hau one. Occasion use of: is-are, was-were, see-saw has ha e. 

15. Di stinguish between a telling story and an asking story. 

Written Work, 

11 written work, both teachers' and pupils', should becarefiillyspaced^ 
Copy sentence from blackboard. Copy at first entire, and then 

Give children an object. Write one^st^te™ent ^"bo^iTon the floor. 
Express the relation of one object to anoth . 
Children copy their own names, name o sc oo 
Last half of year write from dictation. 
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6. Children learn use of capital letter at the beginning of a sentence. 
Capital I. period and question mark. 

For other suggestions regarding written work, see " Busy Work, First 
Year." 

1. Sphere as a whole. Handled by children, observed, named, actions 
discovered and drilled upon, modeled in clay. Children should bring 
objects that are spheres and describe other spheres which they have seen. 
•Connect the subject of Drawing with all other subjects. With Geography— 
I hold the sphere in my right hand, &c. With Color—The red sphere can 
roll, can stand and spin. 

2. Cube as a whole. 
3. Cylinder as a whole. In teaching, follow the same plan as in teaching 

the sphere. With all forms give exercises in arrangement. In this way 
teach—(a) Terms of place—right side, left side, right end, left end, on, under, 
middle, center, near together, far apart, touching, &c. (b) Terms of size— 
small, smaller, large, larger, (c) Terms of action—rolling, sliding, &c. 

4. Give term solid as applied to sphere, cube and cylinder. 
5. Surface of sp here—(o) What surface is. (6) Round surface by touch, 

(c) R ound surface by sight. (d) Objects like a sphere modeled in clay. 
6. Surface of cube. Objects like a cube modeled. 
7. Surface of cylinder. Objects like a cylinder modeled. In this work 

teach (a) Terms ot surface round surface, plane surface, curved surface. 
(6) Terms of direction-round and round, straight from left to right, from 
right to left, from back to front, from front to back, from top to bottom, 
from bottom to top. 

8. Arrangement of different forms in rows-(a) By imitation. (6) By 
dictation. (c) By memory. 

9. Faces of sphere, cube and cylinder. Develop the term face by touch 
and by sight. Apply the terms round, plane, curved, to faces of s phere, 
cube and cylinder. For drill-faces of sphere, cube and cylinder imbedded 
in clay. Names given to imprinted faces. Faces marked on paper (use 
forms). Names given. Faces cut from paper. Names given 

10. Shape of faces. Tablets, circle, square and oblong matched to faces 
and used in arrangements. Develop (a) Terms of form-round like a 

Writing. 

Simple movement exercises in the air. 

l n <yyi. u 

/ / / / /  
Drawing. 
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sphere, rou nd like a circle. (6) Terms of shape—circle, square, oblong, 
(o) Terms of po sition—horizontal, vertical. 

11. Edges of sp here, cube and cylinder. Develop the term edge by touch 
and sight. Apply terms curved and straight to edges of cube and cylinder. 
Impressions of edges in paper from models. Many curved and straight 
edges p ointed out and talked about. Arrange tablets "edge to edge," 
reviewing i n the work all known terms, (a) Curved edge. Simple exer
cises teaching pencil holding, Recall the circles by exercises in movement 
around th e sphere, on the edge of the cylinder and in the air. The circle 
(curved edge) drawn. Many circles drawn—in the air, on slate and black
board. (6) S traight edges—apply the terms horizontal, vertical, upper, 
lower, left, right, to edges of cube. Represent edges of cube by sticks. 
Develop th e term line. Draw pictures of straight edges, bringing out the 
terms horizontal lines and vertical lines. 

12. Stick laying—by imitation, by dictation, by memory, by original 
thought. 

13. Rep roduction of stick laying in vertical and horizontal lines on slate 
and blackboard. 

14. Corners of sphere, cube and cylinder. Develop the term cornei by 
grasping and holding. Apply the term to cube, tablet, table, box, &c. By 
questioning, gain from the children, outside corners, inside corners, as 
applied to a box or desk, &c.; face corners, as applied to the top of a table, 
face of a cu be, &c. Fold corners out of paper. Model inside and outside 
corners of box, of desk, of room. Teach terms of location—upper left, 
lower left, upp er right, lower right. 

15. Review thoroughly forms and all terms. Exercises in building and 
drawing. Study of top and front views. 

16. Teach names of hemisphere, square and triangular prism. Model 
'heir forms. Model like forms. t , . 

17. Faces of hemisphere, square and triangular prisms. Tablets matched 
to faces. Terms of shape learned. Arrangement of tablets. Faces drawn. 

18. Edges of hemisphere, square and triangulai prisms. eve op 
'erm oblique, apply it to edges of triangular prism and use in stick laying 
and drawing. ., „ , T 

19. Co rners, square and triangular prisms. Bring out idea of angle. Lay 
Cicks and tablets to form different angles. Give names. Draw lain angles. 
Terms parallel, perpendicular and oblique applied to faces, edges and hues. 

20. Review t he six solids—(1) By touching, (a) Modeling. (6) Forming 
hollow square. (2) By sight. (3) By drawing. 

Busy Work. 

Maxim—Not so much what as how. 

WRITING. 

S«„kXddi»8 .«.» copied fr»m U^bo«d,-a «»» «** 
iIld Print charts. 
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2. Copy words from blackboard and from script and print charts. 
3. Copy list of all words taught during the week or month. 
4. Children copy known words from cards, arranging them in stories. 
5. Cop}' name and address. 
6. Give books to each or simply a printed leaf. Children find known or 

designated words, and copy. 
7. Cards with simple outline pictures. Story of picture told in one or 

two short sentences. Children copy sentences and draw picture. (The 
lines on the card should correspond with the lines upon the slate.) 

8. Trace both pictures and stories. 
9. Trace pictures and stories by means of tissue paper. 
10. Paste-board objects, animals, cups, fans, hats, &c., with s tories written 

on them. Omit names of objects. Children outline shape of object and 
copy stories, supplying omitted words. (Lines on objects to correspond 
with those on slate.) 

11. Write name or short story about picture presented by teacher. 
12. Teacher writes and cuts up sentences composed of known words. 

Children put together and copy. 
13. Place several objects before children. Children write short story 

about each. 

NUMBER. 

1. Examples on blackboard, charts and cards. Charts, I. and II. 
. . X X X X (two from four). II. II. II. (three times two). 
ISI © and © # are . One and two are . Two and are four. 

and six are eight. 
2. Teacher writes example (as above) upon the blackboard. Children 

change words to figures and signs, filling out blanks. 
3. In same way change figures to words and signs. 
4. Dominoes for the making of examples. 
5. Cards containing two figures. Children copy figures and perform 

examples. 

PICTURES. 

1. Children draw simple outline pictures to illustrate songs they sing. 
2. Draw pictures to illustrate reading lesson. 
3. Picture to illustrate number lessons. If the lesson of the day was on 

four, require children to draw pictures of four objects, &c. 
4. Pictures drawn from blackboard. 

SHOE PEGS. 

1. Lay letters from blackboard or chart. 
2. Do examples from blackboard, chart or cards. V© -|-© = ©©©. 
3. Make forms of living objects (fish, cat, pig). 
4. Make forms of beauty. Copy on slates. 
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TOOTH PICKS. 

1. Lay two in all possible ways. 
2. Lay three in all possible ways. 
3. Lay four in all possible ways. 
4. Lay five in all possible ways. 
5. Fo rms of beauty. 
6. F orms of life. Copy on slates. Connect preceding work with each 

day's number lesson. 

SLICED ANIMALS (HOME MADE). 

Children put together. When completed write a short story about ani
mals thus formed. 

BEANS. 

1. Arrange three beans in all possible positions. 
2. Arr ange in same way four beans, five beans, six beans, <fcc. 
3. Sh ow all the numbers which, put together, will make a certain number. 
4. Copy on sla tes. In this work, as in stick laying, follow number lessons. 

SPLINTS. 

Weave into different forms, as gates, fans, doors, fences, tents, &c. Copy 
on slates. I 

STRIPS OF PAPER. 

Colored paper pasted on bristol-board and cut into strips of differing 
lengths. 

1. Arrange according to size and color. 
2. Draw (trace) on slate one of each coloi. 
3. O ne of each size. 

GEOMETRICAL FIGURES. 

1- C hildren arrange according to form. 
2. C hildren arrange according to shape and size. 
3. D raw one of each form. 
4. D raw one of each size. „„s„5„nl thought. 
5- Fo rm designs—by imitation, by ' ; ch positions as to 
6. Giv e but one. Place upon slates and trace in v 

®ake "forms of beauty." indicated bv teacher. 
7. Write in each form thus traced, a word form indicated by 

6 
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PRICKING. 

1. Prick patterns of animals and common objects first traced and dotted 
by teacher. 

2. Names and addresses. 
3. Sentences or " stories'." 
4. Words. 
5. Figures. 

EMBROIDERY. 

1. Embroider the already-pricked patterns of animals and common 
objects. 

2. Embroider vertical, horizontal and oblique lines, circles, squares, 
&c., &c. 

3. Embroider names. 
4. Sentences or stories. 
5. Words. 
6. Figures. 

PICTURES TO LOOK AT. 

1. Picture books (home made). 
2. Scrap books (home made). 

TRACING. 

1. Tracing on slate and paper stories first written correctly by teacher. 
2. Tracing names. 
3. Tracing words. 
4. Tracing figures. 
5. Trace by means of tissue paper—pictures, sentences, words, ex

amples, <fec. 
6. Use in same way transparent slates. 

BEADS. 

(If beads are not to be had, button molds dyed with Diamond dyes, and 
shoe-strings.) 

1. String by threes, fours, fives, &c. 
2. String by color—two red molds and three green molds. 
3. String color stories, separating stories by white molds. Red and yellow 

make orange. 
4. White molds with words written on them. Select and string molds 

having upon them designated words. 
5. Connect with number, as—string two cat molds and one dog mold. 

String three cat molds, three dog molds, three fish molds; or string three 
cat molds, four dog molds, three fish molds, four man molds. Follow daily 
reading and number lessons. 
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CHAINS. 

Cut sheet of colored paper into strips four inches long and three-quarter 
inch wide, Make chains of strips. Use primary and secondary colors. 
Tint and shade. Colors of rainbow. Connect with number lessons. 

MATS. 

Made of manilla paper. Strips to be cut from bristol-board one-half 
inch wide. 

1. Connect with number work, as—over one and under one, under one 
and over two. 

2. Weave color stories. Separate by white strips. Red and blue make 
green. 

3. Stories w ritten on blackboard. Similar stories written on white strips. 
Children weave stories into mats, following order of work on blackboard. 

WORSTED. 

Cut into two-inch lengths. 
1. Children sort, arranging by colors. 
2. Connect with number lessons. Select three reds, four greens, six 

blues. 
3. Lay n umber stories, one red, two reds, three reds. Have pictures anc 

written words distributed. Picture of cat and dog. A number of inc 
square cards having written upon them known words. Direct children to 
select all cat words and place under cat pictures. All dog words and place 
mund dog pictures. In this way drill not only on word forms, but also on 
Geography (place) lessons. 

PEG BOARDS. 

1. Plac e three pegs in all possible ways. 
2. Place four pegs in all possible ways, &c. 
3. Place pegs to form number stories, one peg, three pegs, four pegs. 
4. Place p egs to form color lessons. 
5. Place pegs to form designs. 

MUSIC. , 

t -r a Ac 1 in q Individual and concert singing. Imitation Lessons. Sounds 1 to <s. 1 w , Staff 
Discover and pay particular attention to monotones. Note Heads_ btafl 
introduced. Much drill on lines and spaces. Children draw st_ffs by imi
tation, from dictation, from memory. Place notes uponstaff. ^many 
exercises from s taff made up of first three soun s n cadences In-
velopment of scale, 1 to 4, 1 to 5. Exercises with ^ 
dividual and correct work. Teach places o no es Choir singing; 
'be added line below, &c. Scale 1 to 6; full scale 1 to 8. Choir singing, 

solo singing; rote ringing. 
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SECOND YEAR. 

Reading'. 

Finish First Reader. Continue teaching of words from blackboard. 
Children get for themselves words containing known elements. 

Supplementary Reading. Read as many First Readers as it is possible 
to do thoroughly. 

Arithmetic. 

Numbers, their combinations and relations, 10 to 20. Work parallel to 
Wentworth's and Reed's "Primary Arithmetic" (Tr. Edition), to page 314. 

Geography. 

1. Review cardinal points and teach semi-cardinal points. Broaden ap
plication of the terms. 

a. Direction of objects from the children and from fixed objects in 
the school-room. 

b .  Direction in which aisles, seats, corridors outside of the school
room and surrounding streets extend. 

c. Direction in which children walk in going to and from school. 
d .  Name prominent buildings, locating them with reference to 

cardinal and semi-cardinal points. 
Lead children away from the school building as far as their knowl

edge will p ermit in all cardinal and semi-cardinal directions. 
2. Review table; its sides and corners. 
3. Cardinal terms applied to table. Applied to slate in horizontal posi

tion (children face north). Applied to slate in vertical position. Draw 
picture of s late on the blackboard. Apply terms north, south, east and 
west to picture. 

4. Draw top of table by dictation—gaining statements. The picture of 
the north side of the table is drawn at the top of the slate or blackboard. 
The picture of the east side of the table is drawn at the right-hand side of 
the slate or blackboard, &c. 

5. Change slate from a horizontal to a vertical position. Children apply 
cardinal points to drawing in this new position. 

6. Transfer drawing to blackboard. Apply cardinal terms again. Give 
term map informally. 

7. Place objects on table. Children describe position and represent loca
tion on blackboard map. Names of objects written on map. Pupils repre
sent location with objects on table, describing location. Class draw map of 
table on slates, representing objects on table; map of platform ; of room, 
with no idea of scale. 

Begin field lessons. Study of surface (informal). Slopes—water drains 
the land. 
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Language. 

Aims. To add to children's vocabulary by introducing new words and 
idioms. To secure use of short statements, full statements, teacher and 
children supplying necessary conditions. Variety in statements. Correct 
language. Some slight correction by pupils. Orderly observation and 
description. Power to write simple sentences from dictation. 

1. Stories. Told by teacher; children reproduce. Children tell stories 
they have heard. Oral reproduction. Assist by questions. Lead children 
first to rem ember, then to tell, in short statements, then to tell facts in 
order. At first reproduce stories immediately (during the same day); later, 
•on some following day. Children draw pictures to illustrate teacher s story. 
Tell story illustrated by teacher. Tell story suggested by a series of pictures. 
Children re produce short stories without the aid of questions. Let each 
•child have a short story of his own. Let him tell it occasionally. A series 
of stories maybe told. Place one or two children's statements on the board 
for copying. 

2. Picture Lessons. Should call for more extended and careful observa
tion than the pictures used in previous year, (a) Children tell the names 
of objects. (6) Children tell the names of living objects, (c) Children give 
names of living objects. Lead by questions to logical order, (a) Name 
central object. (6) Relate other objects to central, (c) Give color of 
objects (if picture be colored). (d) Give names of materials (of what are 
objects m ade). (e) Uses of objects (this depends on kind of picture). 
Give several successive lessons on same picture. Children reviewing old 
Points before taking new ones. Recalling (picture out of sight). Tell story 
about picture, a ided by questions. 

3- Action Lessons. More complex, requiring closer attention, ieacher 
Performs an action. Children tell of it in as many different ways as possible. 
Teacher performs two actions. Children describe, using and. cac ier 
Performs more than two actions. Children tell what she did, using only one 
"and." 

4. Guessing Games. More difficult subjects. Children ask questions of 
teacher, as "Are you a bird ? " Or on habits, as " Do you swim . Descn >e 
a child. Children guess. . . 

5. Thinking games. Tell names of different trees, fruits, provisions, 
atories, public buildings, streets. , , 

6. Conve rsational Lessons. Topics of interest-information lessons, (a) 
Color—tint and shade, (b) Form-surfaces, edges, corners, faces'^c®' 
^are, triangle, oblong, prism, &c. (c) Place position des.gnated-on, 
tear, above, beside, beneath, among, right hand, left hand, , • 
"Pper right-hand corner, middle. Relative distance-inch foot ;yard. 
Places—top of desk, school-room floor, &c. (d) Qualitiep App y J ' 
38 tough, brittle, elastic, opaque, transparent, solid, ' 
(e) Weight and measure-pound, ounce, peck lnishe' ga lon q .art pint, 

(/) Plants-parts of plant, root, stem, leaves, bud A we . fruit 
taffies of various plants; children bring plants. Shape of leaf name o 
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parts, petiole, blade, margin, midrib, veins, (fir) Hu man Body Organs 
of sense, (h) Animals-Habits (tell stories); name parts; study parts; 
comparison. (i) Tell simple historical stories.. 

7. Imitation Lessons. . 
8. Combination Lessons. Each lesson given, not only in one but in a 

subjects, should bear close relation to all other subjects taught. («] Cln ren 
tell stories containing words of reading lesson (Reading). (6) Tell 8t°ries 

containing names of objects on north side of room (Geography). lc) (. i • 
dren place objects to suggest sentences for the teacher to write (Place). 

9. Occasion use of is, are, was, were, shall, will, may, can, might, oug i , 
could, would, should, which; I saw; I have seen. Common adverbs— 
quickly, slowly. 

Written Work. 

Dictate simple sentence. " Telling stories." "Asking stories. Give in 
dictation common words pronounced alike, but spelled differently. Write 
often on paper. Prepare a model paper occasionally and show to children. 
Do not allow children to attempt the writing of an unknown word. Draw 
a straight line in its place. For further suggestions concerning written 
work, see "Busy Work," second year. 

Writing. 

Simple movement exercises on paper. 

Drawing. 

1. Ellipsoid, Ovoid and Equilateral Triangular Prisms, as wholes. 
2. Teach in connection with each—action, surface, name. Model forms-

Comparison of new forms with forms taught during the first year. Teach 
and apply to paper folding and to drawing, terms oblong, diameter, 
diagonal, center, long diameter, short diameter. 

3. Ellipsoid, Ovoid and Equilateral Triangular Prism, as to faces. Gain 
terms ellipse, oval, triangle. Draw faces from solids.' Match tablets to 
faces. Arrangement of tablets in groups. Designs thus made drawn on 
slates and blackboard. 
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4. Study of Ellipse, Oval and Triangles. With ellipse and oval study leaves 
of similar shape. Develop terms base and apex. Model leaves. Draw 
leaves. Triangle*—right-angled triangle, equilateral triangle. Lay many 
designs with triangular tablets, applying known terms. Designs drawn. 
Lay, from dictation, sticks to form different triangles. Draw triangles thus 
formed, &c. 

5. Te ach division into two, three and four equal parts, and terms bisect, 
trisect and quadrisect. Apply terms in bisecting, trisecting and quadrisect-
iug with slips of paper, splints, bits of worsted, matches, &c.; also apply 
terms in paper folding, modeling and drawing. Many designs drawn from 
dictation. 

6. Teac h simple proportion and axis of symmetry by drawing and paper 
folding. 

7. Review nine solids taught—by modeling, by touching, by seeing; by 
drawing, from solids, from groups of solids, from memory, from dictation. 

8. Test definiteness of children's mental images of type forms by de
scribing type forms as to feeling, action, surface; also number, kind and 
shapes of faces. Regular forms to be traced in air, regular shapes of faces 
to be traced in air—circles, squares, triangles, &c. Draw type forms and 
shapes of fa ces from memory. Make collection of objects similar in form 
to type forms. Bring pictures of objects similar in form to type forms. 
Model these objects. Draw objects below the eye. Arrange vertical 
borders. 

9. Draw from dictation, reviewing terms. Modify figures previously 
given—apply terms bisect, trisect, quadrisect. Follow same plan for mod
eling lessons. Study unit of design—apply in drawing and modeling 

10. Cone, pyramid and vase forms presented as wholes. Actions dis
covered, surface studied, forms named and modeled. Drawn in different 
positions on t he same plane as the eye, above the eye, below the eye. 

11. Stud y isosceles triangle. Compare with known triangular shapes. 
Model objects similar to a cone in form. Draw objects similar to a cone in 
form. 

12. M odifications of cone, pyramid and vase forms. Truncated pyramids 
modeled and drawn. Stick laying to represent objects. Draw single ob
jects and groups of objects. , ,, toml. 

13. Sys tematic and thorough review of the twelve solids and of all terms. 

Busy Work. 

WRITTEN WORK. 

Copy difficult words of reading lessons. 
Write statements containing designated words. 
Write questions containing designated words 
Combine with number work, as-write five statements about a horse, 

four questions, using the word little. 
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5. Copy name of school. 
6. Copy name of teacher. Copy name of Principal. 
7. Use "of elliptical sentences. Children copy, filling in omitted words. 
8. Write days of the week in order. 
9. Write questions about a designated object. 
10. Write statements about designated objects. 
11. Answer questions written on blackboard. 
12. " Tell something" (write short sentences) about picture previously 

presented in picture lesson. 
18. Write short statements describing position of a certain object, think

ing of other objects, as—The box is on the desk. 
14. Use in statements all words taught in color, form and plant lessons. 
15. Use in statements place-words—on, under, among, between, beside, <fcc. 
16. Place objects on table. Children describe position of objects, using 

terms right side, left side, &c. 
17. Inch-square cards, having upon them known words. Children arrange 

in sentences. Copy sentences. 
18. Write names of objects in room. 
19. Trace perfect letter forms. 

NUMBER WORK. 

1. Perform— 10 2 = 
15 — ? = 10 

f — 7  =  1 4  
2 8's = 
6 + 3 + ? = 12 

2. Perform similar examples, changing figures and signs to words. 
3. Perform examples; as, seven and three are ; nine and are 

fourteen; ten, less six, are ; , le ss six, are ten. 
4. Perform similar examples, changing words to figures and to signs. 
5. Perform examples; as, 2 cats -f 5 cats = ; 16 boys , =-10boys. 
6. Perform examples, changing words to pictures. Two cats + five cats 

are seven cats. Children make pictures [ . . and are 
]• 

7. Cards containing examples. Children copy and perform filling in 
blanks. 

INDUSTRIAL. 

1. Cutting out of large pictures all objects commencing with designated 
letter. 

2. Coloring pictures. (Review of all color work.) 
3. Cutting out from printed page all words commencing with designated 

letter. 
4. Impressing in paper, faces of type forms (sphere, cube, &c.) 
5. Cut impressed faces from paper. 
6. Arrange faces in designs. 

7 X 2  =  
12-4-3 = 

Also, 16 
— 8 
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7. Pai o.„. 
8. Trace cut forms, spacing equally. 
9. Pegs (colored ) pasted on paper, spacing equally. 
10. Much stic k laying. Encourage original thought. Paste best-executed 

11. Lay d esignated angles with splints. Draw. Paste best-laid angles. 
12. Peas Work, forming outline cubes, square prisms, &c., also faces of 

type forms, squares, oblongs, &c. 
13. Copy pictu res from blackboard. Draw original pictures. 
14. Lay simple outline pictures with pegs. 
1-5. Continue work in embroidery. Embroider form and faces o orms 

which are taken in drawing. Embroider animals, plants, different parts ot 
plants, leaves, flowers, Ac. 

16. Use stencils. Finish drawings by completing lines. 
17. Class ify colored cards into primary and secondary colors. 
18. Lay borders, using geometrical figures. Draw and then paste tne 

same. 
19. Continu e work in weaving. Encourage original thought. 

MUSIC. 
Double time, two beats, ties and half notes. Triple time, two> an d^ three 

tles> half and dotted half notes. Quadruple time, two, three and 
tles, half and whole notes. General Exercises-Breaking time, ca g 
Scale of Syllables. Individual pupils locate notes on blackboard, 
"cw Note Song per month. Key Exercises. 

THIRD YEAR. 
Reading. 

, -finish Second Reader. Read other Second Readers. Daily 
Aphasia to be laid on silent reading. Have paragrap 
'ooks and h ave oral reproduction. Teacher 9^7"^ 
hildren question each other as to what was re , . g thought, the 
lustrating paragraphs. Distinguish carefu ® words and naming 
Mming 0f a clear mental picture, and simply callinD 

ounds. 
Arithmetic. 

lumbers, their combinations and relations, rjee(j>s "Primary 
»Wi»g * Work parallel » ^ 
"ithmetic" (Tr. Edition), pages 314 to 387. 
elated facts. . , , 

24—24 hours in 1 day. 
24 sheets " 1 quire. 
24 ones " 2 dozen. 
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Geography. 

1. Review yard, foot and inch. Apply these terms in measuring. 
2. Develop necessity of scale in drawing maps by showing the impos

sibility of putting on slates or paper a plan the size of the real object. 
3. Develop in simplest manner, by drawings, underlying principles of 

scale: (a) Similarity of form. (6) Difference in size. Impress same prin
ciple by showing different-sized photographs of the same building; of the 
same person, etc. 

4. Drawing to scale: Top of table, top of desk, floor of room, &c. 
5. Measure school block; mould and draw to scale. Outside the school

room measure by pacing. Give location of school and principal buildings, 
stating between what streets they lie. Name directions in which surround
ing streets and street railways extend. 

6. Starting with school block as a center, represent on the moulding-table 
surrounding blocks, going as far away in all directions as the children s 
knowledge of locality will permit. Take imaginary walks. Talk of many 
blocks, their surrounding streets and their principal buildings. Term city 
applied to the whole. 

7. Present city map. Relate map to moulding. 
8. Study map. (o) Apply cardinal and semi-cardinal points to map. 

(6) Trace and describe directions in which principal streets extend, (e) 
Blocks found and position described. State between what streets they lie. 
(d) Streets upon which pupils live found, named, general direction in which 
they extend given, (e) Horse railways traced, named, general directions 
in which they extend given; also bridges over which they pass. 

Field lessons continued. Land and water forms. For this work take the 
children to a brook, a creek or river. 

1. Points to be studied about any stream. Slopes—gradual, abrupt. Cur
rent—up stream, down stream. Source. Mouth. Banks—Right bank, left 
bank. Bed. Tributaries. Brook system. Brook basin. Use. 

2. S tudy, also, if the forms are present: Spring, pond, lake, bay, rapids, 
straits, islands, peninsulas, isthmuses, capes, waterfalls. 

If there are any other natural features in the vicinity, teach. Teach only 
from nature. Use the type forms that are to be found in every locality as a 
basis for imaginative forms. Children mould and draw real, imaginary 
and dictated forms. Build only upon pupils' oum, observation. 

Moulding in sand, drawing, pictures of scenery, oral a»d written descrip
tions, should be used continually as aids to the imagination. When possible, 
draw to scale maps of all natural features observed. Measure by p acing. 

In connection with land and water forms, teach lessons in natural science 
on water, earth and air; teaching physical qualities. 

1. Water, ( a )  Properties: (1) Liquid, (2) transparent, (3) weight, (4) odor
less, (5) colorless, (6) tasteless. (6) Form : (1) Water takes the form of t he 
vessel which holds it; (2) evaporation—vapor; (3) condensation—clouds, 
rain, hail, frost, dew, snow, mist, fog, &c. 

2. Earth. Soil—clayey, sandy, loamy, fertile, barren. 
3. Atmosphere. Wind. 
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Language. 

Aims. To continue previous training when necessary. To acquire full 
and elegant statements. Longer statements—introducing modifiers of sub
jects and of predicates. 

Orderly and minute observation and description. Great variety of 
expression. 

To exclude superfluous words. To avoid repetition of connectives. To 
hold children steadily to subject. To lead children to make correction of 
language themselves. To hunt down constantly poor language, lo secure 
power of writing from dictation. To secure power of writing original 
statements. 

1. Stories. Child tells all he can remember of story read or heard. 
Children read stories ; reproduce. Illustrate by pictures. Tell in their own 
words, story of poem, as " Wreck of the Hesperus." Children invent 
stories and tell them, using proper order. 

2. Picture Lessons. Use outline similar to one given in second year. 
Children decide in what order objects should be taken for description. 
Train to select in order of importance. Children answer orally suggestive 
questions concerning pictures. Oral descriptions following outline on 
board. Style of picture more advanced. May refer to interesting natural 
features, historical scenes, places of interest, Statue of Liberty, Bunker 
Hill. Help by sketches on the board. 

3. Action Lessons. Require children to observe minutely and describe 
in full, using only one " and." Using several different statements to describe 
one action. Children give all the different expressions they may know as 
descriptive of some act of the teacher. Actions should be difficult to 

difficult and elaborate. Descrip
tions given. "Children ask questions concerning thing de8Crl^ed^0Ut 

usingfts name. Give description and first letter of thing descrffied Chflffien 
ask questions without using name of object. Word w.thwhich nameof 
object rhymes may be given in connection with descr ptio . Chi dren 
guess name of object described. Objects described may be persons, places 
of in terest, historical persons, plants, &c. p ] ConiDli-

mon birds aruTffisecte^'parts andhabits observed andcompared. (j) Human 
body. Parts of body, movement of parts, uses of pa U heaffh part. 

6 Teach use of sit, set; lie, lay; various form ofjha ^ ̂  l 
7 Teach (11 use of capitals at the beginning o . How 
SSL <» T;TAVL 
to write initials. (4) ***%££̂  TB to'w,ite'dai 
(5) Days of the week. (6) .Name rcmcfi (10) Use of comma 
(8) How t o write a letter. ^sentence. (11) 
to separate name of person addie 
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Use of q uotation mkrks; unbroken quotations. (12) Use of comma in con
nection with quotation. (13) Us e of apostrophe in contraction. (14) Use ot 
hyphen, especially to divide a word at end of line. 

Written Work. 

Write often from dictation. Written work parallel to oral work. For 
other suggestions, see " Busy Work. ' third year. 

Writing. 

Book No. 1, with and without tracing. Figures of the Arabic notation ; 
all the small letters, singly and in words. Movement exercises to be made 
in the air, and very few and simple in form. 

Drawing. 

1. Review thoroughly work of p receding years. 
2. Draw from first and second years models arranged singly and in 

groups. 
3. Draw different views of objects, top view, front view, <fcc. 
4. Draw two views of same object. Two views of cylinder, &c. 
5. Draw fruits and leaves. Study parts of leaf-blade, petiole, veins, 

margin, apex, base. Find leaves ellipical, oval and circular in outline, 
Draw, outlining principal veins and petiole. 

6. Teach angle as the opening between two lines. Find angles and lay 
with sticks large and small angles. Right-angle name applied, find, lay 
and draw. Acute angle, name, compare with right, lay and draw. Obtuse 
angle, compare with others. Fold paper forming different angles. Draw 
angles from dictation. 

7. Study unit of design. Draw and arrange in borders and about a center. 
8. Cut and paste patterns, using known shapes. 
9. Teach terms and application of terms; semi-diagonals, semi-diameters, 

semi-circles. Work parallel to Prang's Drawing Books Nos. I. and II. 

Busy Work. 

WRITTEN WORK. 

1. Copy lists of words containing a specified vowel sound, as cat, rat, bat, 
mat, pat, fat, sat, &c. 

2. Write lists of words beginning with designated consonant sound, as 
man, mat, met, meat, me, mean, &c. \\ ork to follow daily phonic lessons. 

3. Write a short connected story about designated picture or object. 
4. Copy short letters to parents or teacher. 
5. Copy the names of the months. Short statements about each. Copy 

abbreviations of names. 
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6. P lace new and difficult words of all lessons in statements. 
7. Co py reading-lesson from book. 
8. Copy the names of days of the week, names of seasons, copy abbrevia

tions, use in statements. 
9. Write the names of objects in designated places, as in a store, in the 

parlor at home, &c. 
10. Use of "Anagrams or Word Making." Children form words. Copy 

words. Place words in statements or questions. 
11. Cards containing questions on reading-lesson of the day. Children 

write answers. 
12. C opy headings for "Language," for "Reading," for "Spelling," &c. 

Name, . Date, . 
13. C hildren draw pictures and describe in sentences. 
14. F ind on printed page all words of three letters and copy. All words 

of four l etters and copy. Place words of three letters in " asking stories." 
Place words of four letters in " telling stories." 

15. F ind on printed page all words containing letter taught in writing-
lesson. Copy. Place in original statements. 

16. P rinted paragraphs pasted on bristol-board. Cut into sentences. 
Children place sentences so as to form connected story, and copy. 

17. E lliptical sentences containing two or more omitted words. Children 
copy a nd fill in blanks. Blanks refer especially to difficult words of all 

18. C hildren copy sentences, transposing specified words to pictures. 
19. P ractice of small and capital letters. 
20. W rite lists of objects that are red, green, &c.; that are round, square, 

&c. Place in sentences. Connect with number work. 
21. Draw simple objects in the room. Write name of objects. Tell five 

things about an object. . 
22. W rite lists of objects made of tin, of wood, of iron, &c. Place in 

sentences. . . , , . 
23. Copy n ame of city, of State, of county. Place in original statements. 
24. Obtai n from children names of familiar cities, rivers, mountains, &c. 

Copy and w rite in sentences. . 
25. Plac e on blackboard lists of common verbs m their dlflere"fc 

see, saw, dr^w, drew, eat, ate, is, are, was, were. Children use correctly in 
sentences. .. . . M\ 

26. Copy names of numbers. Draw corresponding pictures one ( ), 
two (2). „ , 

27. Wr ite names of parts of designated objects. State uses of parts. 
28. W rite stories about imaginary walks. answers usine 
29. Copy f rom printed page all questions. Write original answers, g 

S^3o!'WriTe*original questions about specified objects, as-write five que* 
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tions about a< house; two questions about a girl; three quests about 

Copynames of schoolmates. Tell three things about each. 

33' copy names in Ml (Christian and surname). Write names, changing 

^"rTttttntnces on card or board, or from printed pag, 
children select every word used as the name of something, wri 1 g 
names of cities in one list, the names of persons in another. d 

35. Write original statements, using abbreviations—Mr., Mrs., -
Supt., St., Ave., &c. 

36. Copy addresses— . . Miss Anna Williams, 
47 Clinton Ave., 

Trenton, 
New Jersey. 

37. Write commands or requests, using designated words. ^ 
38. Copy sentences, inserting commas and placing proper mar's 

the end. 
NUMBER. 

1. Copy examples and perform operations. 
2. Transpose figures and signs to words, and words to figures and sig 
3. Write figures in order from one to fifty. 
4. Count words in sentences. Show number of words by figures. 
5. Make many original examples. Illustrate by pictures. 
6 Write all combinations in designated numbers, as all the combination. 

" 7. Write clothed examples, using words and performing operations indi 
cated by figures and by signs, as 20 —16 =, &c. 

8 Write numbers in order, from one to one hundred. 
9 Write numbers by twos, from two to one hundred; by fives, from hie 

to one hundred; by tens, from ten to one hundred, &c. 
10. Write Roman numerals. 
11. Transpose figures and words to Roman numerals. Roman numera 5 

to figures and words. 
12. Perform indicated operations. Write results in words. 

INDUSTRIAL. 

1. Sewing. Embroidering intricate forms, flowers, leaves, studied in class, 
animals mentioned in reading-lesson, <fcc. 

2. Folding paper forms. 
3. Cutting folded paper, pasting designs. 
4. Peas Work. Forming faces of forms studied during first and second 

years of school. 
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5. Drawing. Pictures to illustrate reading lessons; pictures to illustrate 
" clothed examples; " pictures of simple tools used in the different trades ; 
pictures to represent objects seen in an imaginary walk; pictures to illus
trate story told by teacher or children; pictures of objects in school-room ; 
original pictures. Draw plans of top of table, locating objects placed upon 
the table; of school-room, locating windows, doors, teacher's desk, &c. 
Plan of parlor—locate few objects; plan of lot—locate trees, &c. 

6. W eaving of original designs. Drawing the designs. 
7. C opying pictures. 
8. D rawing designs, using only de^gnated lines and angles. 
9. D esigning with geometrical figures. Drawing designs. Pasting designs. 
10. D esigning with shoe pegs, using specified colors. Pasting designs. 
11. Designing with oolored sticks. Paste designs. 
12. D raw outline leaves; fill in midrib and principal veins. 
13. Co lor pictures drawn, selecting and using appropriate colors. 

• 14. Arrange worsteds, colored papej, &c., in color scales; all the reds, 
from lightest to darkest, all the greens, &c. 

15. A rrange worsteds, &c., according to tints, shades and standard colors. 
16. Place harmonious colors together. 
17. P ill in lines indicated by dots, in dotted pictures. 
18. P rick solidly (not in outline) pictures thus drawn. 
19. M ould in clay, objects from sight. From memory. 

MUSICI • 

All key exercises in C extension. Rests. 
All k ey exercises in D, A and E. Dotted rests, with whole, half and 

quarter rests. 
Intervals, primes, seconds and thirds. 

General Exercises. 

Beating time. Calling scale notes by number. Locate syllables, letters 
and note"words on slate. Staff to be drawn by pupils, commencing with 
lowest line as teacher dictates, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. One new note song per month. 
Choir singing, first and second term. Questions in theory. 

FOURTH YEAR. 

Reading. 

Finish Third Reader. ' Read other Third Readers. Sight reading daily. 
Frequent exercises in silent reading, followed by oral or written reproduc
tion. Learning alphabet in order. Allow children to consult the dictionary 
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for pronunciation and meaning of new words. When reading, substitute 
words or phrases for those occurring in book, insisting that the meaning 
remain unchanged. Encourage home reading, guiding selection. 

Arithmetic. 

Work parallel to Wentworth's and Reed's " Primary Arithmetic," com
pleted. 

Geography. 

Review thoroughly all previous work. Lead the children away from type 
forms, teaching most difficult of land and water forms. Continue use of 
moulding table, drawings, pictures and oral and written descriptions. 

1. Land, low land, high land. Hill, ridge of hills, plateau or table land, 
valley, plain, coast, islands (continental, oceanic, volcanic and coral). 
Mountain, parts, summit (dome, peak), base, slopes, mountain range, 
mountain system, mountain group, volcano. 

2. Water, inland waters. River, review parts. Uses of river, navigation, 
water power, irrigation. Brooks, lakes, parts of a lake, head of lake, foot 
of lake, shore of lake. Ocean, seas, gulfs, bays, channels, straits, harbors, 
sounds. 

1. Lessons to lead to a conception of the earth as a whole;—a great ball, 
moving*in space, lighted by the sun, surrounded by air, with a surface of 
land and water, with men and apimals, plants and trees, living upon it. 

2. Study of globe and wall map of the hemisphere, to learn how land 
and water are represented on maps and globes. 

3. The Hemispheres, (a) What are they? (6) How many and how 
named? Continents and oceans defined, named and found on the map. 
(c) What is an island, mountain, hill, plain, valley, coast, cape, peninsula, 
isthmus, gulf, bay, strait, channel, lake, river? A few of each located on 
the map. 

4. Motions of the earth, day and night, the seasons, zones, equator, axis, 
poles, horizon, direction and distance, maps. 

5. Preparation for study of a continent, (a) The air we breathe: its use, 
depth, its varying density, its movements, winds, hurricanes. (6) Climate: 
introductory lesson on weather of one day; thermometer; difference be
tween weather and climate; kinds of climate; location of cold climates, 
of hot climates; the terms torrid, frigid, temperate; more about zones; 
climate as affected by winds; latitude; elevation ; climate of Trenton for 
one year, (c) Soil: how formed, depth, kinds, (d) Vegetation: what we 
mean by the term; depends upon soil, climate and moisture; where to 
expect scanty and where abundant vegetation, (e) P roductions and Com
merce. A few of the principal productions should be named and the 
climate and localities in which they are produced. Some ideas of com
merce, both domestic and foreign, should be given by showing where and 
how the various productions are carried. 

6. Races of men, their peculiarities, Ac. 
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7. Mould and draw North America, with reference to position, size, 
contour, surface, drainage, climate, productions and people. 

Throughout the four years plants, animals, minerals and the weather 
should be m ade the subjects of careful observation. These lessons should 
keep pace with the child's increasing power to see. 

Language. 

Aims. To review and extend work of first three years. To stimulate 
observation. To give knowledge in well-connected sentences. To write 
without aid, descriptions, stories, letters, &c. 

Stories. Told and read. Reproduced in writing, using outline. Con
tinue work in grammatical forms. Give general lessons to stimulate obser
vation, and give training in expression on such topics as houses, fiies, letters. 
Outline su bject chosen and lead children to give their knowledge of it in 
grammatically-constructed sentences. 

Select, also, topics of interest connected with their Reading or Geography 

Train to apply proper adjectives in describing properties and qualities of 
subjects under consideration. Lessons should be presented on board in an 
analytic form, so as to be systematically arranged. Use afterwards in writ
ten languag e work. Use such substances as slate, silk, sponge, camphor, 
rice, whalebone, ivory, nutmeg, coffee, cork, coal. Reproduce lessons, 
using outline on board. Write descriptions and stories without aid. btudy 
animals in detail, and compare descriptions, noting adaptation of each 
animal to habits and home. . , 

Teach how to observe the parts of such animals as sponge, cora , s ar s , 
oyster, clam, snail, crab or lobster in regular order. State facts as to size, 
form, surface, color, position and uses of the same. Tiace t e grow 1 an 
change of a caterpillar or some insect. -p,.™.™ 

Teach info rmally, two parts of a statement. Names [nouns], 
and common names. Names that mean more than one [pJural]. ®lffe*e 

*ays of fo rming plural. Words that denote possession [John s hatj. Jfo -
sessive forms of plural nouns [boys' boots, mens coats]. Words that 
describe [That is a black hat]. Words that point out [This ora g ]• 
h'ae of '• the ," « an » and " a." Words that assert [Soldier- ^]- Worfc 
that show how [S he sang sweetly]. Words thatjihow when [[wrote abetter 
Veterday]. Words that show where [Charles tljrew the ball down]. Won* 
^ed instead of names [Robert, will you go?] Jords after is and wa^ 
Words used as objects [John lost his ticketj. Words that show relation 
.The man stood by the chair]. 

Written Work. 

General suggestions regarding Written Language. well-sharpened 
Tor all written work see that pupils are supplied with well sharpe 

Pencils and distinctly-ruled slates or papei. 
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Copies should be written on ruled blackboard. For beginners the spaces 
should be wide; later they may be smaller. Lines on slate or paper should 
correspond with lines on the blackboard. All copies placed before children 
should be absolutely accurate—perfect in style, slant, form of letters, punc
tuation and arrangement. 

Aim to secure neatness and care above everything else. Accept only 
children's best work every time. Know each pupil's power to do. 

Introduce but one difficulty at a time. 
The sentences should contain every day the new words taught during that 

day. 
Dictate sentence once only. Train children to hear the first time. 

Writing. 

Book No. 2, with and without tracing. Copy graded examples in addi
tion and subtraction. All the capital letters, together with many Christian 
and geographical names. 

Movement exercises same as above. 

Drawing. 

1. Cut and fold pentagon, hexagon and octagon. Draw. 
2. Cut, arrange and paste pentagonal, hexagonal and octagonal borders 

and designs. 
3. Draw objects, considering. 
4. Study objects about room with reference to length and breadth. 
5. Study of leaves as to form, veins, margins, surface and arrangement. 

Draw studied leaves. Work parallel to Prang's Drawing Book, Nos. 3 and 4. 

Busy Work. 

1. Reproduce reading-lessons. Stories read or told bv teacher or chil
dren. Stories read at home. Silent reading. 

2. Copy and fill in elliptical sentences whose blanks demand the plural 
forms of nouns, verbs, as oxen, were, Ac. 

3. Copy all definitions taught. 
4. Copy spelling words. Place in statements and questions. 
5. Write short original letters, copying letter-head, writing given number 

of statements and signing name. 
6. Make all possible words from given word or given letter. Constanti

nople, incompatibility. 
7. Form as many sentences as possible from given lists of words. Let 

sentences form connected story. 
8. Write the plural of words irregular in construction—ox, oxen; man, 

men; child, children ; goose, geese, Ac. \\ rite one statement, using the 
singular form of each. Write one statement using the plural form of each. 

9. Re-write given sentence so as to speak of more than one or less than 
two. 
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10. Continue copying of " Memory Gems." Copy name of author. 
11. A ddress envelopes. 
12. W rite sentences, using abbreviations: Rev., Capt., Ac. 
13. Re produce lessons in Reading or Geography in the form of letters. 
14. Repro duce lessons, using outline. 
15. W rite descriptions of objects, of animals, &c. Use outline. 
16. C ontinue the writing stories from pictures. 
17. Copy s tatements, indicating their two parts. 
18. W rite the possessive singular of given words. State thing possessed. 

The cat, the cat's tail; the boy, the boy's ball. Use in statements. 
19. W rite the possessive plural of given words, stating possession. The 

girls, the girls' hoods. Use in statements. 
20. W rite given number of facts about the city or town, the county, the 

State. 
21. Wr ite the names of specified things—three wild animals, two domestic 

animals, two reptiles, three song birds. Place in statements. 
22. Supply missing first part of sentence: shod the horse. rises 

in the east. build nests in trees. Also, 
23. W rite statements containing the name ot a large city, a river, a a e, 

a railroad, a canal, a public park, a great man, &c. 
24. Re- write sentences so that underlined words shall have the possessive 

form, as: The back of a toad is rough. The arm of the blacksmith is strong. 
25. Copy sentences. Draw lines under words that are the names ot 

something. State of what they are the names. 
26. Copy s entences, substituting for underlined words, woi s oi p lr.iae 

having same meaning. 
27. Chan ge statements to questions. 
28. Cha nge questions to statements. „ (i „ 
29. Copy e lliptical sentences, filling in blanks with ' an or a, 

Please lend me pencil; old man entered the door. 
30. Wr ite words indicative of qualities, as Write a w°r a , 

C0'0r of t he sky, the grass, the snow. A word that will tell the shap.ofan 
orange, the taste of an orange, the size of an orange, Ac. Use 1 

31- W rite sentences telling something about given name words. 
SUn , Little Charles , a man , Trenton . n 
, 32. Ans wer questions from blackboard or paper, having refeience 

'Twrhe^rlist of questions on story read silently. Exchange questions, 
rite answers. 
34. Copy name, age. Father's name and address. 

NUMBER WORK. 

1- Perform indicated operations, using figures, signs and 
2- T ranspose abstract number work to wor s, an re 
3- W rite and perform many original examp es. corresponding 
*• W rite figures, against each figure its name and the P 

R°man numeral-2, Two, II. Reverse order-II., 2, two, Ac. 
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5. Write tables of time and other tables. 
60 seconds = 1 minute. 
60 minutes = 1 hour. 

24 hours =1 day. 
7 days = l week. 

4 weeks+2 days = 1 month. 
12 months = 1 year. 

6. Write by fives, from five to one hundred; by twos, by tens, by twenties. 
7. Write the squares of designated numbers. 
8. Write the Roman numerals, from one to ten. 
9. Combine Roman numerals to form other numbers. 
10. Make designated number of examples whose result shall be a speci

fied number, as—seven examples whose answer shall be sixteen. Write 
the same examples in words. 

11. Make examples calling for given operations, as—two examples in 
addition, three examples in subtraction, &c. 

INDUSTRIAL. 

1. Continue laying and drawing of designs. 
2. Fold paper; cut folded paper; paste designs. 
3. Lay borders; paste. 
4. Draw pictures to illustrate lessons. 
5. Copy pictures. 
6. Outline pictures by tracing round objects [for use in lower classes]. 
7. Make domino cards [for use in lower classes]. 
8. Trace on manilla paper, and cut out outline pictures of objects— 

animals, cups, fans, &c. [for use in lower classes], 
9. Cut cards from manilla paper; place upon them simple combinations 

of numbers, below ten [for use in lower classes]. 
10. Cut cards; write upon them lists of words designated by teacher. 

Allow only best writers to " help " in this work [for use in lower classes]. 
11. Cut pictures from books, Ac. Paste upon domino-shaped cards given 

number of pictures of same object, as four pictures of lamps on one card; 
three pictures of cats on another, Ac. [for use in lower classes]. 

12. Children make scrap-books of pictures of most prominent features of 
the earth's surface. Follow work in Geography. Get as many pictures as 
possible of each feature. Write name of feature and definition of feature 
below the picture. 

13. Make scrap-book of historical characters taken up in History talks : 
as, George Washington. Let each child get all possible pictures relating to 
the life of George Washington. Paste in order. 

MUSIC. 

Accent, eighth notes in double time, unaccented first notes, eighths in 
treble time, repeats D. C. al fine, D. C. al Sig and common musical signs : 
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eighth note s in quadruple time; thirds with quarter notes slurred; slurs 
with eighth notes ; intervals of fourth slurred with eighth notes. Bounds : 
tie cross bar; sixteenth notes. Singing in two parts. 

General Exercises. 

Beating time, calling scale note by number. Scholars locate syllables, 
letters and notes on music paper. Teacher dictates seven note cadences; 
choir singing, first and second terms; questions in theory. 

GRAMMAR SCHOOL. 

Grade D. 

Elocution. Selections from Fourth Reader, four times a week. 
Spelling, from the lessons of the day, four times a week. 
Arithmetic. Practical to decimal fractions; five times a week. 
Geography. Maps of the Continents and the United States, drawn and 

moulded; Recitations from charts, and globe exercises; five times a week. 
Grammar. Simple sentence, subject and predicate; analysis, according 
the use of the words ; noun, pronoun, adjective, independent properties 

°f the noun; copying and memorizing sentences and stanzas from good 
authors. 

Penmanship. Books 3 and 4, Movement Tablet, No. 1. Copy forms in 
multiplication and division, repetition of capital letters, together with com
mon abbreviations, short and full-line sentences, each a simple statement 
of an important scientific fact. Free-movement exercises entering into 
the formation of all the small letters, figures, &c.; three times a week. 

Drawing. Prang's Books, Nos. 5 and 6 ; twice a week. 
Declamation. Reproduction, composition and supplementary reading. 
Singing. Normal Course, Second Reader, Part I. 
Object Lessons. Animals (mammals)—cat, dog, horse, s eep, ra l , 

8iuirrel, mouse, bear, monkey. Birds (domestic )-chickens ducks, 
turkeys, pigeons; wild—English sparrow, robin, crow, cat-bird, owl, hawk. 
Reptiles—garter-snake, brown swift, painted turtle, frog, sa aman er, r 

Insects-butterfly, moth, beetle, bee, ant, locusk dragon-fly house-fly, 
»°squito, squash bug, cicada, spider, centipede. Mollnsks-Water s a 
la«d snail, slug, mussel, clam, oyster. Flour mills-material ground, 
machinery,; results, bread making, materials, methods, Ac. 

Grade C. 

Elocution. Selections from Fifth Reader; four times a week. 
Spelling. From the lessons of the day; four times a week. 
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Arithmetic. Beginning with decimal fractions, to percentage; five times-
a week. 

Geography. Descriptive and political, North America, with special 
attention to the United States, South America. 

Grammar. Verb, adverb and preposition; the easier properties ol a 
verb ; parsing, embracing the work given ; memorizing short extracts and 
poems ; oral and written reproduction and description. 

Penmanship. Books Nos. 3 and 4, Movement Tablet, No. 2. Copy. 
Repetition of capital letters and longer sentences. Important dates and 
statements of events in American History. Free-movement exercises 
entering into the formation of all the capital letters, and combinations, 
figures, <fcc. 

Drawing. Prang's Books, Nos. 7 and 8; twice a week. 
Declamation. Reproduction, Composition and Supplementary Reading. 
Singing. Normal Course, Second Reader, Part I. 
Object Lessons. Plants (Trees)—chestnut, walnut, oak, elm, maple, wil

low, ash, hickory, cherry, apple, pear, beech, quince, birch, peach, plum, 
pine, cedar, spruce, larch, hemlock. (Flowers)—spring beauty, violet, &c. 
Food (Vegetable Food)—grains, wheat, rye, oats, corn. (Fruits)—apples-
pears, peaches, plums, grapes, cherries, blackberries, strawberries, huckle, 
berries. (Other Vegetables)—water melons, pumpkins, beans, peas, cab
bage, potatoes, turnips, radishes. (Animal Food)—beef, mutton, fish, eggs, 
domestic fowls, game. 

Grade B. 

Elocution. Selections from Sixth Reader; four times a week. 
Spelling. From the lessons of the day; four times a week. 
Arithmetic. Beginning with percentage, through Cube Root; five times 

a week. 
Grammar. Related properties of nouns and verbs, participles: parsing; 

compound and complex sentences: grammatical analysis; written work. 
History of the United States; five times a week. 
Geography—Descriptive and political. Europe, Asia, Africa and the 

Islands. 
Penmanship. Book No. 5; Movement Tablet, No. 2. Copy a list of the 

Presidents of the United States, with the names of their respective political 
parties, and a selection from Longfellow's poem, " The Builders," worked 
into copies; the object being to develop the writing of full pages of con
nected sentences. Business and Social Forms. 

Drawing. Prang's Book, No. 9; twice a week. 
Declamation and Composition, once a week. Supplementary Reading. 
Singing. Normal Course, Part II. 
Object Lessons. House building materials—wood, stone, brick, mortar, 

glass, tin, paint, varnish, nails, screws, putty, wall paper. Kinds of wood 
used in house building—white pine, yellow pine, red cedar, tulip wood, oak, 
chestnut, ash, walnut, cherry, maple, buttonwood. Forms of wood—boards, 
shingles, lath, joists, &c. Parts made of wood—floors, &e. Putting together 
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of wood, nails, screws, glue, <fcc. Kinds of stone—sandstone, limestone, 
granite, c lay, slate, gneiss, &c. Cutting, dressing and sawing of stone. 
Kinds of brick—pressed brick, hard, salmon, &c. Parts made of stone. 
Parts made of brick. Laying of stone and brick. Lathing and plastering. 
Koofing—shingle, tin , slate. Painting ; varnishing; wall papering. 

Wire Making (Materials)—Blooms, rods, &c. Machines, rolls, &c. Method 
of making coverings for, copper coating, oiling, galvanizing. Uses for cables, 
bridges, netting, &c. 

Grade A. 

Elocution. Select readings; four times a week. 
Spelling, from the lessons of the day, four times a week. 
Arithmetic, Pligher Exercises, including Metric System, &c.; five times a 

week. 
Grammar. Advanced construction and parking, grammatical analysis, 

rhetorical analysis, composition ; five times a week. 
Drawing. Prang's Books, Nos. 9 and 10; three times a week. 
Book-keeping. Bryant & Stratton's Common School, with Commercial 

Law; five t imes a week. 
English History, twice a week, 
Declamation and Composition, once a week. 
Singing. Normal Course, Part II. 
Object Lessons— ... . 9 
I. Pottery Manufacturing—1. Material clay, feldspar, quar z, l 

Preparation of materials—heating, grinding, cooking, mixing an s r 

ing of spars, flints, clays, Ac. 3. Tools-moulds, potter s wheel, sagger &m 
A Making of Ware-biscuit ware, glazing, baking, Ac. 5. Decorating 
Ware—printing, hand painting. , . o 

II. Rubber Manufacture—1. Materials—rubber, su p iur, , 
Machines. 3. Kinds of results-hard rubber, vulcanized soft; rubber. 
A O bjects made—hose, springs, rubber cloth, stoppers, ung 
5. Methods of Manufacture—vulcanizing, &c. Tools and 

Machines—mules, looms, carding machines, 
A Making of warp. 5. Filfing of shuttles. 6. g Methods of 

IV. Brick Making—1. Material, clay. 
mg. 

Wopil. who manifest mo,, th.n u.u.l m.turity 
take .oik additional to th.t of the ohm, w.th a ™* •» P 

course in a shorter time 
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HIGH SCHOOL. 

Classical Course. 

Designed more particularly for those who are studying with a view to 
entering the Classical Course in College. 

GRADE B. 

Elocution. Selections from Classical English Reader; three times a week. 
Algebra, to Quadratics, five times a week. 
Outline History. 
Composition. 
Declamation. 
Singing. 
Latin, Grammar and Lessons, Caesar begun. 
Drawing, as in Scientific Course. 

GRADE A. 

Elocution. Selections from Classical English Reader; three times a week. 
Algebra, beginning with Quadratics, through Permutations, one term; 

five times a week. 
Geometry, three Books, with Constructions and Original Demonstrations, 

one term; five times a week. 
Composition. 
Declamation. 
Singing. 
Latin, Cssar, Books I.-V.; Latin Grammar; five times a week. 
Greek, Grammar and Lessons, Xenophon begun; five times a week. 
Drawing as in Scientific Course. 

GRADE SENIOR. 

Elocution. Selections from Classical English Reader; two times a week. 
Geometry. Plane and solid, completed, one term; five times a week. 
Literature [college requirements]—five times a week. 
Composition. 
Declamation. 
Singing. 
Latin—Sallust Catiline, Cicero Orations VI., Virgil, ^En6id I.-VI., Eclogues 

I.-X., five times a week. Latin Composition once a week. 
Greek, Xenophon, Anabasis, Books I.-IV., Homer, Iliad, Books I.—III., 

Greek Grammar and Prosody, five times a week. Greek Composition once 
a week. 

Drawing, as in Scientific Course. 
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Scientific Course. 

GRADE B. 

Elocution. Selections from Classical English Reader; three times a week. 
Algebra, to Quadratics, five times a week. 
Outline History, five times a week. 
Composition. 
Declamation. 
Physiology and Zoology, one term, five times a week. 
Botany, one term, five times a week. 
Singing. 
Latin, G erman or French, Abbreviate Course of Pronunciation, Intro

ductory French Grammar, French Dictations, Easy Conversation. 
Drawing. Decoration, Historic Ornament and Original Design Repre

sentation—Light and Shade, Charcoal. Construction—Working Drawings. 

GRADE A. 

Elocution. Selections from Classical English Reader, three times a 
Algebra. Beginning with Quadratics through Permutations; one ter , 

five times a week. . . , 
Geometry. Three Books, with Constructions and rigitia 

strations; one term, five times a week. 
Physics; five times a week. 
Composition. 
Declamation. 

^German or French-Intermediate French .Grammar^ Cours^de 
Mythologie-Fleury Theatre choisi de Moliere-Classique, 

'Drawing- Decoration, Harmony of Color. Representation-Light and 
Shade, Construction—Working Drawings. 

GRADE SENIOR. * 

Elocution. Selections from Classical English Reade'' ^eek^' 
Geometry. Plane and Solid, completed, one erm ngtrument, Men-
Trigonometry. Elements of Plane Surveying, Use of Instrumen , 

suration and Field Work ; one term, five times a wee 
Chemistry, five times a week. 
Composition. _ , 
Declamation. Shakespeare; five times a wee 
?inginS- „ a.mpripure de l'Ouaddmie, Cours 
Latin, German or French. Grammai • P . c pr0Verbes et 

^ Literature Classique, Cours complete de Conversation 
Tdiomes, Translation of " Graziella." 
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Drawing. Decoration—Harmony of Color, Original Design, Plant Forms 
from Nature. Representation—Light and Shade, Harmony of Color, Fruits, 
Vegetables and Groups of Colored Objects with Background. Construction 
—Architectural and Machine Drawing, Building, Construction and Original 
Plans for Houses, Free-hand Sketches and Working Drawings of Machinery. 

English Course. 

GRADE B. 

Elocution. Selections from Classical English Reader; three times a week. 
Algebra to Quadratics; five times a week. 
Composition and Rhetoric; five times a week. 
Physiology and Zoology; one term, five times a week. 
Botany; one term, five times a week. 
Outline History ; five times a week. 
Literature. 
Composition, 
Declamation. 
Singing. 
Drawing, as in Scientific Course. 

GRADE A. 

Elocution. Selections from Classical English Reader; three times a week. 
Algebra, beginning with Quadratics, through Permutations; one term, 

five times a week. 
Geometry. Three Books, with. Constructions and Original Demonstra

tions ; one term, five times a week. 
Physics; five times a week. 
Civil Government; five times a week. 
Composition. 
Declamation. 
Singing. 
Drawing, as in Scientific Course. 

• GRADE SENIOR. 

Elocution. Selections from Classical English Reader; two times a week. 
Geometry. Plane and Solid, completed; one term, five times a week. 
Trigonometry, or Arithmetic. Elements of Plane Surveying, Use of 

Instrument, Mensuration and Field Work; one term, five times a week. 
Chemistry; five times a week. 
Literature; five times a week. 
Composition. 
Declamation. 
Singing. 
Drawing, as in Scientific course. 
Physical training throughout the course. 
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Elective. 

German. Instrumental Music. Manual Training. 
The diploma of the institution is given on the completion of either of e 

above courses. 



REGULATIONS. 

The spring term in 1892 will begin February 8th. The spring vacation 
will extend from 12 M.. April 15th, to 10:30 A. M., April 25th. The Schools 
will close for the summer vacation June 30th. The fall w' 
Tuesday, September 13th, at 8:45 A. M. The spring term in 1893 will begi 

February 6th. , • n 
The Sch ools will be closed on Washington's Birthday, decorationi ay 

Thanksgiving Day and the day following. A vacation o w0 . 
given at the Christmas holidays, beginning with the Friday before Christmas 
and ending the Monday after New Years. 

Necessaries. 

Each lady boarder should have overshoes, an umbrella and 
cloak. Each gentleman boarder should have overshoes an umbrella and 
slippers. Every boarder should be provided with a napkin-r g, 
clothes bags dis tinctly marked with his or her name. hici, tpey may 

Young ladies should be provided with a gymnasium suiC w^ch toey mj 
bring wfth them, or which can be secured at the School at the mimmu 
cost. 

Government. 

In the "Boys' Hall " is a Preceptor, 
tress. The Preceptor and Preceptress a ^ looking after their habits of 
regulations governing the students in t , ^ ^ M8ignment of 
study, re creation, amusements, absence, y 
rooms, &c. 

Restrictions. 

The 
times. 

to so into town except at stated 
. young ladies are not permitte g inted times. No one 

nes. All are expected t0 take hours without accepted excuse. 
- permitted to be absent during stu y T ,fm during term time 
'•Pil. not permitted to ^ST.ppli<fu<» ot the 
excepting for urgent reasons, and th 
»rent, signed by the Principal. specific rules of the halls, at 

Pupils a re expected to be governei y loclies avoiding question-
'11 times deporting themselves as gent emen . or rudeness of any 
lble pract ices, such as the use of to acco, repute will be deemed 
»nd. Frequenting liquor saloons or places of ill repute ^ 
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just cause for suspension. Students will be held responsible and required 
to pay for any damages to the School property by themselves or their 
visitors. For hygienic reasons, students will not be permitted to bring or 
receive from home any eatables, excepting fresh fruit. 

Arrivals. 

Students will not be received at the boarding halls until the day before 
the opening of the Schools, Monday, September 12th. New students in
tending to board at the halls should come on the 12th, that they may get 
their rooms arranged and be ready for work the following morning. On 
arriving at the station, the student should give his check for baggage to the 
local expressman, who will deliver all baggage at moderate terms, and then 
proceed directly to the boarding halls, which are located on Clinton avenue 
but a short distance from either of the main stations. From the Clinton 
street station of the Pennsylvania railroad the halls are distant but three 
blocks. From the Reading station on Warren street, the Perry street cars 
pass the School grounds. 

Quests. 

When there is room, guests of the students will be entertained at the 
halls at a cost of $1 per day. 

Religious Services. 

The students or their parents are required to select a church, the morn
ing services and Sunday-school of which the student will be required to 
attend. 

Appointments. 

Persons living at a distance, and desiring to meet the Principal on busi
ness, should make an appointment before coming to the School, as his 
duties sometimes compel his absence from the Schools. 

Boarding Halls. 

The Boarding Halls are handsomely fitted up. They are strictly cared 
for in all sanitary matters. They are provided with baths and closets. The 
sleeping-rooms are furnished with Brussels carpets, solid cherry bed-room 
sets, lighted by gas, heated by steam, and the walls are nicely papered. All 
bedding and towels are furnished. Persons desiring rooms should make 
application early. The older students are given the choice of rooms. The 
rooms selected before the close of School will not be held longer than the 
third day after the opening, unless by special arrangement. 
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Washing. 

The washing is included in the price for board. Each student is limited 
to twelve pieces per week, exclusive of handkerchiefs. A moderate charge 
is made for any further washing. 

Board. 

A good, substantial, wholesome living is provided. While the food is 
Plain, it is of the best in quality. The halls have their own bakery, and 
the cooking and baking are of the best. The following bill of fare will give 
a good general idea of the living- The housekeeper exercises her taste in 
adding as much variety as the largeness of the numbers will permit. 

Bill of Fare. 

BREAKFAST. 

White bread, and either oatmeal, hominy or corn bread; sometimes 
Graham bread, 

fried potatoes, meat, eggs or fish. 
Coffee. Milk and sugar, as much as desired for oatmeal. 
The sick are furnished with toast, or any reasonable specialty. 

DINNER. 

Meat—cold on Sunday, on other days hot—either roast or fried. 
White potatoes, sweet potatoes, and one othei vegetab e. 
Dessert always. Ice cream on Sundays. 
Tea or coffee, if called for, milk. 

SUPPER. 

Bread, o r rolls. Tea. A fruit of the season. Dried beef or cheese. 
Cold meat. Cake. Milk. 

Rates. 

BOARDERS. 

AH payments must be made quarterly, in advance. making 
f There are in each school-year two terms of two quarters each, maku B 

four quarters of about ten weeks in length. , a 
Model pupils and Normal pupils, not intending to^ teach pay *> 

barter, namely, $37.50 for board and $12.50 for tultl°" rter . Ladies, 
Normal pupils , intending to teach, pay as ° board, and $1 

**•50 for board, and $1 for use of books; gentlemen, $39 toi 
for use of book s. 
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These charges cover all_expenses, including washing. 
Pupils who enter within three week of the beginning of the quarter are 

chargeable for the whole quarter. 
Pupils who are absent by permission, on account of sickness or for other 

unavoidable cause, for three weeks or more at one time, are entitled to a 
drawback of $2.50 a week for board for the period of said absence. In 
cases of expulsion from School, there will be no drawback. 

Day Pupils. 

Normal day pupils, not intending to teach, pay $12.50 per quarter. Those 
intending to teach, pay $1 per quarter for the use of books. 

The charges for day pupils in the Model School, for tuition and use ot 
books, are as follows, per quarter: 

Primary $6.50 
Grammar School, D 8.00 

" " C 9.00 
" B 10.00 

" " A 11.00 
High School 12.00 

Instrumental Music. 

The charge, both to boarders and to day pupils, is $16, $17 and $18 (accord
ing to the class of piano) a quarter of eighteen lessons. 
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TREASURER'S R EPORT. 
Showing Receipts and Disbursements of the Farnum Preparatory 

School for the Year ending September 1st, 1891. 

RECEIPTS. 

Balance from old account, 1^900 00 
From State appropriation ' ^ ^ 

Interest on endowment , on ™ • • .... 2,455 oU Imtion fees 
$5,298 08 

DISBURSEMENTS. 
a . . • $3,475 00 
J.nes .... 190 52 
nooks and stationery 132 25 
Advertising and printing jg qq 
).Va|®r 478 55 
molding and furniture 123 25 

84 33 

incidentals 799 ig 
Balance 

$5,298 08 

Respectfully submitted, 
J. BINGHAM WOODWARD, 

Treasurer. 

Audited and approved. wILUAM K. BAEKICKLO, 

Chairman Committee on Finance and And.hng. 
(1191 



SUPERVISOR'S R EPORT. 

To He HomrMe the Committee on Education, Trustees oj farnum 

Preparatory School: 
GENTLEMEN—I herewith submit to your honorable body the annual 

report of the Farnum Preparatory School for the year en ing 

30th' 189L JAMES B. DILKS, 
Supervisor. 



SUPERVISOR'S REPORT. 

Farnum Preparatory School is located in the city of Beverly, noted 
for its healthfiilness and beauty of situation, on a high bluff of the 
Delaware river, about fifteen miles from Philadelphia. The School 
is in the vicin ity of some of the finest private residences to be found 
anywhere on th e banks of the Delaware. 

It was built by Paul Farnum in the year 1855, and on October 
®th, 1 856, it was formally opened as a school. By an act of the 
Legislature, approved March 20th, 1857, it was made a part of the 
State School Sy stem and placed under the control of the Trustees of 
the State Nor mal School, Mr. Farnum at the same time by will plac
ing upon it an endowment of twenty thousand dollars. 

OBJECTS. 

The objects of the School are two-fold 

First. To act in conjunction with the Normal School in the work 
' Preparing teachers for the public schools of the State. 
Secondly. To furnish to the citizen# of Beverly and vicinity a we -

'ganized and well-conducted school, and the best advantages for 
°per education of their children. 

^at the second object is attained, is obvious from the continued 
'fronage notwithstanding that there are other excel en so 
Vicinity; and also by the positions held by the graduates of the 
ifJo1 in bu siness and in professions other than teac nng. du_ 
That the first object is attained, is seen by the fact th * 

68 are found as teachers in the public schools throughout^theState 
specially in the southern districts. It is true a J ^ 

these teachers are also graduates of the Norma c 
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School does not take the place of the work of the Normal, but sup
plements it, the pupils leaving this School to finish at the Normal. 

Pupils intending to teach are admitted into the Preparatory Depart
ment— the four highest classes—free of tuition charges, and are re
quired to sign the following contract, viz.: The undersigned, having 
been admitted as pupils in the Preparatory Department of the Far mm 
Preparatory School, hereby declare it is their intention to qualify them
selves for the profession of Teaching; and they hereby engage, on 
leaving this School, to enter the New Jersey State Normal School to 
complete the necessary training for that profession, or in default 
thereof, they agree to pay the tuition charges for the time they have 
been members of the Preparatory Class. 

These pupils are given daily lessons in teaching, and are requ ired 
to assist the instructors in the work of the School. After passing 
through the Preparatory Department they are admitted into the 
Professional Course of the Normal School without examination. 

The number of pupils in this Department this year is 18, dis
tributed as follows: Senior A, 7; Senior B, 8; Junior A, 2; Junior 
B, 1. Last year the number was 23, distributed as follows: Senior 
A, 3 ; Senior B, 9 ; Junior A, 9 ; Junior B, 2. 

INCOME. 

The income of the School is derived from three sources: Fir^t. 
the State appropriation of $1,200 annually; second, the interest ot 
the endowment of $20,000, which this year amounted to 5960, 
third, the money collected from tuition fees, which this year amounted 
to $2,455.30. 

It will be seen from the above that for this year the appropriation 

from the State is a little more than one-fourth; that from the en
dowment a little less than one-fourth, while that from tuition fees is 
more than one-half of the whole income. The rates of tuition are 
low, much lower than they could be were it not for the other sources. 
Under the present arrangement the School is, and has been for year-, 
more than a paying School. It will be noticed from the Treasurer's 
report that the balance at the end of the year is $llti.40 more than 
at the beginning, notwithstanding that $4,000 of the endowment 

bore no interest, and tbat there was nearly $400 spent during the 
year for much needed repairs, which ought not to be considered 
current expenses. 
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BUILDINGS. 

The building is now in good condition. During the last two years 
it has been extensively repaired, remodeled and improved, §2,000 
having been s pent on buildings and furniture. All of this work was 
not done at o ne time, but that was done first which was needed most, 
and Dothing was done which was not paid for, so that there was no 
debt incurred an d all was paid from the usual sources of income. 

There s till remains much to be done and more School furniture to 
be bought. But with the same patronage as at present and with no 
hindrance, it is probable that all this can be done soon and pai 

from the in come. • 

ATTENDANCE. 
Males. Females. Total. 

f a 56 60 H6 
First quarter 62 m 

Second quarter ^ 6Q n4 

Third quarter ^ 5g 1QQ 

fourth quarter 6? m 

Total enrollment for the year V' 

There was a decrease in the total enrollment from that of tat year 
of ten, the decrease holding through the four quarters ,n the « 
ratio. In the Preparatory Department the numhei 0 p P 
same as las, year. In the Intermediate Department thera wa. a faU 
ing off of three, ami in the Primary, of seven. It wtll be noticed 

that the d ecrease was mostly among the younger pupi during 
One cause of the decent* was the great amount of 

the year among the families in the able to artend. 
younger children, several who were en < (he <je for 

One other cause was that during' return because they 
promotion had been raised and a fe 
could not b e promoted. h 8choiar9hip was 

This, however, did not injure the School,, as th ^ ̂  ̂  ̂  
better, and the money collected fi om 
that of the previous year. 

GRADUATES. 
J INSRI IN lune seven ladies and two 

A class of nine were gradua Normal pupils, four of 
gentlemen. Of the seven ladies, five w 
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whom have entered the Normal School. Of the two gentlemen, one 
has entered the medical department of the University of Pennsyl
vania, the other the Model School at Trenton. The remaining mem
bers of the class have not yet decided upon their future work. 

COURSE OP STUDY. 

The first thought in arranging the course of study is, preparation 

for the Normal School and for teaching. But as there are pupils in 
the School preparing for the different colleges, and others who finish 
their education here, it is necessary to arrange, the course to meet all 
these demands. 

There are pupils this year preparing for University of Pennsyl
vania, Princeton, Mount Holyoke and Wellesley. 

There are four teachers in the School, assisted by the various 
Normal pupils. 

SOCIALS AND ENTERTAINMENTS. 

Frequently during the year, after school hours, the pupils were 
permitted to assemble in the audience-room for the purpose of a good 
time socially, and of becoming better acquainted with each other. 
These socials, the management of which was in the hands of the 
members of the Senior A Class, have had a decided influence for the 
better upon the conduct of the pupils. 

At Christmas time, there was a public entertainment given by the 

pupils, consisting of charades, tableaux, colloquies, Ac., the members 

of each class being responsible for a portion of the entertainment, 

thus increasing the interest to both pupils and parents. 

PHYSICAL CULTURE. 

It has been the endeavor for some years past to devote as much 
time as possible to physical culture. Although the work here is done 
under difficulties, there being so few teachers, and because the drill 
work must be done after school hours, it must, of necessity, be made 
optional, yet we have met with decided success. The interest taken 
by the pupils is great, and the public entertainments are all well 
attended. 
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The entertainment given toward the close of the year was given to 
a crowded house, the pupils doing great credit to themselves and to 
their instructor. 

COMMENCEMENT. 

The Commencement exercises in June passed off with unusual 
interest. The program and the names of the graduates follow : 



COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 

OF THE 

FARNUM P R E P A R A T O R Y  SCHOOL ,  

Thursday Evening, June 18th, 1891, at 8 o clock. 

PF^OG I^AM. 
MARY L. WILSON. 

SELECTION—Instrumental 

PRAYER. 

GREETING SONG. ...ELVA M. STRUBY. 
ESSAY—Two No ble Women ..ARTHUR HARTLEY. 
ESSAY—The Waters of the Earth RENA E. VAN METER. 

INSTRUMENTAL SOLO JULIA BOUGHER 
ESSAY—"Old Swedes' Church" ERANK M. CRISPIN. 

ESSAY—Children in Poetry 
SONG—"Mark the Merry Elves." MAUDE M. HEISLER. 

DECLAMATION—"The Minuet EDNA J. THOMAS. 

ESSAY—Famous Children EMILY O. MAGUIRE. 

INSTRUMENTAL SOLO BESSIE J. PURCELL. 
VALEDICTORY ESSAY—The Language o ....MAUDE M. HEISLER. 

VOCAL SOLO—" H ome with Willie 
CONFERRING DIPLOMAS. 

SONG-" Twilight." AWARDING PRIZES. 
(129), 

9 



GRADUATES. 

P.ESIDENCE. 
NAME. 

B Beverly. 
TOUGHER, JULIA.. 
_ Beverly. 
CRISPIN, FRA NK 

Palmyra. 
HARTLEY, ARTHUR 

Beverly. 
HEISLER, MAUDE 

Beverly. 
"URCELL, BE SSIE J 

Beverly. 
Russ, ANNIE M 

1 Beverly. 
STRUBY, ELVA 

Delanco. 
THOMAS, EDNA J 

Beverly. 
VAN METE R, RENA E 

(131) 



REGISTRY. 

The f ollowing is the enrollment of the students of the Farnum School, 
with their classification at the close of the year: 

SENIOR A. RESIDENCE. 

Bougher, Ju lia Beverjy" 
Crispin, Frank ®eve y' .. 
Foulks, Lucia V Steven8 Statl0"-
Hartley, Arthur Balmyra' 
Heisler, Maude M T^?-1 

Jones, Dais y Burlington. 
Purcell, Bessie J ®eVer y-
Buss, Annie 
Struby, Elva 
Thomas, Edna J _e al\ ' 
Van Meter, Rena 

SENIOR B. 
. _ Riverside. 
Amdt, Hannetta ....Cinnaminson. 
Bates, Ha rry.. . "•••;" Beverly. 
Bishop, Fannie Beverly. 
Be Armond, Ross ".'"Delanco. 
Denning, Laura Delanco. 
Flack, Elsie Riverton. 

Hemphill, Maggie Beverly. 
Hwm, Lu lu S Delanco. 
Jones, Laura Rpverlv 
Jordan, M. Eva  
Knodle, Ethel Palmyra. 
Maguire, Emily 0 Bridgeboro. 
Murphy, William Beverly. 
Roberts, Fred. W Edgewater Park. 
Satterthwait, Richard ....Edgewater Park. 
Smith, Mattie Burlington. 

, Smith, Annie R 
•Deceased. (133) 
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*AME. RESIDENCE. 

Stewber, Cecilia M Riverside. 
Taylor, Herbert A Beverly. 
Waiton, Louis N Beverly. 
Wilson, Jacob Beverly. 
Young, Alfred M Riverside. 

JUNIOR A. 
Arndt, Louisa Riverside. 
Conard, Jobn W........, ..Beverly. 
Day, Edgar A Delanco. 
Fenton, William Bridgeboro. 
Ford, Alice H...., Beverly. 
Ivins, Bessie T.... Burlington. 
Knight, Charles L Bridgeboro. 
Perkins, John B Beverly. 
Piatt, Walter C Burlington. 
Shedaker, Jacob D Beverly. 
Southwick, Mary Bridgeboro. 
Taylor, Addison K Beverly. 
Van Derslice, Herbert !!!!.""!."'.."'".'.'.'.!!'.!'.'.Bridgeboro. 
Wilson, Mary L Beverly. 

JUNIOR B. 
Albury, Fred. R  
Barmtz Charles E  
Beckenbach, Arnold J Palmyra. 
Burnett, Thomas -D v 

Chambers, Bertie G B.n 

De Armond, Edna T r  
Denniston, Stanley every. 
Ford, Cornelia B... y" 
Frost, Lida ®eyerly' 
Hunt, Helen T Delanco. 
Logan, Cora M J."" Delanco. 
*Lufsey, Amelia D Beverly. 
Mann, H. Elfleda Beverly. 
Mohn, Martha A Beverly. 
Pritchett, Minnie M Beverlj. 
Rogers, Maggie Delanco. 
Rue, Katie S •"»!.'-!!.""!!! Beverly. 
Sassaman, Martha B Beverly. 
Spooner, Alban Beverly. 
Vallance, Fred Beverly. 
Young, Harold B Beverly. 

Beverly. 
•Deceased. 
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INTERMEDIATE A. 
SAME. RESIDENCE. 

Anderson, Howard T Riverton. 
Atkinson, Belle M Edgewater Park. 
Bartlett, Frank J Beverly. 
Comly, Fr ank Trenton. 
De Armond, Clarence Beverly. 
Denniston, Paul H Beverly. 
Graw, Charles V Beverly. 
Hornby, Lizzie M Burlington. 
Huttinger, William Beverly. 
Jordan, Ella P Beverly. 
Kelly, Walte r Camden. 
Knight, John Bridgeboro. 
McDevitt, Th omas Palmyra. 
Hills, Charles Camden. 
Reed, Marion Beverly. 
Ridge, Edna H Delanco. 
Shedaker, Ella M Beverly. 
Simons, Maggie Beverly. 
Stradling, J. Garry Edgewater Park. 
Vansciver, Rena J.'. Beverly. 
Wells, Paul Palmyra. 

INTERMEDIATE B. 
Coffee P.n™™ AT Beverly. 

Craves ifrKt i* t> Beverly. 

Beverly. 
Fane Albert Beverly" 
Heeks WaltPr Riverside. 

PRIMARY A. „ , 
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NAME. RESIDENCE. 

Hillary, Marie W Delanco. 
Perkins, Dallas H Beverly. 
Heed, Elsie A Beverly. 
Rue, Fannie E... Beverly. 
Shedaker, Irene Beverly. 

PRIMARY B. 
Blyler, Walter T Beverly. 
Fish, Eliza Beverly. 
Jones, Gertrude M Delanco. 
Perkins, Myrtle T Beverly. 
Williams, Ethel Beverly. 

PRIMARY C. 
Baird, Adelaide Beverly. 
Eldridge, Pearl Beverly. 
Hansell, Joseph F Delanco. 
Hergesheimer, Grace Beverly. 
Jones, Eddie R Beverly. 
Kertvin, Mamie Beverly. 
Rue, Mollie Beverly. 
Shubert, Charles K Beverly. 

Summary. _ 
Males. Females. Total. 

Total enrollment for the year 60 67 l2~ 
during first quarter 56 60 I1® 

" second quarter 55 62 H' 
" third quarter 54 60 R* 
" fourth quarter 42 58 100 

Average enrollment for quarter 52 58 110 

Enrollment in Senior A Class 9 
Senior B Class ' 13 
Junior A Class 5 
Junior B Class 12 
Intermediate A Class 13 8 
Intermediate B Class 10 6 
Primary 14 

Total enrollment 67 
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The following pupils were admitted 
condition of their signing contracts to enter the State mrrna 
completing the course in the Farnum Schoo . 

SENIOR A. RESIDENCE. 

NAME- Beverly. 
Bougher, Julia Stevens Station. 
Foulks, Lucia V Beverly. 
Heisler, Maude Burlington. 
Jones, Daisy Beverly. 
Russ, Annie Beverly. 
Struby, Elva Delanco. 
Thomas, Edna J 

SENI(m B; Riverside. 
Arndt, Hannetta Beverly. 
Bishop, Fannie Delanco. 
*Flack, Elsie Beverly. 
Irwin, Lulu Beverly. 
Knodle, Ethel Burlington. 
Smith, Annie Riverside. 
Steuber, Cecilia Riverside. 
Young, Alfred 

JUNIOR A. Riverside. 
Arndt, Louisa Burlington. 
Ivins, Bessie 

JUNI0K B" ....Beverly. 
*Lufsey, Amelia 

Total number, 18. 
Organization. 

• the Primary, the Intermediate, the 
There are four departments, viz., 

Junior and the Senior. t 0f the Senior, form w a is 
The two classes of the Junior and the tw 

known as the Preparatory Departme . Preparatory Departmen 
Pupils intending to teach are admitt. examination and sign-

free of tuition charges, upon passing undersigned, having been ^mitte 
ing the following contract, viz. • of the Farnum Preparatory ' 
as pupils in the Preparatory epai QUa]ify themselves for the pr 
hereby declare it is their intention to qual y ^ gchool) 0 enter the 
of Te aching; and they herebj'engage,^ necessary training for 
New Je rsey State Norma > c o ^ agree to pay the tui 101 
that profession, or in default the , preparatory Class. 
for the time'they have been members oft 
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Those pupils who pass a satisfactory examination after passing through 
the Preparatory Department, are received into the Normal School, at 
Trenton, upon the recommendation of the Faculty of the Farnum School. 

Pupils who complete the course of study prescribed by the Trustees will 
receive a Diploma of Graduation. 

Pupils desiring to pursue a select course of study, and who may not have 
time to pass through the course as marked out by the Faculty, may, under 
certain restrictions, choose from the studies of the other classes, those they 
may wish. These will be charged for tuition at the rate of the class with 
whom, for the greater part, they recite. 

The course of study has been so arranged that pupils taking the full 
course may be prepared for college. 

Promotion. 

A standing of seventy-five per cent, in each of the subjects pursued 
during the year is required to entitle a pupil to promotion. Should he 
stand lower than seventy-five per cent, in one subject only, he may be 
re-examined, and if he reach seventy-five per cent, therein he may be 
promoted. 



COURSE O F S TUDY. 

PRIMARY DEPARTMENT. 

Primary—Spelling. 

Throughout the three years, words from reading lessons carefully selected, 
copied fro m blackboard. Sentences copied and written from dictation, 
containing selected words. 

Elliptical sentences used—children supplying omitted words. Words 
spelled orall y. Words spelled phonetically. 

Finish Primary Speller. 

Primary—Drawing. 

II. YEAR. 

Straight lines and angles. Krusi's Primary Cards, Series 1 and 2. 

!• Draw combinations of straight lines and angles to form designs. 
2. Draw outline leaves, fill in midrib and principal veins, &c. 
3. Teach angle as the opening between two lines. Find angles, large and 

small angles. Right angle, name applied, find and draw. Acute angle, 
name, compare with right and draw. Obtuse angle, compare with others. 
Draw angles from dictation. 

Study unit of design. Draw and arrange in borders and about a center. 
5- Kru si's Synthetic Method, Nos. 1 and 2. 
The work of the Primary Course is only suggestive. 

Primary—Writing. 

I. YEAR. 

General suggestions regarding Written Language. 
For a ll written work see that pupils are supplied with well-sharpened 

encils and distinctly-ruled slates or paper. 
Copies should be written on ruled blackboard. For beginners the spaces 

*>uld be w ide; later they may be smaller. Lines on slate or papei shou 
(139) 
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correspond with lines on the blackboard. All copies placed before childern 
should be absolutely accurate—perfect in style, slant, form of le tters, punc
tuation and arrangement. 

Aim to secure neatness and care above everything else Accept only chil
dren's best work every time. Know each pupil's power to do. 

Introduce but one difficulty at a time. 
The sentences should contain every day the new words taught during 

that day. 
Dictate sentence once only. Train children to hear the first time. 
1. Children copy their own names, name of school. 
2. Last half of year write from dictation. 
3. Children learn use of capital letter at the beginning of a sentence. 

Capital I, period and question mark. 
4- C opy sentence from blackboard. Copy at first entire, and then fill m 

blanks. 
5. Supply missing first part of sentence : shod the horse. rises 

in the east. build nests in trees. • 
6. Copy names of numbers. Draw corresponding pictures—one (1)> 

two (2). 

II. YEAR. 
Slates and blackboard. 
1. Sentences from reading lesson copied from blackboard, and from script 

and print charts. 
2. Copy words from blackboard and from script and print charts. 
3. Copy list of all words taught during the week or month. 
4. Children copy known words from cards, arranging them in stories. 
5. Copy name and address. 
6. Give books to each or simply a printed leaf. Children find known or 

designated words, and copy. 
7. Copy the names of days of the week, names of seasons, copy abbrevi 

ations, use in statements. 
S. Write the names of objects in designated places, as in a store, in tbe 

parlor at home, &c. 
9. Use of "Anagrams or Word Making." Children form words, Copi 

words. Place words in statements or questions. 
10. Change statements to questions. 
11. Change questions to statements. 
12. Copy elliptical sentences, filling in blanks with " an " or " a," as-Please 

end me - pencil; old man entered the door. ,, 
13. Write words indicative of qualities, as—Write a word that will e 

color of the sky, the grass, the snow. A word that will tell the shape ot a» 
orange, the taste of an orange, the size of an orange, &c. Use in statement* 

14. Wiite sentences telling something about given name words, 
sun^ , L ittle Charles , a man 1, B everly . 

le ^each USe S't' set; 'te, lay; various forms of who. , T 
. each (1) use of capitals at the beginning of a sentence. The won 

Aames of persons and places. (2) Christian name and surname. (3) 
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to write initials. (4) Abbreviations—Mr., Mrs., Miss, Dr., St., Ave., Supt. 
(5) Days of the week. (6) Names of the months. (7) How to write dates. 
(8) How to write a letter. (9) How to write addresses. (10) Use of comma 
to separate name of person addressed from the rest of the sentence. (11) 
Use of quot ation marks; unbroken quotations. (12) Use of comma in con
nection with quotation. (13) Use of apostrophe in contraction. (14) Use 
of hyphe n, especially to divide a word at end of line. 

Written Work. 

Write often from dictation. Written work parallel to oral work. For 
other suggestions, see " Busy Work," third year. 

Writing. 

Book No. 1, with and without tracing. Figures of the Arabic notation; 
all the small ldtters singly and in words. Movement exercises to be made 
in the air, and very few and simple in form. 

Primary—W riting. 

1. Place on blackboard lists of common verbs in their different tenses — 
see, saw, draw, drew, eat, ate, is, are, was, were. Children use correctly in 
sentences. 

2. C opy the names of the days of the week, names of seasons, copy abbre
viations, use in statements. 

3. Write the names of objects in designated places, as in a store, in the 
parlor at home, &c. , „ 

4. Use of "Anagrams or Word Making." Children form words. Copy 
words. Place words in statements or questions. 

5. Cards containing questions on reading-lesson of the i ay. I c re n 
write answers. ,, „ ... „ . 

6. Copy headings for "Language," for "Reading, for Spelling, &c. 
7. Write the plural of words irregular in construction-ox, oxen. man, 

men; child, children; goose, geese, Ac. Write one statement, using the 
singular form of each. Write one statement using t e p ura orm • 

8. Re-write given sentence so as to speak of more than one or less than 
two. 

9. C ontinue copying of " Memory Gems. Copy name of aut 
10. Address envelopes. . 
11. Write sentences, using abbreviations: Rev Cap ., dec. 
12. Write the possessive singular of given words. State^thing possessed. 

fhe cat, the cat's tail; the boy, the boy's ball. Use in statemen t 
13. Write the possessive plural of given words, stating possession. 

'iris, the girls' hoods. Use in statements. 
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14. Copy and fill in elliptical sentences whose blanks demand the plural 
forms of nouns, verbs, as oxen, were, &c. 

15. Copy all definitions taught. 
16. Copy spelling words. Place in statements and questions. 
17. Write short original letters, copying letter-head, writing given num

ber of statements and signing name. 
Book No. 2, with and without tracing. 

Primary—Busy Work. 

I. YEAK—TRACING. 

1. Tracing on slate and paper stories first written correctly by teacher. 
2. Tracing names. 
3. Tracing words. 
4. Tracing figures. 
5. Trace by means of tissue paper—pictures, sentences,- words, exam

ples, &c. 
6. Use in same way transparent slates. 
7. Calisthenics once a week. 

NUMBER WORK. 

1. Perform— 10 + 2= 7X2 = 
15 —? = 10 12=3 = 

? —7 = 14 
2 8's = 9 16 
6 + 3 + ? = 12 A1SO,+3 _8 

2. Perform similar examples, changing figures and signs to words. 
3. Perform examples; as, seven and three are ; nine and are 

fourteen; ten, less six, are ; , le ss six, are ten. 
4. Perform similar examples, changing words to figures and to signs. 
5. Perform examples ; as, 2 cats + 5 cats = ; 16 boys , = 10 

boys. 
6. Perform examples, changing words to pictures. Two cats + five cats 

are seven cats. Children make pictures [ and are 
]• 

7. Cards containing examples. Children copy and perform filling in 
blanks. 

8. Calisthenics once a week. 

II. YEAR—NUMBER. 

1. Copy examples and perform operations. 
2. Transpose figures and signs to words, and words to figures and signs. 
3. Write figures in order from one to fifty. 
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4. Count w ords in sentences. Show number of words by figures. 
5. Make m any original examples. Illustrate by pictures. 
6. Write all combinations in designated numbers, as all the combinations 

in 16, &c. 
7. Writ e clothed examples, using words and performing operations indi

cated by figures and by signs, as 20 — 16 =, &c. 
8. Write numbers in order, from one to one hundred. 
9. Writ e numbers by twos, from two to one hundred; by fives, from five 

to one hundred; by tens, from ten to one hundred, &c. 
10. Writ e Roman numerals. 
11. Trans pose figures and words to Roman numerals. Roman numerals 

to figures and words. 
12. Perfo rm indicated operations. Write results in words. 
13. Calist henics once a week. 

III. YEAR—NUMBER WORK. 

1- Perform indicated operations, using figures, signs and words. 
2. Transpo se abstract number work to words, and reverse. 
3. Write and perform many original examples. 
4- Wri te figures, against each figure its name, and the corresponding 

Roman numeral—2, two, II. Reverse order—II., 2, two, &c . 
5. Write tables of time and other tables. 

60 seconds = 1 minute. 
60 minutes = 1 hour. 

2 4  hours = 1 day. 
7 days = 1 week. 

4 weeks + 2 days = 1 month. 
12 months = 1 year. 

6. Write by fives, from five to one hundred ; by twos, by tens, by twenties. 
7. Write the squares of designated numbers. 
8- Writ e the Roman numerals, from one to ten. 
9- Combine Roman numerals to form other numbers. , 
10- Mak e designated number of examples whose result shall be^a spec -

fied number, as-seven examples whose answer shall be sixteen. Write 
Satne examples in words. iM ;n 

H. Make examples calling for given operations, as-two examples 
addition, three examples in subtraction, &c. 

12. Ca listhenics once a week. 

Primary—Language. 

I. YEAR. 

essing Games, (a) Teacher describes an animal a plant or^other 
Chifdren guess its name. Child describes object. Teacher 
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children guess the name. (6) Teacher describes hidden object. Children 
guess name and find, (c) Teacher or child describes animal. Children 
perform actions to designate animal they guess, (d) Teacher or child de
scribes objects. Children select names from among other words. (e) Teacher 
selects object. Children question until from teacher's replies they can 
guess name, &c. 

2. Plants, Animals, &c. Plants—Lessons on plants and animals alternate 
with action lessons, thinking games, picture lessons, &c. Plants are taken 
in the springtime. Let children plant seeds. Watch growth. Teacher 
draws on blackboard or chart, picture to show stages of development. 
Children name parts of different plants. Do not attempt classification. 
Animals—Select familiar animals to talk about. Tell what these animals 
do, what they eat, habits, &c. Touch and name the parts of the animal. 
Talk about each part. In work, use real animals, stuffed animals, pictures 
of animals. 

3. Human Body. Children touch and name parts. Use of parts (ear, 
nose). Care of parts (teeth, finger-nails). 

4. Teach qualities and words that express them: smooth—rough, hard— 
soft, long—short, red—yellow, &c. 

5. Make statements about one object. Make statements about more than 
one. Occasion use of: is—are, was—were, see—saw, has—have. 

II. YEAR.—SLICED ANIMALS. 

1. Children put together. When completed tell about animals thus 
formed. 

2. Conversational Lessons. Topics of interest—information lessons, 
(a) Color—tint and shade. (6) Form—surfaces, edges, corners, faces, circle, 
square, triangle, oblong, prism, &c. (c) Place, position designated—on, 
near, above, beside, beneath, among, right hand, left hand, back, tront, 
upper right-hand corner, middle. Relative, distance—inch, foot, yard. 
Places—top of desk, school-room floor, &c. (d) Qualities—Apply to objects, 
a s  t o u g h ,  b r i t t l e ,  e l a s t i c ,  o p a q e ,  t r a n s p a r e n t ,  s o l i d ,  l i q u i d ,  f l u i d ,  p o r o u s ,  ( e )  
Weight and measure—pound, ounce, peck, bushel, gallon, quart, pint, gill-
(/) Plants—parts of plant, root, stem, leaves, bud, flower, fruit; names of 
various plants; children bring plants. Shape of leaf—name of parts, 
petiole, blade, margin, midrib, veins (g) Human Body—Organs of sense. 
( h )  Animals—Habits (tell stories); name parts; study parts; comparison. 
(i) Tell simple, historical stories. 

3. Imitation Lessons. 
4. Combination Lessons. Each lesson given, not only in one but in all 

subjects, should bear close relation to all other subjects taught. (a) Chil
dren tell stories containing words of reading lesson (Reading), (b) Tell 
stories containing names of objects on north side of room (Geography)., 
(c) Children place objects to suggest sentences for the teacher to write (Place). 

5. Occasion use of is, are, was, were, shall, will, may, can, might, ought, 
could, would, should, which; I saw; I have seen. Common adverbs— 
quickly, slowly. 
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III. YEAR. 

Aims. To review and extend work of first three years. To stimula-te 
observation. To give knowledge in well-connected sentences. To write 
without aid, descriptions, stories, letters, &o. 

Stories. Told and read. Reproduced in writing, using outline. Con
tinue wcrk in grammatical forms. Give general lessons to stimulate obser
vation, a nd give training in expression on such topics as houses, fires, 
letters. Outline subject chosen and lead children to give their knowledge 
of it in gra mmatically-constructed sentences. 

Select, also, topics of interest connected with their Reading or Geography 
lessons. 

Train t o apply proper adjectives in describing properties and qualities of 
subjects under consideration. Lessons should be presented on board in an 
analytic form, so as to be systematically arranged. Use afterwards in 
written language work. Use such substances as slate, silk, sponge, camphor, 
rice, wh alebone, ivory, nutmeg, coffee, cork, coal. Reproduce lessons, 
using outline on board. Write descriptions and stories without aid. Study 
animals in detail, and compare descriptions, noting adaptation of each 
animal to habits and home. 

Teach how to observe the parts of such animals as sponge, coral, starfish, 
oyster, clam, snail, crab or lobster in regular order. State facts as to size, 
form, surface, color, position and uses of the same. Trace the growth and 
change of a caterpillar or some insect. 

Teach informally, two parts of a statement. Names [nouns]. «oper 
and common names. Names that mean more than one [plural]. Differ
ent ways of forming plural. Words that denote possession [John s hatj. 
Possessive forms of plural nouns [boys' boots, men's coats]. Words that 
describe [That is a black hat]. Words that point out [This orange is sweet . 
Use of " the " " an " and " a." Words that assert [Soldiers march]. Words 
that show how [She sang sweetly]. Words that show when [I wrote » letter 
yesterday] Words that show where [Charles threw the ball down]. W ords 
used instead of names [Robert, will you go?] Words after is and was. 
Words used as objects [John lost his ticket]. Words that show relation 
[The man stood by the chair]. 

Primary—Geography. 

I. YEAR. 

Lessons on the compass, &c. 
Concert recitations on globe. 

II. YEAR. 

1. Review cardinal and semi-cardinal points, extending their application 
(a) Name the streets around the school block, giving directions, (b) Lead 
the children away from the building as far as their knowledge will permit, 

10 
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in all cardinal directions, (c) Name prominent buildings, locating them 
with reference to the cardinal points. 
• 2. Review table and its parts. 

3. Boundary—Children bound themselves, their room, other rooms, the 
building, the school block. 

4. Concert recitations on globe. 

III. YEAR. 

Conversational lesson, showing relative size of county and State. State 
map presented and studied in same manner as county map. Develop by 
use of moulding-board, leading features of earth's surface. 

1. Land (lowland, highland)—mountain: parts, summit (dome, peak), 
base, sides, mountain range, mountain system, mountain group, volcano, 
hill, ridge of hills, plateau, valley. 

2. Water—[ a )  General qualities (liquid, transparent bright, colorless, 
tasteless, odorless, cool). (6) Uses and special qualities upon which uses 
depend. (1) Water takes the form of the vessel that holds it. (2) Evapora 
tion—vapor. (3) Condensation—clouds. (4) Rain, (c) Inland waters-
river, parts of a river (source, mouth, right and left banks, bed, rapids, 
cataracts, tributaries), (d) Uses of river—navigation, water power, irriga
tion. (e) Brooks. (/) Lakes—parts of a lake (head of lake, foot of lake, 
shore of lake), (g) Ocean (seas, gulfs, bays, channels, straits). 

1. Lessons to lead to a conception of the earth as a whole—a great ball, 
moving in space, lighted by the sun, surrounded by air, with a surface of 
land and water, with men and animals, plants and trees living upon it. 

2. Study of globe and wall map of the hemisphere, to learn how land 
and water are represented on maps and globes. 

3. The Hemispheres, (a) What are they? (b) How many and how 
named ? Continents and oceans defined, named and found on the map. 
(c) What is an island, mountain, hill, plain, valley, coast, cape, peninsula, 
isthmus, gulf, bay, strait, channel,lake, river? A few of each located on 
the map. 

4. Motions of the earth, day and night, the seasons, zones, equator, axis, 
poles, horizon, direction and distance, maps. 

5. Preparation for study of a continent, ( a )  The air we breathe: its use, 
depth, its varying density, its movements, winds, hurricanes. (b) Climate: 
introductory lesson on weather of one day; thermometer; difference be
tween weather and climate; kinds of climate; location of cold climates, of 
hot climates: the terms torrid, frigid, temperate; more about zones; 
climate as affected by winds; latitude; elevation ; climate of Trenton for 
one year, (c) Soil: how formed, depth, kinds. (d) Vegetation: what we 
mean by the term, depends upon soil, climate and moisture; where to 
expect scanty and where abundant vegetation, (e) Productions and Com
merce. A few ot the principal productions should be named and the 
climate and localities in which they are produced. Some ideas of com
merce, both domestic and foreign, should be given by showing where and 
how the various productions are carried. 
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6. Races of men, their peculiarities, &c. 
Finish Primary Geography. 
Concert recitations on globe. 

Primary—Arithmetic. 

I. YEAR. 

Numbers from 1 to 10. 
Teach objectively. In the teaching of every number observe the following 

order: 
1. The perception of the number as a whole. 2. Analysis of the number. 

3. Drill upon the addition, subtraction, multiplication and division facts of 
the number. 4. Comparison of t he number with smaller numbers. Relate 
the subject to every other subject: (a) To plants—5 leaves and 1 leaf are 6 
leaves. (6) To minerals—4 pieces of iron less 3 pieces of iron are 1 piece 
of iron, (c) To color—1 red square and 7 red squares are 8 red squares, 
(d) To form—In 8 cubes there are 4 twos, (e) To qualities—9 smooth balls 
less 6 smooth balls are 3 smooth balls. (/) To penmanship—Write 3 lines 
of u's; write 4 lines of i's. [g) To reading—Copy the word "man" four 
times. 

Work parallel to Wentworth's and Reed's Primary Arithmetic. 
Read and write numbers to 1,000. 
Concert recitations in counting, &c. 

II. YEAR. 

Numbers, their combinations and relations. Review all preceding work. 
Work parallel to Wentworth's and Reed's " Primary Arithmetic." With 
every number teach related facts. 

24—24 hours in 1 day. 
24 sheets " 1 quire. 
24 ones " 2 dozen. 

Read and write numbers to 1,000,000. 
Concert recitations in Roman notation, &c. 

III. YEAR. 

Work parallel to Wentworth's and Reed's " Primary Arithmetic," com
pleted. 

Read and write numbers to 1,000,000,000. 
Concert recitations in Tables, Weights and Measures. 

Primary—Reading. 

I. YEAR. 

Maxim—Ideas before words. 
I. Conversational Lessons. Objects and pictures. In connection with 

Conversational Lessons. 
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II. Form Lessons (preparatory to distinguishing words and letters). 
Finding like forms (not named). 
Association of form with picture of form. 
Finding of like form pictures (not named). 
For greater variety of drill, introduce word forms, forms of sin gle 

letters, forms of figures, &c. (not named). 
III. Teach script vocabulary, using words found in chart and first few 

pages of First Reader. 
Make all work objective. Present first the object or idea, and then 

the word or representative of idea. 
IV. Combining of known words into sentences. 
V. Change from script to print. 

Finish First Reader. Continue teaching of words from blackboard. 
Children get for themselves words containing known elements. 

Supplementary Reading. Read as many First Readers as it is possible 
to do thoroughly. 

Finish Second Reader. Read other Second Readers. Daily sight read
ing. Emphasis to be laid on silent reading. Have paragraphs read silently, 
close books and have oral reproduction. Teacher questions as to what was 
read; children question each other as to what was read. Have picture 
drawn illustrating paragraphs. Distinguish carefully between getting 
thought, the forming of a clear mental picture, and simply calling words 
and naming sounds. 

Elliptical sentences containing two or more omitted words. Children fill 
in blanks. Blanks refer especially to difficult words of all lessons. 

Finish Third Reader. Read other Third Readers. Sight reading daily. 
Frequent exercises in silent reading, followed by oral or written reproduc
tion. 

Intermediate Department. 

B CLASS. 

Spelling. Reed's Word Lessons; five time a week. 
Writing. Number 1 of Farley and Gunnison's Short Course; five times 

a week. 
Drawing, Jsumbers 1 and 2 of Kriisi's Synthetic Series; five times a 

week. 
Reading. Sheldon's Third Reader; five times a week. 
Arithmetic. Through easy Fractions, with a daily drill in Mental Arith

metic; five times a week. 
Geography. Ihrough North and South America in Swinton's Elementary 

Geography; four times a week. Map Drawing, Apgar's System. 
Declamation. Once a week. 
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A CLASS. 

Spelling. Reed's Word Lessons; five times a week. 
Writing. Numbers 2 and 3 of Farley and Gunnison's Short Course; five 

times a week. 
Drawing. Numbers 3 and 4 of Kriisi's Synthetic Series; four times a 

week. 
Reading. Sheldon's Fourth Reader, with selections from Elementary 

History of United States; five times a week. 
Arithmetic. Through Fractions, both Common and Decimal, and easy 

Compound Numbers; five times a week. Mental Arithmetic. 
Geography. Finish Swinton's Elementary ; four times a week. 
Grammar. Easy lessons in elementary Grammar; five times a week. 
Declamation. Once a week in class, and two or three times a year before 

•the whole school. 

Junior Department. 

B CLASS. 

Spelling. Reed's Word Lessons; five times a week. 
Writing. Numbers 1 and 2 of Farley and Gunnison's Regular Course; 

five times a week. 
Drawing. Numbers 5 and 6 of Kriisi's Analytic Series, with blackboard 

practice; four times a week. 
Reading. Sheldon's Fourth Reader, with selections from Elementary 

History of the United States ; five times a week. 
Arithmetic. Finish Compound Numbers; Wentworth's "Grammar 

•School; " five times a week, Mental Arithmetic. 
Geography. Finish Swinton's Complete Geography; four times a week. 

Map Drawing, Apgar's System. 
Grammar. Brown's First Lessons; five times a week. 
Composition. Once in two weeks. 
Declamation. Once a week in class and two or three times a year before 

the whole school. 
A CLASS. 

Spelling. Reed's Word Lessons; five times a week. 
Writing. Numbers 3 and 4 of Farley and Gunnison's Regular Course; 

five times a week. 
Drawing. Numbers 7 and 8 of Kriisi's Analytic Series, with blackboard 

practice; four times a week. 
Reading. Monroe's Sixth Reader, with selections from English authors; 

four times a week. 
Grammar. Finish Reed and Kellogg's " Higher Lessons in English ; " five 

times a week. 
Arithmetic. Finish Wentworth's "Grammar School" Arithmetic, be

ginning at percentage; five times a week. 
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United States History. Finish Barnes' "Brief History;" five times a 
week. 

Physiology. Hutchinson's Physiology; two terms, four times a week. 
Natural History. The study of Animals for one term, four times a week. 
Botany. Finish Part I. of Gray's "How Plants Grow;" one term, four 

times a week. 
Latin. Finish Leighton's " First Steps; " five times a week. (The study 

of Latin is optional.) 
Composition. Once in two weeks. 
Declamation. Once a week in class and three or four times a year before 

the whole school. 

Senior Department. 

B. CLASS. 

Spelling. Reed's Word Lessons; five times a week. 
Writing. Numbers 4J and 5 of Farley and Gunnison's Regular Course; 

five times a week. 
Drawing. Numbers 9 and 10 of Kriisi's Perspective Series, with black

board practice ; four times a week. 
English Literature. Lockwood's " Lessons in English," together with 

the study of the English and American Authors; four times a week. 
Algebra. Wentworth's Elements of Algebra to Quadratic Equations; 

• five tim es a week. 
Natural Philosophy. Finish Avery's " First Principles; " two terms,four 

times a week. 
Arithmetic. A general review of the subject, using Ray's "Test Prob

lems; " two terms, four times a week. 
Book-keeping. One term, three times a week. 
Latin. Csesar, Book s I .-IV.; Latin Grammar; five times a week. (The 

study of Latin is optional.) 
Greek. Grammar and Lessons. Xenoplion begun; five times a week. 

(The study of Greek is optional.) 
Composition. Once in two weeks; reading composition three or four 

times a year before the whole school. 
Declamation. Once a week in class, and three or four times a year 

before the whole school. 

A CLASS. 

Spelling. Reed's Word Lessons ; five times a week. 
Drawing. Numbers 11 and 12 of Kriisi's Perspective Series, with black

board practice; four times a week. 
General History. Finish Barnes General History; five times a week. 
Physical Geography. One term, five times a week. 
Geology. Shaler's "First Book; " one term, five times a week. 
Astronomy. Gillet and Rolfe's "First Book; " one term, five times a 

week. 
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Algebra. Finish Wentworth's " Elements of Algebra;" two terms, five 
times a week. 

Geometry. Wentworth's, Books I.-V.; two terms, five times a week. 
Latin. Virgil, Alneid, Books I.-VL; Cicero, Orations, VI.; five times a 

week. Latin Composition. (The study of Latin is optional.) 
Greek. Xenophon, Anabasis, Books I.-IV.; Homer, Iliad,-Books I.-IIL ; 

Greek Grammar; five times a week. Greek composition. (The study of 
Greek is optional.) 

Grammar. Beview and examination. 
Geography. Review and examination. 
United States History. Review and examination. 
Composition. Once in two weeks. Reading composition three or four 

times a year, before the whole school. 
Declamation. Once a week in class, and three or four times a year before 

the whole school. 



RATKS O F T UITION. 

Primary Department. 
Class C, per term. .... $3 00 
Class B, per term 3 50 
Class A, per term 4 00 

Intermediate Department. 
Class B, per term $5 50 
Class A, per term 0 50 

Junior Department. 
Class B, per term 50 
Class A, per term 0 50 

Senior Department. 
Class B, per term $10 50 
Class A, per term H 50 

(153) 



REMARKS. 

The tuition is payable quarterly in advance; and pupils will not be allowed 
to continue a second term if the tuition of the previous term remains 
unpaid. By order of the Board this rule will be strictly enforced. 

Charges are made from the week of entering the School. In case of 
expulsion from School or absence without permission of the Resident 
Principal, there will be no drawback. 

No deduction for absence, except in case of protracted illness, and then for-no 
less than two weeks. Pupils leaving School before the end of the term, must 
pay for the whole term, unless a special arrangement is previously made. 

Books are supplied frfee of charge if kept in good condition, allowing for 
ordinary wear and tear. 

When any pupil shall lose, deface or injure a book, he will be required 
to pay for it within a week afterwards or all his books will be recalled. 

Quarterly Reports of each pupil's recitation, conduct and attendance are 
sent home; and parents are requested not to pass them over without a 
critical examination, as they are valuable in proportion as they are noticed. 

Pupils in the Preparatory Department, intending to teach, are charged 
for the use of books one dollar a term. Any such pupil failing to be pro
moted two years in succession will not be allowed to re-enter the class. 

Time of Opening. 

The doors open in the morning for the admission of pupils at 8:30 o'clock. 
The daily sessions begin at 9:00 A. M. and close at 2:40 P. M. 

Damages. 

Students will be held liable for and obliged to pay all damages occasioned 
by them to any of the buildings and furniture beyond that of ordinary 
wear. 

Public Entertainments. 

Twice during the year public entertainments are given, at which times 
awards, prizes, certificates and diplomas are given. Extra entertainments 
are occasionally given, to which the public are invited. 

(155) 
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Improvements. 

It is the policy of the Trustees to expend all the surplus money upon the 
School and building in the way of improvements and in securing the best 
facilities for school-work. Much has already been done, and every con
venience is being provided for the comfort and health of the pupils. 
Parents are respectfully invited to call and inspect the premises. 



CALENDAR FOR 1 891-92. 

Fall Term opens Monday, September 21st, 1891. 
Winter Term opens Monday, November 30th, 1891. 
Spring Term opens Monday, February 8th, 1892. 
Summer Term opens Monday, April 18tb, 1892. 

Vacations. 

Christmas Holidays—December 25th, 1891, to January 3d, 1892. 
Summer Vacation—June 17th, 1892, to September 12th, 1892. 

Holidays. 

Thanksgiving Day and day following, Washington's Birthday, Decoiation 
Day, Good Friday and Easter Monday. 

Commencement. 

Thursday, June 16th, 1892. (157) 


